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t~workshop 
nry 26 to 30th~ 1979. 

The Cemra for Davelop:nent Research Jlld Action 
<coaAl I Madras I and tbe me - fnedom from Hun;• 
CampaiOn/Actton for Development, New Dalhl orvanta
ed ,a flva-day workshop on •The Content and Methodo
lo9Y of TralDinq fer Actlvlata • at Whitefield, Bllnqalore 
from NoveJDber 26 to 30, 1979. 

The Purpose of Orqanlslnq the Workshop I 
Tbere were in all 13 persona •· 8 men and 5 ~maD. 

nva out of tbe thirteen were activists, en7aged directly 
1n belp1D; various oppressed groups to create their own 
orvantsatlona fer polltlcal, economlc and social aelf
protec:t1on and the furtherance of their interest. 'Die 
rest were 111Volved wltb orvantstnv traiD1Dq J110911lmmes 
br such activists or fer potential act1rists. nve per
son,..._ were from North India, the rest from South ln:Ua. 

L Tb~~-~Tas a doctor, a law graduate, an agricultural 
' sca~st, wblle the others bad a background in the 
social sciences. One of the partlcl~nts bad been a 
factary worker fer six years with experience in trade 
un1oD work. 

Some of the part1clpants knew each other wbUe :· 
some were new to each otbw. So the qroup spent some 
time on informal lntroductioDs. Tbla helped to break 
the lee and 1Dteract1on aDd dlalo9ue became easlw. 

Parttclpaots 1D the Wortshop I 
Tbe two peoPle who had thouqht of and who 

actually orvantsed tbe .workshop explained tbat ana 
general purpose beblnd lt was that many people had 
been cany1ng out tra1nlnq proqraiDIIIes of different 
klnds, at different levela. Some of these proqrammes 
had been regular, others ad-hoc, some very systema
tic and farmal 0 others very 1nfcrD1Bl and quite uncrva
nlsed. Some had written about their pro;rammes, 
~ had not, wltb the result that leam1D9 by excb-

\an\'.ilb experiences had DOt occumtd. The llllpact 
' aDd fellow-up of most tralDiDV programmes, 1t seemed, 

bad not been evaluated sufflclently. 

Tbe orqanlsers felt the need to meet people in
volved with tra1n1Dq programmes to: 

(a) lHm about their work, lnsightlr and 
experi'!nces and 

(b) to discuss with them the content and 
methodology of effective proqramme• · 
for the tralnJng of activbts. 

One speclflc purpose was to help CDRA fermu
late concrete ideas on how and what k1nd of traininq 
programmes to orqanise for people who could function 
as activists in tba rural and urban areas. The CORA 
r epr-.sentative explained that they had been orqan
is1: .tralninq proqrammes off and on on an ad-hoc 
basta but ware not satisfied with them. They 
found 1t difficult to communicate effectively with 
the people they were tJying to train. 
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In its work CDRA had decided to focus 
attention on training activists. This was mainly 
for two reasons. First, it had been approached 
by some groups of rural youth for training. Secon
dly, loOking at the present scene in Nral Tamil 
Nadu 1t was felt there was a real need for train
inq rural youth as activists. It was CDRA's 
understanding that tensions, specially caste 
tensions, were increasing day by day. Enc..ur
aqtngly small qroups of har1Jan youth were also 
emerqing to deal with such problems. . However 
owing to a lack of theoretical clarity and support. 
the potential activists were unable to carry the 
struqgle forward. CORA felt it should play a 
support111e role 1n such situations by iJr9Snis1n; 
training programmes and providtng releuaut 
r eadlnq materials • .. 

The group-tried to grapple with these speci
fic and otber qeneral problems for which the work
shop had been convened. 

.Long List of Issues and Lonqer Worklnq Hours I 
Tbe workshop qot off the ground with a brain 

storm.tng session to list all those issues which were 
th()ught to be Important and relevant to the theme 
of tbe workshop. The list which emerqed was quite 
formUiable. 

It bet:ame clear to the participants tbat lf 
they stuc:'k to the usual workinq hours they would 
not be able to achieve all that they .wanted to in 
the time available. It was decided to work fairly long 
bow's beqtrmlnq at 8.30 a .. m. 1n the momlnq ~ mom
lng until 10 or 11 at night with a few breaka in between. 
Even then it was DOt easy, tnfact not possible • to dis
cuss all the ls~ues 1n the detall tbat was thought 
necessary. 

The workshop came to be considered as the 
bevlnning of a dialoque. After some time, and aftfll' 
putting some of thlnqs discussed 1DtD action more 
such sessions could be bald fer further reflection 
and achieving clarity about bow best to carry out 
tralnlnq proqrammes for activists. 

Sberlng the Outcome of the Workshop With 
a Wider Group of People 

It was decided tbat the deliberations of the 
workshop should be recorded and presented in the 
form of a sllllply written report which could be 
made available to other qroups involved with simi
lar traln1ng programmes. 

who is an activist ? 

After considerinq a number of other words 
which are ~enerally used for'people worlclD; with 
the rural and urban poor l~ was decided to continue 
to use the word activist. 

Th• Group Chose to Make its Own Deflnltlon: I 

An activist 1s a person, who identJ
fle$ w.lth the interests of the people, who is committed 
to worklnq with the poor and oppressed to help them 
orqanlse themselves to ·bring about a radical chanqe in 
the present unJust social, economic and political struo
turvs and create a free and equal social order. An 
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(}ttvist may be from within the poor and oppressed 
community or from a different social, economic and ed~ 

~tiona! background. But she will be a person commi-
1.: "!d to work full time with the people and participate . 

1n their struggles. An activist Is committed to the peo
ple and not to a project, party or organisation. This 
Jl!eans that an activist does not use the people to ful-
fill the aims !Jf an organisation. · 

~ . r 
: In so far as an activist's loyalty is to the .opp

ressed ,people, there Is a difference here from workers 
of political parties and trede unions. The latter, the 
group felt, are more often than not, committed more to 
the interests of their parties and unions t.'lan to the. 
interests of the people. Various examples were given 
to show that even left oriented political parties and 
trade unions often use people for their own ends and 
are very dogmatlr: 1n their appro~~ch. Party and .trede 
union workers normally carry with them a closed frame
work of analysis, a ready-made procJramme- a finished 
product that is to be delivered to the people. 'l'heir 
message 1s usually. not open-ended. There 1s no scope 
to change it. 

~though activists a~ and can be both men and women 
~fenceforth the activist will be referred to as a woman. 

Words like she, her, herself will be used. for the acti
vist 1n order to avoid writing repeatedly she/he, her
self/himself etc. 

An activiSt, on the other band. is a pan 
of the people's struc;nJle - like a wave in the sea wldcb 
rises up wben the waters (the people) and the objec:tl,. 

• condidons make it ner.essary and which merges into tbe 
water when there 1s no need. Activists allow other 
waves also to emerge. '!hey are not the only waves 
which rise. 

Are Development Workers Activists ? I 
'1be group dealt with the question whether deve

lopment -,orkers wbo implement development projects 
can be callaclactlvists. The answer was tbet those . 
development workers whose sole concem 1s to imple
ment development projects without questioning the 
present structures which are responsible for the pov-

mrty of the masses cannot be callacl activists. Moat 
~evelopment workers clo not help to crqanlse the 

people. At best they Improve the economic status of 
the poor marginally and at worst their projects make 
the poor poorer. 

An activiSt is cllfferent from a deve
lopment worker in so far as the main objective of the 
activist 1s organisation of the oppressed people to 
brlnq about a radical change 1n the preslt"lt system 
and not work for marginal Improvements 1n the ecoao
mlc c:mclltl.on of people without questlonlnq the over
all structures of society. 

The Role, Attitude and Perspective of Activists I 
'l'he main role of activists is to help people 

form their own orqanisations to fight for their riqhts. 
'l'hey should always work with a group of people rather 
tban with individuals so that collective action is taken. 
An' activist. sboulcl also help people take leadership 
and responsibility into their own bands so that an out-

('':~~de activist is able to withdraw soon and the communi
~ brings .forth activists from within as the need arises. 
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It was felt that an activist, whether she ts from 
within or outside the community, should not reqard her
self as the lftatn force of a struggle or organisation. It 
was also stressed that the poor should not be organised 
on issues preconceived by the activist. The seeds of 
discontent are within the concl1t1ons of the people, in 
their daily Uves. Problema like econc:-'111c exploitation, 
caste discrimination, sexual harassment of their women. 
etc. 'l'hey fe>el the need to clo something. A activists 
can help in the formulation of the unarticulated clestrea 
of the people and assist them organise themselves. The 
Issues around which the people decide to organise should 
be decided through an Intensive dialogue between the 
activist and the people. 

Two examples were given to show tbat the emer
gence of an organisation of the poor depends on the ob
Jective ~nd.i~ons of the•JX~Gr and =t merely on the 

. ab1Uty of an activist to organise. 

·In Mabarashtra the Employment Guarantee Scheme 
of the government had raised the expectations of the 

'naral un-end under employed poor. their hopes were, 
however, being increasingly belled because of the hap
hazard and faulty implementation of the scheme. The 
poor were becomtnq more and more frustrated. Simi- • 
larly 1n rural Tamil Naclu, the situation was becoming 
tense clue to the increasing oppression against Hari)ans. 
In response to these atrocltles some grolips of Harljans 
were emerging to protect themselves against attacks by 
high caste sections. . 

These seedbeds of frustration are being and can 
be used by activists to help in the emergence and gro
wth of people's organisations. 

Increasing Peoples Self Conficlence 1 
'l'he poor cllstrust others.and themselves, they 

have fear • they devalue themselves. 'l'hey have no 
confidence about their power af thinking and action. 
They believe lt 1s beyond them to change their own 
destiny. It's an attitude of fatalism with centuries 
of history behlncl lt. 

It is .a 1mportant role of an activist to help C 
them shed fear, regain confidence, believe 1n them
selves, and trust fellow human beings. This can and 
•hould be achieved through struggle, struggle agawt 
outslclers who explolt.them aa well as stru;gle against 
their own fear, lack of confidence, inclividualism, · 
1111teracy, etc. Confidence increases \hroUQh affir
mation, throUQh group action. An activist should help 
in keep~ the group actlon 9011l9 10 that people l..am 
how to work together. An activiSt has to constantly 
ask •am I 1ncreas1Dg their confidence, their faith 1n 
themsel,.s, and their self-rellance or am I maklnq 
them lDstruments of my own plans of action, imposing 
my own ideas on them? • 'l'here is a tendency to do the 
latter among activists who come fftlm university back
grounds, who are well versed 1n speech and who use 
standardtsed terms. Tb1s makes people who clo not 
understand such language feel small and inadequate. 
Instead of increasing their confidence there might be 
an altogeth!tr opposite effect. 

Belp in Analysis I 
Activists should help people analyse their 

,Uaaadon and clarlfy issues in order to evolve action 
plaiiS. Tbe .activists can and should make, what may 
.,. 'aillecl, their 1110st valuable contribution. that of 
.... m; questions and provicllng a wider perspective. 
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On the basts of the studies undertaken by activists 
and tbe experience and knowledge they might have of 
~ struggles, they can help the people to broaden 
k .r understanding as well as to see their struggle 
in the context of the larger reality- th& nation. 

~ \.:>; 

Two-way Relationship Between the People 
And the Activist 

It 1s not always COITec:1·to believe that the poor 
and the oppressed do not know their probems or are 
not aware of their exploitation. If they do not talk 
about such things openly to outsiders it may be beca
use they have. good reasons not to trust them. The 
outsiders, especJ.ally 1l they are well to de, mo~ 
often than not go out to explolt or make use of the 
oppressed people. Another reason why th~ people 
might not talk about their oppressed condition and 
the injustice they suffer may be because such a 
condition has existed for so lonq and it 1s so deeply 
entrenched in the system that they see no way out 
of it. They perhap5 do not know that things can be 
different. The brainwashing they are continually 
subjected to about the rich being cleverer, bard 
working, and they being poorer because of their past 
~d deeds perheps also plays a role in keeping the 
~.-,ple quiet about their plight. 

However, sUence on the part of the people 
about their problems and exploitation may DOt always 
be because of their ignorance. Sometimes 1t might 

· be a strategy on their part to prevent make their situ
ation from becoming worse tbaD 1t 1S. 

Some participants gave examples to show 
that the poor and the oppressed often have a very 
good idea of bow they are being exploited. They have 
thetr own thinking and perspective about their condi
tion. They can lnfact describe their own reality much 
better than outside academics. Often one finds that 
they present reality in a much more pointed way and 
in 1ts various dimensions. The poor might also have 
a perspective of the way the total S"JStem works, and 
they also have or may have an idea of their own I)Ower
lessness to deal with 1t. 

Also, they do not think in abstract terms: they 
~usually think in concrete terms about their immediate 
~spects in the social system. 

Activists, specially the ones from outside, do 
not have the same knowledge, experience and consci
ousness which the people bave. The activists' know
ledge of the micro situation is usually more limited, 
but they are likely to have more information an:t know
ledge about the macro sinatton or how-lhe whole sys
tem operates. 

Therefore, it will be wrong for activists to think 
that they knOw everything batter than the people and 
that all they have to do is to pass on the •truth• as 
they know it to the people. The interaction between 
the people and the activists is by no means a one way 
process in which the activists provide all the •wisdom • 
with the people having nothing to contribute from their 
Slde. 

Activists have to learn from the people and th~ 
people from the ac••vists. It has to be .t two way com

-. munication, a relationship of give and take. Together 
. i the p90ple and the activists must strive to extend the 
~- limits of their knowledge, Pl!rception and understand

ing of the social processes at work around them. 
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Mutual enrichment comes when both activists and the 
people together make prop!!r connection b2tween local 
reality in the concrete and the wider regional/national 
reality in a generalised abstract form: encompassinq 
the part into a whole. 

Equality, Not Easy to Achieve 

It w1ll not be easy for the activists to be regar
ded by the people as their equals. The people wW in
variably look up towards them for leadership. Tradi;. 
Uonally, that is how leaders are looked upon. It is 
not easy for the people to break away from the in
fluence of hierarchies and undemocratic methods of. 
functloninq in their own traditional institutions as 
well as modem mstitutions Uke achools, c;ovemment 
offices, etc. Activists on their part are also usually 
victims of similar attitudes in reverse and tend to 
enjoy their superior role as guides or teachers. 

' Given the constraints, it wtll be a constant str.Jq-
qle to achieve equality in the group, to start ever 
widenlnq ripples of new values, new methods of func
tjgniDq, a new way of relating to each other. Such 
valuee wUl be new for the people as well as for the 
activiSts and they wUl have to Join in a common 
pursuit to achiev.e them. 

Should Activists have an ldeoloqy? l 
At this stage another question was asked -

should activists go to work with the people without 
an ideoloqy ? Can they merely inform people about 
the different ideologies or ideas of development 
and chan;e, without putting particular values on 
any. S~uld activiSts be neutral? U they bave an 
.ideoloqy should they not tell the people what it ls? 

The group felt that it was not reasonable to 
expect activists not to have any views on society. 
Their views miqht not always be in the form of a well 
defined ideoloqy. But undefined thouqh th~ may be, 
views wW be there. The fact that activists want to 
work with the coer me11ns they have some views as 
well as asplnltlons to do something. It is their idea 
of their own role whtch will determine their methods 
of work and attitudes towards people. U activists 
work with the poor as against the rich it shows 
that they have already made .some .,iv'llces vis-e-vy power relatiOns 1n the social system. 

~ h wa_IF felt necessary for activists to have a 
more or less clear understandlnq of why they want 
to work with the poor and what the)' want to do. 
However, the group tbouqbt that it was against -
rationality and scientlfic attitude to blindly accept 
any one prevalent ideolo9Y as perfect an9 fully 
satisfactory tbr all tlmes and situations. Any 
particular historical and rational and scientific 
analysis Qike that presented by Marx, for exaruple) 
is in tha last analysis and according to the very 
method, a human effort bound by time and place. 
Activists have a responsibility to examine the 
ideoloqy they find satlsfactoLY against the concrete 
experience of the historical situation in the present 
day society. This they owe to the people if they 
are DOt to make guinea pigS of them • Activists ne«f '·· 
to be as clearheaded, rational a"nd scientific as 
possible. · 
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With What Kind of Perspective Should the 
Activist Go to the People ? 

The qroup rejected the proposition that an 
activist as defined above should 90 to the people 
with only an orthodox Marxist ideolo9)'. Even 
Marxist ideology has come to be interpreted in 
mcire than several ways in recent years • Havinq 
rejected this proposition it was felt that just 
41nybody and everybody who worked at the 9fllSS

root level ~uld also not be termed activist. 
Even. wblle allowin9 !or dlfierences of ideolo9)' 
it was possible to specify some essential common 
elements of the ideolo~JY of activists • 

To beq1n with, activists would uphold the 
values of freedom, equality and justice and 
clearly jud9e the present social system as 
UDjust, oppressive and linequal. It wW be ·their 
conviction that injustice, inequality and poverty 
can be removed only by a basic restruct~9 of 
the whole society. 

1\lrthermore, an activist will understand that 
oppression, injustice, poverty are not a result of 
mere individual desires or quirks. How individuals 

~behave and act is a result of a structured 10cial, 
""''economic and political system. An activist wW 

also reco9Jlise that the material conditions of 
livln9 result 1n people relat1n9 to each other 1n a 
certain way and it is important to analyse and 
UDderstand bow 1n a particular society different ) 
sub-systems or structures are interconnected. lbr 
an activist restructuring o( society can onlv come 
throucrh the QJm.ressed Clllsse!l struoqllnq aqa1nst . I 
the extstlnq_ system 1n a coordinatecs manner as " I 
united iDrce. -

Bence, an activist will consider' 1t her 
prtuiary ·task to help people to become stronq and 
UDited with revolutionary consciousness. 

Activists should not be Rig~ I 

I 
Altbouqh activists should have a qood ader

staDdlnq of the reality aro\Uld them and a clear 
perspective on what needs 1D be done, they should 
~t think. that they bave aU the answers 110 all 
~e.J~ons and Mve nothinG further 1D IearD. Activists 

snowa reause tbat the reality is ll!ways chanqlnq 
and hence one's Wlderstandlnq 1s never complete, 
that there 1s always a posslbWty of improvtnq on 
one's understandlnq. They should be wUllnq 110 
modify/chanqe their understandinq and perspective 
accordlnq 1D the chanq1nq reality. Their ideas . 
must always be open 1D verification and redefinition'\ 
1f necessary. Chanqes should even be admitted in 
the tools of analysis !or none of them can be held 
1D be infallible or suitable ror all times to come. 

Openness vis-a-vis- the People I 
Just as activists would like the people 1D 

be open and wUling to learn, they should also be 
open and wlllin9 to l"m from the people and from 
the interaction which takes place between them and 
tj)e people. If thel! s.tat:t .believing that theirs is the 
c: :rect ideolocrv. t~t they ~w the solutions to 
~- probleJ!I.~ and a.u that the people nave to d.o is 
to learn nom them, tnen there can be no scope !or 
any genuine dialogue between the people and 
activists. 
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Activists s_hould not believe that they haye 
already achieved the riqht level of consciousness 
and their task is only to br1nq people to their own 
level of consciousness. Such a belief and attitude 
aqain leads 1D an \Ulequal relationship - a situa• 
tion of domination-emef9eS. In such a situation 
qenuine dialogue and leamlnq cannot take place. 
Such efforts of activists to make the people believe 
what they believe in would amount to indoctrination. 

The task of an activist is to help people reach 
their own conclusions and not neces sadly always 
the conclusions of the activist. By working and 
struqql1nq 1D;ether the consciousness of the acti-

l 
~;iats <md the people should chanqe and reach hlq!Mir 
levels • An activist helps 1n setting 1n motJon a 
process of thinkiDQ, reflection and action. 

S1.mllarly, wblle orqanislng people 1t 1s neither 
desirable nor necessary far an activist 110 predetermine 
what direction the orqanlsation should take. fbe 
direction should emerqe out of the dialoque between 
the people and activist after a thorouqh analysis of the 
situation. The. experiences and thinking of the people 
have to be taken into consideration. The orqan1sation 
would become effective and mWtant only 1f the people 
believed 1n lt, ran it themselves and decided its 
direction. An activist bas to be an active and alert 
worker but not !!!!.leader aU tbe time. Leadership 
should ideally be with the People. 

Activists have 1D learn to be humble and patient 
1n their work with the people. They have to walt 10: 
the people 1D become active, to take respons1h111ty 

1 
and act. The main objective of an activist is not to 
get •tasks done quickly• but 1D strenqthen people's 
orqanisat1ons so that they can qet their own tasks 
done. 

When a~ lists qo 1D work with the people 
they should not try to predetermine the results 
of their dialo9ile with them. It is the people who 
should decide what they want to leam. lbr actt
vists it should be enouqh to fac111tate free and 
open dia.cussion and provide a scientific method 
of ana • .,.~ota. 

Open Ended Dialoque I 
Because it has been said that activists should 

act impose their th1nklriq and/or ideolo9Y on the people 
It does ~t mean that they should not tell the people 
what they believe ln. Infact they should clearly and 
frankly tell the people what their own thinking is and 
why it 1s that, and then enco\Jraqe the people to exam
ine it critically ~ the liqht of their experience • 
'lbrouqh an open and frank dialogue the people and 
the aCtivists should arrive at a common understanding 
as a basis of common' action. 

An activl,_~t's theoretical framework can offer 
a tentative perspective to the people tO understand 
the way social relations are organised, to analyse 
the structure of poverty, exploitation and dominance 

; and to see the links of local strugqles with struggles 
· at the national level. The activists' role is different 
i from that of a party worker in the sense that she 
~hould not try to implement the ready made and rigid 

/ policies and programmes of a particular party An 
• activist can be a conscious element with a ~rspective 

but not a worked out plan and programme of ideas and 
action. 
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'aut the problem is that a well defined perspec
tive usually includes a particular. approach to solutions 
of various problems. An activist is then likely to 
pr'~.de not only an interpretation of the reality, but 
als:O· the solution. This is a tendency which activists 
have to be careful to keep in check. 

0 The peoples' struggles have to be based on the 
peoples' own understanding with activists giving a 
helping hand only, not leading them. Through struggle 
ooth the people and activists raise their level of 
consciousness. 

Activist Believes in Democratic Methods 

An activist should also believe in and practice , i 
democratic methods of functioning. While helping the I 
people to organise themselves an activist sbculd help 
1D develop participatory, demoaatic and open-ended . 
structures within people's organisations and promote I 
people's power through raising their consciousness 1 

and ability to exercise power. 

0 Activists Work 1D Build the Peoples' Power 
et Their own Power 

The ideology and perspective of activists should 
be 1D build people's power and not their own power. 
Their task is 1D make people aware of a ~ of 
fuuc:Uoning, of an approach- which Ia democratic, 
which leads 1D open thi.nking and frank discussion. 
The process is important because only through such 
a process can the end result be achieved. A acti
vtats and the people should work in such a way that 
they become aware of the main elements of effective 
arad democratic functioning and master them. 

Scientific Method of Analysis 

Activists should possess a scientific method 
of analysis and study. They should study and 
observe how society func:Uons in reality, or more 
concretely, bow a v1llage is structured, what are Q the inter-relationships between different groups, 
what is the leadership pattern etc. It is only after 
~dying the essence of the society or the community 
Uy are working with can they reach any conclusion 
aoout what needs to be done. Observation and 
study can help in the identification of fbrces which 
stop change and fbrces which lead 1D the kind of 
change which the activists and the people flncl 
desirable. 

Activists must have faith in the people. They 
must believe ln their abUlty to learn, to analyse, to 
act and to bring a bout radicaf'"changes. They must be 
able to convey this faith in the people to the people 
through their behaviour, speech and action. U acti
vists have faith in people they wUl not try to decide 
for them and lead them all the time. The people wlll 
then be able to take lnnitiative and responsibility to 
run their own organisations. 
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Should Activists Get Involved in Projects 
For Economic Improvement ? 

Most struggles of the poor are on concrete issues, 
which are more often than not economic - issues like 
higher wages, better conditions of work, implementation 
of government programmes like fair price shops, land 
reforms, and other such measures. People can be orva
nised on~hese issues. But if people are part owners of 
land then should activist help them? 

This issue provoked a lot of discussion. In the 
beginning there were differences of opinion but gradual
ly, through analysis of concrete cases a more or less 
common view-point emerged. 

There was no difference of opinion in the group 
about activists helping workers to fight for higher 
wages, better conditions of work etc. This meant 
that there was no difference of opinion about acti
vists working with landless labour, factory wortcers, 
quarry worlc:ers etc. It was felt that while f!qhtlnq for 
higher wages the contradiction between owners of 
means of. production and wortcers 1s retaini:Od and hence 
the class consciousness of the people can be retained 
and sharpened. It was the opinion of some that by 
fightinq for higher wages people do not ;et necessiari
ly integrated into the capitalist system. This was 
disputed by others who maintained that even while 
fighting for wages wortcer.S are or can become drawn 
into and entrenched 1n the capitalist system. Most 
of the time their demands are only for higher wages, 
better conditions of wortc and not about changlnq the 
ownership of the means of production. This theore
tical discussion was however not carried on further. 

The main discussion was focussed on the ques
tion whether activists should help 

marginal and small farmers to im}:lf<lVe production: 

marginal ant! small farmers and landless laoour 
to start projects like dairy development, poultry 
units, credit unions to improve their economic 
condition: 

quarry workers tD get contracts fbr quarries and 
manage these quarries themselves: 

kilnworkers to own kilns jointly and run them 
themselves. 

In other words the question was whether acti
vists should also act as development workers, 
whether they should help organise and run economic 
development projects. 
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~' In the beqinning some participants wttre of the 
.:>tJinion that activists should not get involved in 
these •development• projects. To back up their 
""-3in1on they gave examples of a number of •develop
~;;ent• projects which had not led 1D any substantial 
change in the condition of the poor. They opposed 
the involvement of activists 1n such projects because 
they felt. 

I' 

1. ' they divert the attention of the poor from the 
real issue - which is struggle against the 

.exploitative system. They give false hopes 1D 
lhe people. They make them believe it is 
possible 1D have a better We within the system. 

z. these projects cannot muster enough resources 
1D help all the poor 1n a community they end 
up dividing the poor. further by helping a few. 

once activists start helping the poor 1D get 
.loans and other inputs the people start lookinv 
4t them only as providers of economic benefits. 
It becomes very dtfflcult to change this image 
and 1D establish a dlfferent kind of relationship 
with the people. 

4. such proJects also further increase individual 
enterprise. The poor spend all their time 
and energy to make their. two ends meet 
through economic activities like poultry, dairy, 

• cultivation on small pieces of land etc. When 
they become owners of these small units it ~ 
becomes difflcult 1D orqanise them, to develop 
their class consciousness arid 1111iitanc:Y. By 
encouraqtng such economic activiUes activists 
end up working within the system and by tnteq 
rating the poor even more into it. · 

~ While agreeing that most development projects 
~the past have been of the type described above. 
some participants urged that there is a need 1D re
consider the matter. In the past many (even most) 
orqanisattons of the poor and the working class, ~e 
tntde unions, peasant orqanisattons have also been 
undemocratic and reactionary. When th1s fact does 
not act as a deterlent to reconsider the questton of 
orqanising the poor, why should the. negative exper
iences of development work in the past stop anybody 
from taking a fresh look at it? 

Thts same question was put differently and more 
concretely this time. 

If some activists are helping landless tribals to 
get their land back from the people who have taken it 
from them through money lending etc, what do the 
activists do when they succeed in wresting back fheir 
ownership? (concrete cases like this were cited from 
different parts of the country). Do the activists help 
the people now tc culUvate the land they have won 
after waging long struggles or do they leave them and · 
,RO elsewhere because they have now become owners ) 
--' ", (some) lCI'Id and so cannot therefore be militant any 
1110re. 
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Similarly 1f some activists working with quarry 
workers decide with the workers that the best way 1D 
end their exploitation by contntcmrs is to get contrac
ts for the quarries fbr themselves, then what should 
activists do when the workers actually manage 1D get 
the contracts. As the workers would have become 
owners and no more only wage earners should the 
activists abandon them as no longer being capable of 
mtlitancy? 1 

Many participants felt that because the poor· 
live 1n abject poverty their economic condition has to 
be improved 1n every nossible way. They cannot be 
kept poor with the argument that it La poverty wiUcb 
makes people want to fight the system and become 
mtlitant. Infact it can bf,erqued that it is not the 
most poor wfio are the most militant. 

If the arqument is that wage earners retain their 
class consciousness and do not get integrated into tbe 
capltallst system only because they do not own the 
means of production, then what about the mWions of 
•eU-employed people llke middle peasants, cobblers, 
carpenters, hawkers, rickshaw pullers. Can they not 
be orqanised along with the landless labourers and ( 
factory workers ? Are they to be considered as class 
enemies of the landless and the workers? The group 
aVfe"!(i that this question needs to be further analysed 
for greater theoretical clarity. 

After a lot of discussion it was agreed that 
activists might have to get involved in programmes 
for economlc development like land ImprOvement and 
cultivation, quarry and kiln management etc. Other
wise the people might not be able to manage their 
lands, quarries and kilns properly. And tb1s could 
\"esult in the people losing control of what they had 
won through protracted strug9les. 

It would be wrong, the qroup felt, 1f after the 
•truqgle for land ownership Is won, the activists 
withdraw from the seene. If they have strong reser
vations about working with small and marvtnal far
mers then they should see that they do not involve 
themselves with struggles for the ownership of land. 

Once they are part of a group and a struggle they 
should do what the qroup decides (unless of course 
they have very serious d1Herences of op1n1on) • If 
after waging a struggle the qroup decides that lt 
would like to tin the land It has got, the activists 
can put forward their reservations, their fears about 
such activities. They can wam the people that such 
economic activities can lead to a d1ffus lon of the 
class struggle and class consciousness, It can lead 
to a kind of •economism •. The people can reflect 
on these views and decide what they want to do. 
This would make them cautious and self critical and 
help them to avoid certain pitfalls. 

c 
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DevelopDlent Projects Should be a Mean to 
Structural Chanqe · 
·- '~ .... 

The approach and Dlethcd of work in these eco
nomic activities wW, however, have to be radi-::ally 

1-'t'".fferent from the normal run of development projects. 
,__;,.., work wW have to be orvanised in a way which not 
only retains but strenqthens the class consciousness 
of the people involved in it. 

When involved in economic projects activists 
should aiDl to help the people to develop alternative 
ways of organising these activities. The structure of 
these programmes and or;anlsatlons wW have to refle
ct an the principles the activists and the people bell
eve in and aspire lor. Every feature the activists want 
to see in the new society they want to create , should 

It will however have to be ensured that these 
small efforts at collectivlsation not only do not hamper 
but also carry the struqqle forward. Therefore it is 
essential that activists also get involved with pro
grammes for economic development. If such projects 
are left entirely to technical experts then there would 
eever be able to support or encourage the elller;ence 
of people's organisations and/or struqqles. 

When activists pertJcipate in radical econoaalc 
projects they are not llke donors or intermediaries bet
ween the donors and the people. They are pert of the 
;roup and their actions have to be not only responsible 
to the ;roup, but cattied out in partnership with the 
people. 

be experimented w1Ui even 1n the· smallest structures --- -~-·-··· -·The second t.alf of the worlcshop was devoted 
and proqrammes they organise. to the subject of what should be the content and metho-

Whatever econoDllc actlvtty the activists get 
lawlvecl in (whether it ls cultivation of land or manage· 
meat of a poultry or dairy unit, a quarry or a lciln) they 
abould consider lt as an experiment 1n new methods, a 
new way of organising, a new approach to work. It 1s 

0 through these concrete experiments that the people and 
' tt. activists will qain knowledge and experience of re

~lutlonary methods of work. Such experimeDts are thus 
~c~.lr>' essential as experiences in cooperative, democra-

0 

Uc JDethods of functlonln;. · 

1'be participaDts felt that 1f land 1s to be culti
vated. some collective form of operatloD should be 
adopted. It 1s collective action which can strengthen 
tbe collect1ve consciousness of the people. 

In order to make such experiments successful a 
Jot of thinking and discussioD wU1 be necessary ab:»ut 
how to orva!J!se the work, bow to flx the wages of 
those who work on the land, how to divide profits , what 
Jd.nd of inputs to use, where to tako loans from etc. 
While cultivatlftq the land various issues can be taken 
up lor analysis - l1lce the functioning of the qovemment 
bureaucracy, banks, the operations of the institution 
of market etc. As the peasants wUl surely have to con
front all these issues, through colloctive action and ' 
reflection, they can further sharpen their class consci
ousness. 

~ U this experience of gettlftg the ownership of land, 
~d manaqing it is successful it can provide a qood 

exaDlple as well as couraqe to others. Secondly as th1s 
group of people will presUDlllbly be better off economically 
they wU1 be less dependent on outslde sources of funds 
to build their organisation. They can than .be in a posi
tion even to help other groups eDga;ed ln slmllar strug
Gles. 

-It was stated "that nationallsatlon in the sense 
of state ownership can possibly be established over
ni;ht all over the country but socialisation in the 
sense of community control and utlllsatlon of the 
means of production ls something which cannot be 
established by a leqal decree and enforced throuqh 
state power. The ground for Its spread 1n all spheres, 
all over the country, wUl have to be prepared throuqh 
exp'rlmentatlon and practice. Even small experiments 
of collective ownership could provide tremendous m
splratlon: thereby demonstrating the alternatives to 
the exlstinq pattei"\S of ownership. This could, in 
turn, lead to or keep the struqqle for the soclallsa-

rtoD of the means Ol production qolnq o 
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doloqy of trainlnq programmes for activists. The dis
cussion was both about the qeneral principles of train
in; and the speclfic training programmes beinq planned 
by CDRA. The discussion was not on abstract lines 
but based on the experiences of the participants with 
various traininq proqraDIIDes. 

The tentative programme of tralninqs to be car
ried out by CDRA was taken Ul:l in detaU and sugqestlons 
were made that CDRA should make certain chanqes 1n 
its approach to tralnln;. The CDRA partlcipents found 
the exercise useful to reflect on their past pro;rammes 
-.nc1 reformulate their future trainln9 plans. 

training of aedvists. 

The Old Concept and Practice of 'fra1Dlng 
Unsuitable fbr Activists 

Soon it became clear encuqh that the ~ual 
tnllnlnq programmes cannot be suitable to "traJn • the 
kind of activists the workshop had in mind. 

Traditionally, training is considered to be the 
transfer of selected technical skllls 'nd knowlecl;e by 
one set of people to another. 'l'he content, JDethodolo
;y arid the settlft; of the training is all determined by 
the trainers. lin such training programmes the tralnaes 
are merely passive recipients of whatever the trainers 
decide to qive ~em. They ere objects of tralnlnq and 
not its subjects. They do not participate in organlsln; 
their own ·leamin;. The onus of responslb1lity is on 
the trainers at whose instance alone the trainlnq pro
ceeds. Such trainings are basically undemocratic, 
hierarchical and non participatory. The trainers pro
vlcle the directives, determine the contents and the 
methods and watch for the response, the results of 
the exper~ment they have conducted. 

J • 

After going throuqh such a training the trainees. 
could be expected to ado-pt the same attitudes in their 
own work. They would assume the role of trainers 
vls-a-vls the people and work in an authoritarian, 
aDdemocratic and anti-people way. 
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IntaCt the vroup aer1oualy queaUoned whether 
ttl~ld tn1n111v wlth lta undemocraUc connotaUons 
•"l. . ..J bP u•ed at all. It was however settled that 
an•tNd of dbcaldlnv the teQD lt should be redef1Ded 
'" .. pnosa a qualltatlvely different view of the process. 

nlca~btat ln a broad sanae. Training, it was felt, was 
. Tbe word traln1n9 was used not ln a na1TOW tech-1 

a continuous on-votnv process. Yet, there cOuld be 
perlods'of Intensive leamlng, acquisition of skJlla and 
knowledGe and reflection, which could be re;arded as 
tralntnv •. 

Eaaenual Features of TraUI1DG of .Activlata I I 
Act!vtsts should be cramed tllrouqh a process 

of ;roup 1DteracUon. Such a process caD fac111tate 
the acqu1rtn; of attitudes, knowledge and the ak1118 · 
i:lt activtata to fulfU1 tbeJr mle. 

'fni1D1DG should create an atmosphere where tbe 
participants discover knowledge i:>r themselves 1D a 
dlalogtca! ;roup situation where every one (both 
~-::..-:;:.IDees) part1clpate with a queation1Dg 

ID such a tra1n1ng progranmut, the dlat1nc:t1on 
between trainers and trainees Ia mJnimised. The 
trainers ant fac111taton who create an atmoaphare where 
all the participants (includlng tbe facWtator) can exp
ntits themselves freely, ask questions aDd leam. The 
fac1lltator Ia also a participant.ln tbe COIIUIIOD aearch 
i:>r knowledge. Sere every one dlacovera and analyses 
reality. '1'be 'truth' Ia not hlmded over by one set of 
people the traiDera) to uother (the trainees); lnatead 
a genuine dialogue between ~ple Ia made possible. 

Training should not only belp 1D the search and 
acquisition of new alc1lla and kDowledge but also help 
the participants to ac:qu1re and atnmgtheD values like 
justice, equality, honesty, tNtbfulneaa and soUdarlty 
amongst oppressed ;roups. It should also create or 
release energies 1n tbe .part1dpaata to· act with convic
tion and courage 1n theJr var10\Ia atJUggles at different 
leveb. 

0 The way the tra1nlng Ia organised should reflect 
the value wbich tblll tra1nlng talks about 1n tbeory. Jbr 
example, t~ traiD1nq ltseU should be pafttcipatory, 
demoeratlc and non-hierarchical-If these are the val~• 
It would like the putlc:ipanta to Imbibe: The participants 
should be inwlved 1n decision-making about moat, 1f 
DC)t all, aspects of the traiDing prograinnatr. 

'nainlng should help participants develop an 
analytical, and queationillg m1Dd and a acient1f1c appro
ach to understaDd the realities around them. 

The diScussions and analysis should be baaed on 
Ule reality u experienced by the participants In their 
life and work. They should begin with the known and 
then 90 on to the unknown rather than tbe other way 
around. lnfact the issues to be discussed should be 
detenn1ned 1n consultation with the participants accord
ing to their needs and expectations • A good way of ach
ieving this is to ask the participants to present case 
studies of their work experience. From these presenta
tions It may be gauged what are their priorities i:>r 
training. 
0. 
~>f 
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It -s thought very Important to be able to 
establish a relationship of equality during tnt1n1Dg 
programmes. If the tm1n1ng Ia conducted 1D a camp 
situation everyone should eat and Uo,re together. 
Trainers or officials should not enjoy apec:1a.l privileges 
Uke hatter i:>od, hatter accoiiUDOdaUon etc. 'Die oppor
tunity of being toGt~ther should be used to reduce 
disparities rather than to re1nliorce th1tm. 

The tm1n1ng camps i:>r landleais labour orva'Dised 
by the National Labour Institute (NLI) were cltad as 
examples • ID these campa goven~~~~ent officials aDd 
NU personnel sit with the people on the floor. No 
cbaJra are pcovided. They have to' -t with the people 
and wash their own dishes like eVeryone abe. Tlw 
poor vUlagera are also encouraged to smoke (1f tbay muat) 
1n tbe presence of_upper caste-and c1a .. people. SUoh 
aeellllngly simple and matter of fact ~es mate a Jot of 
dlffereDce. The poor tend 1D lQae their bshlbWona and 
fear of the rich and government offlc:1a.b. Tbey pin 
self-confidence. Atleaat dur1Dg the camp equality Ia 
shared and a dent made 1111Degalltarian behaviour aad 
etiquette. 

Discussions should not go on i:>r JO long that 
participants start getting bored. -However. It was felt 0 
that boredom and dlslntereat would__.POt be pmblems lf 
tbe pJ.Ovrainme could respond to the participants' needs. 
But 1f people st111 get bored, then they should he en
couraged 1D ·aay so to enable the group to do something 
ebe. 

Each tm1D1Dg PtovraJDJDe should he au exploration. 
Even 1f the objective of a prograiDIDe Ia to pmvlde tecb
Dical skWa, It can he done 1D a participatory way. 
Even 1D such prograJD~Dea It should ~not be necessary to 
predeterm1De which akWa are to be Imparted and how. 
Tbe gmup can f1rat dlacuaa the tasks the participants 
bllve to pedbrm. and then decide which alc1lla tt.y 
require i:>r fulfiWng these taka - and bow they want to 
leam tbem. When done 1D this way the whole tmlnUag 
programme caD become an Interesting and participatory 
exercise. 

An on-going evaluation of tne content, method of 
work and 1nter-relat1onah1pa witbiD the group should be 
ID-bullt 1Rto the prograJDJDe. Each participant can he 
asktld to write down hla/ber though~ on the prograJDJH 
and then present them to the group l:lr dlacuaslon. 

The nmnber of participants 1D a tnt1n1Dg 
progr&JDJDe like this should not be Diona than .ZS. In 
a bigger ;roup it becomes dlff1cult to achieve 
1Dtenalve tnter-ection. 

As to the selection of participants IDr a tra1D1Dg 
programme (say or CDRA) lt was felt that the beat way 
Ia thmugh personal contact. If there is an active 
group or organisation then it can be asked to nomtnata 
someone aut table. Otherwise one should meet potential 

, caDdldataa and get to know them personally. The 

~ 
people selected should have had some education, should 
have already started queatlontng the unjust soc:1a.l 

I ayatem. he w1111ng to work i:>r change and be ready 
vto participate 1D struggles. 

The location of the programme shOuld be as close 
as poalllble to tbe realiUes 1D which the participants 
w11l be working. It 1s batter to have residential pmora
mmes 1D which every one Uves together and tberefcre can 
work l:lr long hours as well as get to know each other · 
well. 

0 
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Puticipa1Dry E)cploration I 
F':'.one point in the workshop one of the participants 

Vasaoi--..whlkar, wbo bad been conduct1D9 lnJbrmal 
t:ra1D1DV profJI'Ilmmes , was uked 1D shant bis methocl of 
workr_,e explained tbat wben be conduct. a traiDiDq 
proqrl~ altbouqb a theme for deliberation Is chosen 
befbre bend,~ependinq upon the 91Qup'tbat is meetmq, 
the detaUed content and direction is not predetermined. 
It 1s left 1Dtally open ended. Bls narration was found 
very useful because lt showed bow many of the princi
ples of traiDJng stipulated by tbe 91QUP earlier in tbe 
workshop were actually practiced by blm. After listen
inq to b1m the 91QUP was convinced that it is posalhle 
1D create excitlDV learning situations without the trainers 
tryiDq to impose tbeir own views and concepts. 

Vaunt wi» la not- formally attached 1D any orvam
satJon helps a number' of pas-mot !JIQUPS 1D orqaDlae 
ttaininq camps. These camps can be attended both by 
ed~ted. !!Iiddle elass activists and by peasants or 
faC1Dry workers. . ma methods ,are the same fbr both 
these 910upa. 

Be finds a qroup of 15 1D 20 1D be ideal for a camp 
snd does Dot like 1D wock With a Jiuve number of people 

'where the" participants bave to break into smaller Clft)upa 
k a meaDiDqful discussion. 

PWl Trust iD the Partlcipants. I 
Wben Vasant orqaDlaes a traiDiDg camp be does 

not Jcnow how it w1l1 proceed because be does not pre
determine tbe content or the time table. Be does not 
consider blmseU 1D be in-chlsrqe of all these matters. 
It Is the Clft)up wbicb 1a in· command. Be puts total 
trust in the people because be belleves tbat 1f tbey 
have come fbr a traiDing session it is because they 
are Slerious about it. According 1D Vasant tb1s appro
ach of bis bas so far not failed. Be believes that 1f 
you put trust in people they start becomiDq resJ:Qnslble 
for their thought and action. When the people feel 
that they bave the fiaedom 1D tblnk, act and relate 
1D each other, they take on a Jot of respona1hWty. 

In these camps the d1scus1on be¢ns with the 
real experiences of tbe part1c1paota. 

) The theme ci»sen relates 1n some way 1D the work 
'theM.re doing or tbe l1fe they are leading and the pro
qra~ beqins by each participant in tum telllng the 
Clft)up about an aspect of the theme in terms of bis ex
perience and feel1Dqs. SOllie participants talk freely 
wbile others find it very dlfflcult tD apeak more tban a 
couple of sentences. But nobody Is quickly passed 
over. Wlth patience each one Is encouraged 1D speak, 
and· the 9ft) up waits in antici_pation. Only 1f the silent 
waitmg of thtr Clft)up Is. seen tD oppress a very shy part!-

! cipant is be or she passed over • .Jn the course:. of this 
first round the participants begin tD sanae the difference , 
beqln 1D learn 1D be attentive and respect other partici
pants. In "the course of these prellminary narrations 
COIDJIIOn elements heqin to stand out. The discussion 
usually be9ins by 1dentifyinq these common elements 
and the qroup plckinq out one as the startinq point. 

In a training camp for peasants or factory workers 
when a Jltartinq point 1s decided upon, dependinq upon 
cbe nature of the point, aqain, the participants are invi
ted 1D speak out their views or narrate their experiences • 
Sometimes 1t takes time for someone of them to lose 
shyness or fear and lipeak out. But, invariably, 
par,-:·,ce on the part of the facllltator pays rich dividends. 

\: ~ 
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This establlshes the bonafldes of the fac1lltator that be/ 
she really means wbat be/she said about participation. '!be 
Dllmltions are not usually tborouqb, precisely to the 
point, or well expressed. But they are genuine expre 
salons. When some one bas broken the lee, others 
follow. Not all the participants, but one has enouqb to 
start with. In tb1s way almost any issue can he tackled. 

AcqujriDq a Quest1on1D9 Attitude 

· The facU1i:a1Dr's role is 1D ask questions to carry 
tbe discussion and analysis fOrward, to draw people 1D 
talk and 1D tbink and 1D provide lllformatJon wblcb may 
not come out of the Clft)up. The fac111tattOn bas to tie 
very patient because some participants m19bt qarrate 
tbinos wblcb the fac111ta1Dr tbiDks are not relavant. 
Tbe fac1lltator bas 1D remember' tbat these details mlqbt 
be relevant tD the person who is narrating them -and 
should cat dlsmiu them out of hand. The people bllve 
1D be encouraged 1D see· the causes , inter-re~tionsbips, 
and the metbod of analysis. Tbrouqb such case studies 
one can discuss almost any economic, political, pbilo
sopblc issue. The beat way of imlalvino people in 
leandng Is tD proceed flam such concrete· cases about 
which they know something and therefore can contribute 
1D the dlacussion. 

Time 1a an important element 1D such a process of 
leaminq. Wlth enough time both the detail, the content 
and the process of analysis become clear and whatever 
1s learnt 1s retained by the partlclpants. New words and 
concepts are introduced only 1f that belps the analysts. 
The group does not start off br usiDq words JJ.ke mode of 
production, ownersliip of means of production, class 
qonfllct etc. Accordinq to Vaunt. U at the end of a 
tra1D1nq sessiOn there ls a hunger for knowledge, a 
Nallsation tbllt we do not observe enough and ·do not 
oh*erve sclentlflcally and if there 1s a realisation thet 
there Is an inter-relatiortsblp betwee~ phenomena - ~D · 
the traiDing' ean be. regarded as having made an impact. 
The partlc1paots must leam to ask more questions. .!t is 
only tbrouqh questioning and reflectlon that tbey ..,W be 
able to 00 1\Jrtber, observe more, question IDQI'e and 
UD.derstand the realities better. 

Partic1pants have a riqht to leam wbat they want 
to know. It 1a not the fac111tatars wbo should always 
decide wbat the participants should know. As it Is not • • · 
desirable to impose anything on the learner/part1c1panis , 
it 1s important not 1D predetermine the content of a 
trainlDV programme. 

AD Example .of Particfpatory Exploration I 

'1b explain bow discussion unfOlds itseU, Vasant 
gave an example of a training camp. Tbls camp was held 
in a small v11lage, not very remote from a city and yet 
a village which was not visibly urbanised. Under the 
National Adult Education Programme three classes were 
beinq run in the vlllaqe. Similar classes were heinq 
run 1D nearby v11laqes also. The animatDrs were younq • 
boys, some of wboJ1 were themselves labourers or amali 
farmers. All of them bad only a few years of schoollnq. 
Each day fbr 3 days about slx animators plus a few 
village youth would gather at nlqbt after meals for an 
bour or two. The theme chosen was "The V11lage•. 
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V Discussion started wlth the question "What is a 
village? • It Immediately bec;ame clear that they had 

·~. lived all their lives In a villaqe, but had never qiven a c· . thouqht to this question, had never asked this question. 
So lt was quite an effort to answer the question. (There 
was a blackboard end answers to the question were to 
be written by the participants on it). The answers 

· started to come 1Jl slowly first, then a 11ttle faster. 

"Houses• I 
"Shops• I 

·"Temple" I 
"Land" I 
"People" I 
•cattle" I 

r 

Comments were made on this end 
that, Yes, a village has ell these 
things. But, is that ell? Let us 
qo further. Let us ask a few more 
questions. 

A question or two was put. Do peopie llve singly? 

Are they like a crowd on"the streets? Why do they live 
here?• 

"No, not single, unrelated people, but families• ~ 

"They live here because it is their village: they 
have their homes here". 

e Another question was put tn: "Is it enough fbr 
people to have muses to live 1Jl to make a village? 
Why did they set up homes here in such a dlfflcult, 
remote place? • (The v1llege was difficult to reach as 
1t -did not have even en ~pproach road till about 3 years 

back and fbr 3 months durtng ratns it used to be practically 
cut off. There is no electricity even today. though there 
ls a bus service now. Drlnklnq water was difficult to 
come by earlier). 

'"Why, because of the land, of course. To be near 
the lands". 

"What is a land? What do you need laDd fbr?" 

"The people work on land and live on lts produce •. 

"So, can - once agatn try to answer our first 
question. Whet 1s a vlllage ?" 

"Vlllage Is a place where families stay and make 
their llving off the land". 

e At this stage of the discussion a diagram was 
drawn on the black-board, showing that people just 
don't set up a village anywhere but where they have a 
nearby source to make a llvtng. It was asked lf there 
is this only one source-land-by which people make a 
llvinq? The answer first came ~ey can be getting 
jobs". This answer bad a ~:?ackqround. Many boys from 
the village went dally to a nearby city to serve 1n different 
places-factories, offices etc. The facilitators {there was 
one more person in addition to Vasant 1Jl the group who 
acted as one) wanted to focus attention on the relation of 
man with natural resources. So it was suggested that the 
group think of the time when there were no jobs in the 
city. Someone thought of cattle, sheep: some other· 
thought of forest. Then all these were put on the board 
In a group. 

Land I 
Cattle I 
Forest I 
Sheep I 
Water I 

NATURE People 

(5
1 

There attention was drawn to the word Nature under 
··.·which all these tt-•ngs can be put. Now the group wa$ 

asked again to lovK at the diagram drawn earlier. The 
diagram was somewhat like this; 

"People depend on land fbr their living". 

"Land qives them food". 

"Is 1t that men and women sit in their houses and 
the land comes and puts food in their houses? • 

"Of course ~t! people cultivate the landJ". 

"How do men/women cultivate? 

"So, how can we now describe the relationshio? • _ 
To aid their thinklnq the diagram was redrawn: lllte this: 

-.People 

lAND 

and lt was suggested that someone from the qroup name/ 
the ltnk from what they had talked about earlier. It we~ 
not difficult fbr one of them to draw a llne and wrlte 
'!labour" in between, 110 that 1t became, 

land 

Generallsing at this stage the facilltators put below this 

Work~ Nature 

The discussion so far was summarized fbr the 
oroup. All of us have to llve. In order to live human 
beinqs have to labour on nature and produce different 
thtngs. It ls 'in the effbrt to produce a llvinq fbr them
selves that people come to live tn a village. 

To emp~stze the llnk lt was asked, •can anyone 
em a living without worlc.ing? • It was also asked further 
1f nobody worked on nature weuld lt be possible for 
human klnd to exiSt? The answer was NO. 

( 
•aut is the villaqe -houses and lands -all ready

made s6 that people just have to come and occupy them?' 
was the starting question fbr the next staqe of the dis
cussion. The answer was self-evident, so lt led to 
another question •. 

• How dld their village come 1Jl to existence ? • 

It was a question the group could not answer 1n 
terms of documented history. So it was suggested that 
the group approach the question speculatively and try 
to 1maqlne what might have happened. 

It was not easy fbr the group to do this but with 
effort they were able to visualise a time when there 
were no houses, and land was under forest or grass. 

"Do you think It was just one person or one 
family who came and established the village? 

They said, how could they tell, they did not know 
they were told, yes, nobody knew for sure. They were 
to Imagine. what could have happened?" You see, 
people must have come, broken new land, distributed 
the lands for cultlvaUon,started growing crops, etc. 
Suppose there were a few families. 
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-They must have been kin to each other, or known 
to each other. Most likely they came here from a nearby 
es~Ushed village in search of lands, because their 
eac~: village could have been overcrowded, or they had 
some trouble, or there was an adventurous spirit. Some
body must have taken c. lead, shown some skill, courage 
aq~'11agination. Then following the first few families 
ot.bo..-.s must have followed later. Some could have come 
through a marriage connection. Some as servants. 
Servants, labourers or artisans were probabiy brought 
by the ones who took the lead in setting up the village. 

·one must not forget that it was ~nly through hard 
labour that lands were made cultivable, that the villaga 
came to be a safe place to live. 

•Now, think how could the lands have been distri
buted. What are the different pes sible ways ? • 

•Each family may have taken as much land·as lt 
brought under cultivation • 

"Wouldn't t!\ey have naturally help each other 
while breaking new lands? Don't you even today help 
each other out in various tasks ?• 

) "Yes, lllolY be according ro the need i.e. the 
number of perso:ts in the family: or could be according 
mf'?w much the family could llrin; under cultivation: 
or ~al shares tD all • 

At this point the facilitator gave some information 
regarding the element of communal ownership ln land 
rights as the British found ln different parts 1n India, 
how rights were vested in the village community tD 
certairi extent and lands were periodically taken away 
and reassigned 1f the village elders thout;ht it necessary. 
Tbe information given was neither very detailed, precise 
or full. It was given to make the point that society was 
DOt always organised on the basis of alienable private 
property rights of individuals. In fact, llfe was far 
more communally organised, that even in the matter of 
land rights and distribution a village like theirs had a 
lonq his1Dry of and different staqes of qrowth. 

As it happened the qroup met in the Panchayat 
office. adjacent to which was the house of the inamdar. 
who used to hold the villages around as inam lands. 
Tlll, may be, fifteen - twenty years ago the inamdar 

- j1ad been a very big landlord and most families tDok 
,iands from him fer c:ultivation as ter.ants or share
~ers, or worked on his lands as labourers. The 
~in the village remembered the days of feudal 
relationship with the inamdar family. It was obv1ous 
from the way they joked about the young boy from 
the family who had asked for tea at some recent mela 
1n the village and was pooh-poohed that the !namadar 

- family had become just a relic of the past with no 
power in the village affairs. 

They had been 'witnesses to a bistoricaj change 
! of great significance but without' understanding its 

importance. 

The facilitator put a auestion :0 them 
did they think that the inamdar :~ad at any staqe laboured 
tD brtnq the lands under c:.~ltivation. None could bell!!ve. 
They salti they had "'earj it said ::-.a: :ne lnamdar fal"lll•t 
had got the villages around ir. lnar.: from a nearby kinc;r 
in the ~ld days 

·which :nea:: ~ ,e ·nas bro•.1gnt from ou:side and 
qlven these vUlage.s as a lord? What is an lnam? Do 
yoy->hink the cuJtivllt~"~rS were at all consulted wMn 
th~ Jia ppened? • 

pag9 ll 

The group only knew that as an 1namdar the 
family had a right to a share of the produce from all 
the lands from around these villages. Besides they 
owned larqe tracts of land. The group was asked to 
visualise villages spotted all over a larqe area, and 
think of their relation with kingdoms of old. The bnlte 
fact of mUitary conquest and domination , the mechanism 
of tribute paid to the raja, assiqnments of part or whole · 
of the tribute by a raja tD inamdars. and such 1namdars 
gaining superior rights over land during the early British 
period - all this process was discussed and unfolded. 
I.astly. the transition they had witnessed as small 
children/young boys after indepen~ence was discussed. 

Here the qroup members were encouraged to describe the· 
char9es in their own way. They recalled how tenants had 
stopped paying rotnts to the inamdar, how they had-stopped 
giving a share of the produce.- How then the inamda!" fa!!l.i!" -
was come gradually tD sell the lands. It became clear that 
there had been an element o{biqqer tenants qrabbinq 
1Drc1bly and Wegally and beinq able to get away with 1t 
because political power had come intD the hands of these 
peasant castes at the local and state level. The inamda.r 
family was reduced to helplessness. It was some of 
theH old tenants whO were the big landlords and· rich men 
of the villaqe DOW, 

In this way a back;round was created fbr the dis
cission oi the vUlaqe at present and the analysis of 
its structure. It would not be riqbt tD say that all the 
participants 1n the ;roup fully understDod all the points 
covered durin; the discussion. There remained many 
ambiquities and many points would have tD be gone 
into aqain with more information with the help of selac
ted reading materials. The time available was tDo short 
tD look at the village from more than one anqle. that of 
·riqhts 1n land. As he explained, this particular pro
gramme was an experiment and an exploration fer Vasant 
tDo. 

It is an urgent need that vuiac;re youth beqin to 
understand their village as a whole system made up of 
interrelated •1•b-systems and· bavinq a histDry. ~hey 

need tD be able tD locate the forces of and directions ·of 
chanqe. the dynamic situation. 

This 3 clay proqramme 
Call tDld about 5 hours) was 1mdertaken tD learn about 
the problems lnvolv..t in handl1.1q this whole theme at 
the laval of village youth without any academic training 
It was a rtch learning experience for Vasant also. as he • 
stressed. What could be said 1D be the achievement? -

'the participants beqan to look at their own villaqe 
historically and analytically. They beqan tD reflect 
·upon the village.as a system and a structure. In re_s
ponse to the probinq questions they beqan to think, tD 
ma.ke connections , to understand some concepts. 
Through suc:h a dialogue fundamental questions itke 
relationship of man tD nature, the origin and histDry of 
society. distribution of means of production, etc. ; were 
raised In a manner whereby they became live and highly 
relevant questions. 

There were some limitations. Most o!·the ques
tions were asked bv the two facilitators and 1t was in 
answer tD these that the qroup did its reflection. Ideally 
the qtlestlons also should have come increasingly from: 
the participants • .And they do start coming when the 
participants come for their< second or third programme. 

. ~ 
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0 Learning came to the participants slowly, pain
fully and bit by bit. It came as they thought and made 

--.. shy tentative answers and found tbat they could give 
(c_, answers which were meaningful, because they fitted 

ln. As the discussion moved closer to their own times 
they had more to tell, both incidents and information, 
and they could check out suggestions from facilitators 

' with their own knowledge. They became more confident. 

• · It was clea~ly a situation wherein the facUitators 
~ew more in some areas, and the participants were 
Under the pressure of the •authority• of the facilitator, 
partiCularly Vasant. At the same time it was they who 
were doing the answering , who were discovering, taking 
the first steps in historical and structural analysis. 

Then the discussion moved to the situation as 
at present. The theme was the division of the popula
tion into different econoplic classes and 1t was 
approached tnrough the present distrtbution.of land. 
f\'cm this point onwards the boys from the villages 
were in command. They were more informed and they 
were doing the analysis to a far more extent. 

fbllowing the usual divisions, and with the inten
tion to fbcus .attention on the landless element in the 
stJUcture as against the big landloids, the facUitatoi 
suggested the group show on the board how many were 
big landlords, how many landless, etc., which would 
give them a rough picture of the economic classes in 
the village. There was a certain reason why the faci
litator chose the theme of division into economic 
classes. The group of activists working on the NAEP 
proqntmme .in the vUlage were •class analysis arlen
ted • and it was understood that one of the objectives 
of the tntining p~mmes was to intensify the class 
consciousness of the animators. In a sense the 

_guestion that the facilitators posed was a loaded one. 

• The participants said there were no big landlords 
1n their vUlage. Neither were there any landless faml
lles. The facUitator's first response was of disbelief. 
How could this be? So he took the answer to mean 
that the participants really did not follow his question 
and asked them not to be so offhand but search out the 
bl9 landlords and the landless, who "were bound to be 
there. StW, the participants firmly answe~ that 
there were no big landlords and neither were there any 
landless. 

This was hard to accept, but there was 
nothing the facilitator could do about itl The facts 
1n this village were not very convenient for intensl-· 
fying class conciousness, but one had to proceed with 
facts as given by the participants who knew best 
amongst the people present there. 

The facUitator was up against a problem. An ana
lysis of economic division as reflected in land rights 
was the theme, and it had to be fruitfully completed 
with the group's participation. It would not be right 
to dismiss their village and go into national statistics. 
But then it posed a problem only lf one wished to 
impose a certain line of analysis and conclusion on 
the group. The facilitator felt a sense of relief. Now 
whatever analysis was done it would really come out 
of the situation and the group's thinking. 

The problem was of making meaningful divisions 
amongst the landholders and the criteria used had to 
be such as could be understood and found meaningful 
by the participants. Here the facllltator's previous 
experience came to his ald. If a landholder is suffi
ciently 'big' in tenr~ of the village, usually he does 
not labour in his field, has labourers on annual pay
ment contntct to work both as labourers and overseers 
of other labourers,· and is someone who acts as a 
money lender to the poor landless or marginal land
holders. 

. ________ paae 12 

The extent of holding ln acres is not always important. 
Most likely the participants had only the acreafle yard
stick in mind when they had anowered there were no big 
landlords in the village. Only the lnamdar had been the 
big landlord in their view and he of course was now just 
OJl.e like tbem. It was suggested to the group that they 
may consider applying a yardstick. Such as the fo11ow-
1nq: 

•Are there farmers who do not tabour on ~ir land, 
who get their land cultivated by the labour of others ? • 

•No. All farmers work on the land •. Again, this 
was hard to accept. A further question was put. 

"You mean to say there isn't a farmer in your 
vlllage who does not do C()()lle labour on his land ? Do 
!'Ill wor!r. with their hands llJce labourers 1 • 

•tven 1f they don't work with thair hands , they 
actively supervise•. •No, they work also if lt is \lf9ent 
or lf lt comes to that•. From the discussion it could be 
gathered that at one time in the recent paft the big ones 
of today were not so big and also laboured on the land. 
The tntnsiUon from being tenant, farmers to big rich 
farmers was a very recent one. 

But the partlc:lpants had begun to make distlnc- C 
Uons. Now they went forward. more speedily. There 
were S-6 farmers who employed labourers on the basis 
of annual contntct. 

•tet us put their names on the mard•. 

Their names were put. From this point more infor
mation about these easily came forward. They were 
also moneylenders. In fact they were addressed as 
•sahukars • (moneylenders) rather than •sbetkarl• 
(farmers). They managed the affairs of the village. 
Other common features of this group were discussed. 

We had now identified the tap section of the land
holders and lt was easier to formulate the criteria for 
the subsequent stntta oDe by one, and roughly decide 
bow many should be put in each of these categories. 

In this way the group analysed the situation 
and came to divide the landholders into five stntta. 

Farmers who owned 10-15 acres of land, C 
employed labourers on annual contntct, had 
much surplus to sell in the market, lent 
money to others, grew cash crops etc. 

Farmers who did not employ annual contntct 
iabourers, but had some surplus, grew cash 
crops. 

Farmers who worked hard on .lhelr land and 
had enough to meet their needs. They bad 
enough to eat and drink. (In mantthl they 
could be described as Khaun piun sukhl) 

Farmers who had land, but dldn 't grow 
enough ~to last through the year, and had to 
supplement by working on other's lands. 

Farmers who were landholders for name
sake only and were practically labourers. 

Now, which of these could be grouped together as 
having similar intersts ? In fact the participants did not 
perceive the situation along class lines but they did 
distingUish the top category on the one hand and the las: 
two on the other. The top S-6 farmers were markedly 
different not so much through their exploitation as 
through their power and authority in the village which 
the boys knew. But it also came out during discussions 
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that their authority was being successfully challenged 
by farmers from lhe second and third strata. The last 
~ cateqortes were the struggling poor. 

~- The facilitators bad known from the talk of the 
boys tbat many went out to Jobs in the city nearby · 

(~Uy. So they suqgested that the qroup could not know 
'-:..cw much economic conditions were unequal unless one 

alao took the eamlnqs of those employed outside 
taken into consideration. IJ.ke land, Jobs were a source 
of income. It was suqgested that the NAEP animators 
should independently write down the detaUs of the types 
of jobs, the number in each type of job and their divi
sion accordinq to landholder strata. Then they sbould 
sit toqether and collate their notes and p:esent the 
tnmrmation on the last night. 

There were about ·100 persons wbo did other jobs, 
mostly in the city Qeaving out 3/4 in the vUlaqe itseU). 
All tbe different jobs were classlfl.ed and put on the 
board toqether with numbers of persons engaged. Then 
lbr each type cf Job the numbers were divided !nto land
bolder strata. The picture was revealtnQ. 'lhe top Z 
cateqortes bad disproportionately large numbers eaminQ 
tbrouqh jobs outside. The jobs in the city were at the 
cler.lcal, teachin9, t,cbniclan, qrade N employttes and 
casual labourers levels mostly, but added a qood 

/\amount to the family income. At the other end, out of 
'"'the 30 marginal lAndholder (strata V) famWes • who 
~eeded supplementary sources of income mo&t. only 
~ve bad outside )obs. · 

The job pattem in this vUlaqe further strenqthened 
the unequallandholdlnq (and income from land) pattem. 

'lh18 was a mf'lftent of revelation for all. 

The urban woridnq class bavinq kin relations with 
the better off Jandhnlders was also of socioloqJcal and 
pollticalimportanee. The facilltator here gave some 
inlbrmation and analysi-s about the worklnq class reac
tionary social (caste) attitudes from an article be bad 
ncently read. The article also ~bo\ved up the k1n 
relations of the worldng class wltb landed peasant-' 
castes in Maharasbtra. There was then some dis
cussion on the implication of this fact for radical 
revolution. Such a worltlnq class was unlikely to 
support the landless or marginal farmers in their 

C1emands for land/more wages. 

The best part of the analysis came at this point 
~~m the participants. The question was put to them: 

'"Why 1s lt you think that those most in need of • 
outside jobs bave the least jobs? • By this time they 
were thinking and pertlcipat!nq actively. The 
answers came from them: 

I 

-xqnorance & 
fear: 

•eannot 
aflbrd : 

~.,· •No connec-
\::.::. tiona : 

paqe 13, 

The poor are not famWar with· 
the mty world arid are afraid •. 

The poor do not know where to 
qo fbr jo~ and are afraid to 
approach city people•. 

The poor are so.poot they can
not take out time to qo looking 
lbr a job. They have no money 
to spend on travelllng to the 
city and trying to find a job•. 

Usually you get a job throuqh 
somelx11iy you know or are 
related tc or are friends wlth. 

•Lack of 
education : To go and look fbr a Job requires 

some education nowadays. The 
children of the poor start working 
so early that they are toO illiterate 
and are tied down to work in the 
village itself. 

They stick to the Jabourlnq they 
know than 1aklng the risk to 
venture into the unknown even 
when they see other boys golnq 
out and earning more •. 

Poverty lbrcinq to keep people poor-this vicious 
circle came bome very fOrcefully as it came to be dtawn 
on the board. 

Thill wbole exercise in dlaloqical exploration 
could be sald to be only the beq1J1ning of a process 

.. which bas to be t!Sken further 1n maiiy ways. The 
claim 1s not made that the whole economic and social 
structure of the vUlage came to be understood. It also 
co&a14 not be claimed that " self-sustained process was 
firmly got going. But a modest· claim could be made 
that the vUlage youth learnt tbrouqb participatory 
experience a. method of analysis. a way of ques
tlonlnq. the value of looking for empirlcal data aad 
1ts interpretation. 'lheyalso bad an introduction tD 
seelnq th.lngs in a hlstcrlcal perspective. '!hey bad 
done some very bard thinking for themselves. 

. When It all started the facilltator llad a theme 
with him which he wanted the partlcipants to consider. 
He also bad in mind that they should come to see the 
relations amonqst the people in the vUlage as a system 
and a structure. But apart from decid.lnq the theme 
(whlcb also can be left to the participants) be left 1t 
tD the participants what to make of 1t from their own 
contribution. The mle of the facil1tator was a very 
active one, as can be seen from. the nairation, and yet 
1t was within the frame and flow of the answers given 
by the participant. at each step. U he bad tbouqbt of 
Qiving a lecture on the subject of •the vUlage and its 
Structure/system• it surely would have been quite 
differently organised. It would have been more com
prehensive, more academic and 1t would bave impres
sed the participant. as very leamed. But they would 
bave as quickly passed over it or bave come to repeat 
some of the formulations panot llke, but not been 
able to explain Jf cballenqed. 

In this dlaloque they brought out the buUdlng 
blocks to build up an analytical structure in the 
context of their own vUlage out of their own obser
vation, They would not be able to repeat almost any 
of this 1f they were set an examination. This was 
the advantage. In future they would be able to handle 
analysis on their own. Moreover they would not allow 
people to lect.ure them or be devaled by people posing 
as the1r superiors. They l'ould be more confident of 
their powers of thlnklnq and would speak out boldly. 

The Facilltator also teams I 
' ' J \ 

The facilltator also learned' many things duiing the 
dlalcque. He came to know about the perceptions of 
the vUlage youth, the specificity of the socio-economic 
polltical situation, the variation within a generel 
situation of poverty, lnequallty and oppression. 
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(?'~ usual premises such as ~t ln each village there 
are a few big landlords and many landless fam111es, or 

~
hat the harijans are the most oppressed and the poorest, 
\d which are mechanically taken fer granted, may be 
iUy convenient for socalled radical propaganda but 1f 

the local situations are much different, then what? lt 
was a challenge and in meeting it,the facilitator also 

· learnt ·how to approach village realities more objectively 
and meanlrigfully, starting from redefining one's analy-

. tit:al categories. The tact that this sma}l village was 
1 sen4ing out around 100 persons fer jobs outside forece

fully brought home to him the dynamic changes villages 
'are undergoing and which have to be incorporated in 
one's Village analysis. lf the fac111tator had chosen to 
give a lecture he would have not learnt all these 
things. H1s analysis would have rema1ned -r;e:y impres
sive but divorced from the complex, dynamic reality. 

Vasant's approach is based on the conviction 
ibat no human being, however learned and ixillia.nt, 
ban come. to posses the whole and definitive truth fer 
all times. Any one person's learning and understand
ing is partial and limited and it always remain open that 
in interaction with others be comes across something 
new which enriches, makes less partial his hold over 
truth. Out of this understanding comes naturally a 

~spect fer others, a wtll1ngness to explore together, 
~interaction. Then one does not resort to dialogical 

method as a subtle technique to trtng others to accept 
one's pre-determined conclusions. One readily accepts 
the experiences of others, and builds on the basts of 
those experiences an unaerstandinq of truth, together 
with the others. 

lt ts not cla·tmed that participatory exploration 
automatically leads to action. Such exploration can be 
undertaken with only academic interest also. But when 
activists learn to use this method there is a significant 
advantage. ln absence of following such particlpato&y 
exploratorv method the actions decided upon are usually 
based on orthodoxy and dogma, not taking into consi
deration the speciflcy of the local situation, the 
perceptions -of local people, their immediate needs and 
problems, etc. When such a method ls fellowed the 
actions are decided upon by the participants themselves 
out of their understanding of their situation so that unity 
of theory and action is achieved in a real sense leading 
to further reflection-action- reflection process. 

~ Tbrough this method a quest for knowledge ls 
~~roused. Knowledge comes to be seen as directly re

levant to the understanding of their situation, pro
blems, needs and solutions. The learners can then 
be helped to read what has already been written on the 
different issues. Reading will make more sense if 
they have already done some thtnklDg on their own. 
According to Vasant, the written word should not be 
allowed to dominate. He feels, in the past we have 
paid so much attention to the written word that it 
actually came to dominate and to stifle new thinking. 

In this method, there is no special burden on the 
facilitator who feels free and light because she is not 
taking on all the responsibillty r Every one has to be 
alert all the time with all one knows because any 
topic might come up at any moment. So, a participa
tory process makes strong demands on the partici
pants • creativity. 

The participants experience this as a new WdY 

of learning. In the past they have not been partici
pants in the learning process. As they come to see 

;('that each detaU·ts -Important they begin to see the 
t~jmportance of obser·t.ng carefully. They enjoy 

learning because they can also contribute to It. 
They start relating their experiences and interacting 
with other in the group. By analysing their own 
reality and by putting on a board the facts about 
their village, their vision gets broadened. This 
whole thing comes as a revelation to them. 

Once a process of being involved in learning 
gets underway, It becomes relatively. easier to 
relate to larver corresponding concepts. · 

The use of the local language, even of the local 
dialect of the people is very important. lf you use 
another language and also force them to speak that 
la11guage their confidence w111 be less. They will ~ 
handicapped because they wlll be speaking a language 
which they do not really understand. 

Tbe learners should not only understand and ana
lyse their reality but also understand how to understand, 
how to analyse, what lttnd of questions to ask. 

"'l'his method of understanding is important. through 
which they can understand other realities and inter
relationship&. 

The workshop participants found Vasant's presen
tation of hiS experience and views to be very use-
ful. Some of the other participants had also been using 
a s1m1lar methodology in their own training programmes. 
but there were others who said they were not using par
ticipatory methods of learning. One of them said that 
be now realised that most training programmes he bad 
attended were more manipulative than pameipatory. Q 
He admitted that most of .b1s own talks were lectures 
with no discussion or Jiileraction with the audience. 
Vasant's narration made him reflect on and question his 
own approach 1n the past. 

Another participant shared his experiences as a 
worker of an organised trade union. He said he went 
to. the people with a well fermulated stand and a closed 
framework. Even from •participatory• discussions be 
wanted only one thing to come out and this was deter
mined by the party line or trade union line. He was 
there to promote the people's struggle but this struggle 
was to go on the lines decided by tbe trade union 
leaders. There was no genuine freedom fer the workers 
to take their own decisions. The hierarchies , be 
feund. were very rigid in the organised trade unions. 

. . 
Vasant's narration made it quite clear to the work

shop participants that anv i~"ue can be tackled '!flth the 
part1citllltion of the 1e.-rner. 1.eamtng can .snd should 
be related to ihe reillties and experiences of tbe parti
cipants. Only then 1s 1t real and meaningful learning. 
The local realities can then be gradually seen in the Q 
context of the nation, the universe. The interrelation 
ships between the local power structure and the 
national and international power structure can be made 
clearer. 

Similarly, other topics like the need fer people's 
organisaUon,-type·of leadership necessary fer tt. 
necessary llnkaqes- between local organisations, regio
nal and national organisations, tbe issues on which 
people can be organised etc. can all be discussed. 

Vasant C..lls this method participatory exploration. 
One can .also call it dialogical method. Vasant has 
been using this method fer a lony time. The group 
asked him whether he had been influenced by Paolo 
Freire. He said he had not read Freire till only a few 
months ago. He feund a great deal of. s1m11arity 
between Freire's ideas and his own. Reading Freire 
made many things clearer fer him. 
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CDRA Training I . 
(:• The outline of a training programme fer rural 
ya~th drawn up by .CDRA was presented fer discussion. 
It was a nine-day training programme fer potential 
fc-.vists. All the details of the nine-day 11rogramme 
t...:..:· been worked out - the time-table, the contents and 
the sequence of contents hac;l all been decided. Each 
bour in the programme had been planned. All the 
activities from •introduction • t111 •gooc;1 bye• bad been 
programmed in advance. 

The group felt that planninq a traininq programme 
before hand would not leave much scope fer the parti
cipants to decide th1n;s fer themselves. They would 
aqain become mere recipients of instructions. Once. 
a p!'!:'gramma is planned to_ such an extent it becomes 
difficult to make it open and flexihle. It .:a.nnot take 
the felt needs and expectations of the participants into 
cons lderation. 

In tbe CDRA programme were included topics Ulce 
tools of analysis, and a number of simulation ;aiDes. 
Ume was also allotted br readin; documelits. The 
qroup dlscuss8d many of these issues. 

@I~ls of Analysts I 
Some of the workshop participants said that any 

trainin; of activists should provide toola of analysis to 
the learners. There was a Jot of discussion about 
these toola of ~ylsis. 

· One of the participants pointed out rather stro119lY 
tbat altbr::iu;h every one talks about impartinq 'tools of 
analysis', abe bas never understood what these tools 
actually are. She requested that these toola of analysla 
be made available so that she too may touch them, feel 
them and include them in her own trainin; kit. Amid 
laughter and' amusement the participants ventured forth 
into a discussion about what lnAoct these toola were • 
Very ;oOd use bad been made o-f humourlas a means of 
ileus sin;· attention on a very serious issue, one tbat 
bas always been taken fer granted. The ef1brt once 
aqain became to ;o beyond the word to the essence of 
. the concept. Althou;h many of the participants had 

. mentioned that mode of production "!''ll the most impor
( .. .:;tant tool of analysis , it was not. clear as to bow th1s 

tool was to be used in a concrete situation. Mode of 
&~ductton afW: all is an extreme abstraction unless 
~ meantn; is made clear. 

'1'be ;roup felt tbat the term 'tools of ana luis' 
lb.~~-was !D~l~d1ng. It mystifies ·rather "ihan explains. 
It qtves the impression that there are certain tools of 
analysis which ere vaUd for all times and societies and 
are therefore infallible. Once you bave acquired them 
you can correctly analyse every society and situation · 

! anc1 determine the course of action. Thia;-the ;roup 
felt, may lead ~ activists becomin; rigid. They might 
become victims of ~ir own tools and Jargon. Produc
tion relations, mode of production, ~lectical materia
lism, surplus value etc. are some·of the Marxian con
cepts wbicfi·ant used to analyse society.· Some train-s 
try to hand over these concepts or tools of analysis to 
liMp vlllage people. All this Jargon is passed on to the 
village youth who learn the Jargon Without actually 

knowlnq what it means. The way these tools are given 
does not lead to questioning. The learners are not 
made to discover these • "'lS fer themselves: instead 
they are simply handed over these tools (usually by 
an outsider). 

f.>". 
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At this point. one of the workshop participants 
explained how be bad learnt and bow he teaches these 
tools of analysts to rural youth. A lecture is given to 
the learners abo.ut society and bow it is structured. 
They are told about the different classes 1n society, 
the different structures in society (Uke economic, 
political, social) and their inter-relationships. Infor
mation Is given about modes oi production, production 
relattons etc. 

The ;roup was impressed by the pertlcipant's
Qumself a vlllaqeri knowledge about these concepts but 
felt that his presentation was not suitable for tra1n1nq 
activists. It was not sUitable because it started from 
the abstract. The topic was called •tools of analysts • 
This itself would be entirely new· fer ·ttut-learners to 
understand.as it: introducei:i' too' many c:Oncepu" and word: 
with whic;:li the learners would not be familiar. Such a 
preseDtatton may create awe amonq listeners but it 
mi;ht not lead to their active participation. In fact 
instead of making the learners self-conftdeDt, such an 
approach could make them feel very small. Although 
the lectures .mtqht sound radical they would not be par
Ucipatory. The learners would feel the burden of all 
the new concepts and would, most probably, not be able 
1lo apply these toola very confidently. In fact, even in 
the workshop there were people using mauy of these 
tenDs without being able to explain wbat they really 
meant. One could see that they-bad not understood 
tbese concepts well. althouqh they kept 1nsist1r.; 
these were the only scientific tools to ualyse society. 

The ;roup felt that there ls nothing wrong about 
the different methods and concepts or toola used to 
analyse society. What ls, however, often wrong 1s 
the unlmaqinative way in which these methods and 
concepts are used and taught to otbers. Instead of 
analysin; society throuqh the experiences of tha 
villaqe people themselves by uain; their own lanquage. 
many activists/trainers draw their lanquaqe and exam
ples from the books tbey have read. Such examples 
and lanquage are very remote from the perceptfons of 
the village people and, therefore, they cannot lead to 
much learnlnq"and analysis. 

It was ac;reed by the workshop participants that 
it is absolutely essential to simplify the language 
trainers and activists' use. It Is essential to go be
yond the Jargon to the essence of what is beinq talked 
about. 

The activists must learn bow to observe the 
_,ciety they live in, to collect relevant information and 
to analyse it. 'lb understand a community it Is indeed 
important to understand the pattern of the ownership 
of the different means of production, as well as control 
over other sources of income available. tbe way pco
ductinn is orqanised and ways in which command over 
the labours of others enables owners to snatch a 
large share of the produce: the mechanism throu!ih 
which surplus is also purcha·sed cheaply through loan 
Jperations. the division between classes based 
on tbe pattern of economic explo~tation and 
poUt1cal power and social domination. But this 
understanding must be reached throuqh facts they 
observe and identify themselves through questioning 
and relating, not on the basts of readymade theories 
and fennulations dished out by someone. In short they 
must construct their own theory in an effort to make : 
senl!e of the cotlcrete reality around them. in order to ~ 
understand the way to chanqe it in the desired direction. 
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. . 
Cse of Simulation and Other Games in Training 

--::>·. In the outline of the proposed nine-day CDRA 
( . !lining programme, there were as many as 5 games. 

'Some other workshop participants had also been making 
extensive use of games in their training programmes. 
Tbose who had been using games felt that simulation 
games were useful in making the atmosphere lively and 
1p breaking the monotony of a training programme. 
Moreover, through such games many ide'as could be 
conveyed and concepts explained. Also, situations 

, ,could be described: it may be the structure of a village 
or the functioning of the economic system or the selfish 
nature of groups. Certain qames like 'Star Power', 
'X'l.Y game' were ciescribed, 

Scrne worbt-..op participants, however, expressed 
serlous reservations ablut the use of such gam~s. There 
was a lot of discussion whfch made the propo~ents of 
the use of these games think more critically ablut their 
usefulness. They said they had never examined the 
games critically. They had learnt them in some training 
prognsmmes or seminars and had started using them in 
their own programmes • 

It was pointed out that the origin of most of these 
games was the West and most had come to India from the 
US. Simulation games had been developed initially for 
business management training programmes. Most of these 
games were based on a certain presumption ~blut the 
nature of man, the urges that moved men, tlie goals they 
have, which are consistent with the moral philosophy of 
free enterprise. · 

It was suggested that this surely was 
not a matter of accident. The use of these games 
presupposes that one accepts the premise of capitalist 
morai philosophy as to the unchangeable selfish nature 
of man. All games are devised to prove this and then 
work again from that basis to find out solutions. It was 
asked, are we challenging this very claim of the capital-
1st philosophy, or are we satisfied in working out "mana
gement solutions• within the framework of a •selfish" 
man? 

Some of the participants said that in the games 
they found a definite element of manipulation, of want
~ to control people's responses and.dire-:t them from 
~"lll.tside. In many simulation games all the facts are not 

told to the players. Something is kept hidden by the 
trainers. That in itself gives the trainers certain power 
over the others making his/her position superior vis-a
vis the rest of the group. After the game is over the 
trainers analysis - sometimes even given his/her own 
judgement. 

Some participants narrated how they had felt 
insecure, unsure and manipulated while playing such 
games. They were not sure what and how ;nuch was 
serious and what was the game part. Cne\of them had 
found the judgement given by the trainer, after they had 
played a game, very unfair. 

It was pointed out by a number of participants 
that normally the more educated and sophisticated 
trainees hesitate or refuse to play such games precisely 
because they feel manipulated and self-conscious. 

The critics of games were of the opinion that such 
games have no place in participatory trainings. They r::-lve the illusion of being participatory because of the 

"<.:.:.physical participat:,,n of the group members in them. 
But the group mcr.'lb.::rs are, infact, only participating as 
much (or .lS little) as ~he pieces of a chess boarc pani
cipat~s in 3 chess g;l::o:c. The rules of the game are 
cicciccc b}' the trainer who holds the deciding trump 
C.lrd. 

paqe l6 

Another criticism of these games was that they 
simplifY reality. .They present a simplistic picture of 
the phenomenon they are trying to explain. It is much 
better to study real experiences and discuss them rather 
than to create complicated games. 

It was pointed out that games which are not mani
pulative, where all the cards are put on the table may be 
used. Observation games or memory games may bf quite 
interesting and useful. 

Since there were two opinions about the use of 
games It was suggested that CDRA should experiment in 
two groups - in one use games and in 1he other not use 
games. This would enable CDRA to see whether games 
are really helpful in creating an atmosphere which Is 
conducive to leaming and whether they help in gaininq 
a better understanding of society. - .. 
• Use of Reading Materials in Training ·Programmes I 

Reading materials can be of two kinds - 1. those 
which are written in such a manner that the reader is 
given an impression that what is written is the truth and 
there is nothing else to be read or explored or known. 
2. those which introduce certain issues, present one on 
various points of view and which encourage the reader V 
to explore further, read more and reflect for himself/ 
herself and then make up his/her mind. 

It is the second kind of reading material which 1s 
useful, •nd which should be provided to activists. 

· There is however a dearth of simply written, ana-
lytical reading material specially in local lanquages. 
Often instead of simply written good analysis what one 
gets is simplistic analysis which is not very helpful. 

A concerted effort has to be made to prepare :~uch 
reading material and to translate into lOcal languages 
the material available in foreign languages. The 
material should be self-contained i.e. it should explain 
the different terms used and the background. Yet is 
should not be bulky. 

Some of the themes on which reading material is 
required are: 

the village and its structure 

the larqer economic system 

history of the last 200 years 

1deologie!i and theories of social change 

how to analyse society 

0 

The workshop participants were of the opinion that 
this is a big task and it cannot be clone by individuals 
but through a widespread group effort. 
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Use of. Film, _Slides, Skits , Cartoons, Songs 

se different media of communication are incieed 
more effective than the written word and can be used 
effectively for educational purposes. But often these 
medir~e used to communicate a prefabricated message -
to cntb./e a predetermined reaction and response. The 
message can be about family planning or about radical 
people's organisation but the approach is the same. 
The effort is verv seldom to stimulate thouaht and to 
make the audience question, analyse and reach its 
own conclusions. There is often a certain element of 
o)ropaganda and manipulation in the use of these media. 
The producers have their own perspective which deter
mines the presentation and the message. In this way 
they are manipulative and hence not educative in the 
real sense o£ l.he word. 'l'ha scn;s and dramas used .by 
radical groups also have the same element of propaganda 
in them. 

The workshop participants felt that well producad 
fUm strips, slides, dramas, songs can and should be 
used to provide facts and information, to raise questions, 
to initiate dialogue. All these media can be used like 
any case study material which is not accepted as such, 
'-•t is discussed and analysed. The advantage of 

.s media is that it can present facts in a selective 
and effective manner and can keep the interest of the 
au~ alive. 

f''.~:3~ 17 
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Conclusion I 
The workshop provided a good opportunity for 

people involved in the training of activists to share 
their experiences and views as well as to reflect on 
their awn work. U::~eful discussions took place. The 
workshop provided suggestions and ideas for the future_ 
traininq programmes of CDRA and other organisations 
represented in the workshop. It Wdli hcped !hat through 
this report more reflection and discussion on the role 
and training of activists would be initiated and the 
actual performance of activists and the quality of their 
training programmes would also improve. 

It was also hoped that at least some of the workshop 
___ .. partid,pants would collaborate with each other in their 

work and would put into practice the principles of 
training aqreed upon during the workshop. 

.Keportec rJY UmJ.a Bnasin vasant PalshUcar lakshmi Rao 
Designed and Illustrated by Sheba Cnracilhi 
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OUR PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN IN 1984·-.by UDF National Publicity Secretary. 
'Terror' Lekota 

MAY I welcome you all .to this media workshop - our first in 1984, This work
shop is designed both to review our puh!!c1ty wo~~ to d:ta &r.d plan for the 
future. 'We; must review our national, regional and local publicity machinery 
and the.products of its work so far. At the same time, we must ~devise means 
of correcting.our shortc~ings and· imp~vin; our performance. But 1 must 
emphasise that·.only thoroughgoing and frank criticism and self-criticism will 
expose t~ us~,our mistakes •. ;: · 
.. ~ ... ~~: .. 

> f • .. ~~ 

. .roir will nbti.ce then that the . 
initial part of the agenda con
·s.ists of reviews and general theor~ 
etical 4iscussions designed to 
arm us with ideas. The second 
part of the agenda will involve 
devising strategies and practical 
arrangements for·work in the 
future. . 

As publicity'and .media workers 
we have the task of bringing 
to the attention of the public 
certain valuable factual informat
ion in as accurate a fashion as 
possible. · This Is an important 
task because the ruling cla·sses 
in whose interest it is to main
tain their class rule employ large 
quantities of resources either to 
suppress information that threat
ens their rule or present it in 
su ch a way that its damming edge 
is blunted. 

In SA today this is particularly 
true because the state continuously 
places restrictions on what may and 
•ay not be known. 

Inherent in our process of report
ing is the recording of our her
itage of struggle for future gen
erations.· let us treat this with 
the seriousness and care worthy of 
the task. • 

Hand in han~ with.factual report
ing is the task of interpretion 
of events. We are not unconcern-

,. 

ed recorders of events like cameras. 
We are at the same time interpreters 
who assist the masses of our people 
to read meaning into events. Out 
of the apparent disorder of daily 
happenings is a definite process . 

of social movement from one point 
to another. · There is the decay and 
degeneration of the oppressive struct
ures of apartheid (revealing Itself 
in the collapse of discipline within 
Nationalist ranks·and their quislings, 
eg. the Info scandal, Diedrichs estate. 
smuggling of exam papers. activities 
of Koevoet, etc.). . .. 

In contradistinction to this. proeess: i.l :-'':/ 
of 1"0ttlng and dying away of the old . : l i I 
order,· is the emergence of a free, ' ~~~ 
democratic and nonracial society maniJ·t 
festing itselfin the stronger resist- . 
ance of our day. eg. the UDF, object-
ion to conscription. rejection of , , · · 
each carrot the state offers. and so i 
on. · . . 

. . 

·Our task then entails also the 
revelation of this process of birth 
of a new order. New slogans. new 
values, new ambitions, a new South 
Africa. To make this know and to 
help define roles for classes and 
strata of our society if.they are to 
play their role properly in history. 
is our obligation. 

As a primary condition we must be 
knowledgeable about the tasks of . 
publcity and media. That is to say 
we should master the art of how to 
do these things both by our prepared
ness to learn from each other and 
from our past mistakes. 

Let us therefore make this seminar. 
truly. an occasion that will enable 
us to learn from each other how media ·. \ 
and organisation relate to each other. ~ ·\ 
how media can help mobilise. inform. \\\ 
and educate our masses in· our struggle. 
UDF UNITES! APARTHEID DIYIDESI .. \ '' 

., 
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otruoetl tho nu4 tor bu1~dln1 Un\-olnel ora.nhaUon in \bo 
naion, inclu41na ~~· o\ruoturoo in oxio\ina ~raanloationo. 

' - 15 Propooel! Anol resoaam4ottone 011 UDP oeuj otpo\Unt 
1. lo41a .... ,u .. ~ ohoul,a uob baY! o011eono noponoilllo tor 
oonolina ooploo of poo\oro, oto. toa ' . 
a. Other aoollo oonnittooo 
11. !bo tranoYool oo4io ooaalttoo tor intornationol 41otr1bution 
o. A local 11111'1li'J in .. ob aroa 
4. A UDP national fti'OhiYo (to llo oo\ollliobo4), 

2. loolh o ... tuou oboulol \17 to .aot too4'1iaolr on DIP· .. 41a fra UDP 
ettlllotoo an4 a!!o roo4on, an4 toll other' nalont about tho ro..Ute, 

1: Uoolia oo .. ittooo oboul4 lntorn oaob otbor about oon41tlono of 
4htr1but1on in tholr aroa, anol ouaaooUone for 4htr111ut1on, lloforo 

, Karch Jl, 

4. Ko41a coaaittooo oboulol onouro a ~looo link llotwoon oo41a on4 
4htr1buUon. 

'· looll! •-Utou oboul4 \17 to ooo that pbotoo oro tolo:on of UDP 
ovonh ln roalono •.• 

6. loolla cacn1Ueu oboul4 baYa a penoa to oon\aot about oxobia ·:.1 
potoo lt poulllle. 

7. UDP oo4la ooa.i Uuo oen bolp attlllatoo uu the •-roial prooo 

where ••••••· 

II. ~o&ioaal pullllcl\J aooro\arl!O 01'0 reoponoillle for proooaonf!ronooo1.l 
with tho bolp of tho ao4ia ooaaittoeo. 

9. Ieilia ooa.ittooo oboul4 enouro that \hair OWD ooollon 4oYolop 
ae41a okUh. 

10. bah ••41• o-1\toe to 4houoo h ... ollln& of n4 .. obowinao, "' 
ohlrto, lluttono, otiokero an4 llannero in \hair ro&lon, 

Propooale on l!eUonal upr ooolh . 
1. l!a~i~al oo41a .ohoul4 aet 1001 national tunoltna. 

· t; UDP !!US a\ neUonol lnol a1~1na at a ••11 .,.ueaoe eD4 · 'kioe4 :·--~I 
on nhUne UDP oetlia otruoturu woo 41ft1oul\ to prooluoo. Ill · 
tho ohort-hro, UDP liUS woul4 Ito pro4uo .. naionallr •• aOO!U .. o 1 
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lft\ororeatonallr wbore pooelblo (•&· ~oe\orn Capo, laatorn Capo 
. , M4 ior«or a41 \ion), ' lopon41na on tllo luuo, UDP lli.I'S al&l>t bo 

· .. '41o\r1'11uh4 wUb an oapllaoh on a epoott1o ca.,.unfil,, 

':: ·J,:•auonal a\et .. on\8 on hnu (when \hor arioo) nl>oul4 b• aalla 
... ::·· available to \ba roalono tor uoo br aa41a c-1\toeo, · In p .. rt1o
. ' · : · ular, a national oall on tho· otanature ••Pd&n woo reouoatdJ4, 

I :j-----,- ---· ··--,.··. 
·· .•. 4, An:o4uoat10eal llU or banlboqll tor oo,1Yhto lft \llo olpatura 
· . : ••pdp ai&h\ llo oono14oro4 at reaional or intor-roalonal level, 

. '. :i:.--,. ·-~ ·:· • • 
·, •· ·. : · '· A national nawollr1ot1na wl\b on lfttonaUvo role aiao4 11.\ 

.. .-·-.:. · attiliatoe woo propooo4. Su&&uto4 U\lo wu UDP Up4ato, wi \b 
• nliU \lo llaina •ational ••wallr1otlfta ot \he Uzd tel Doaoorati o 

rrant, .Da a auaaootol eloaon boin& toll no ltoo, olala no oaor 
Y1otor1u." •auonal oon\ont woull 1nolu4o a who'o who on U.o 
national oxoout1Ya 1 iaporton\ national UDP atatoaon\o ~• r•eponooo 
to 1eouoe, ••••aa•e ot lft\ornetlonol eupport on4. aotlvltr, tnl 
UDP national actiYitr (oa. ·oontoroncu), Boaional content .:oul4 
be torwar«ol to a central point llr \bo 15\b ot ovor.r aonth, to 
onalllo tho aowollr1ot1na to llo a aon\hlr. tronovoal o.olla e<•-1\too 
woul4 tr,r to act ae \hie oontral point a\ tire\, wl\ll roalone 
ro\atlfta rooponeillllUr ao thor boa•• allle. Intonation i:o 
'llo torwarlel aJiouU not llo .ore tllaft ' paaae lana, mr4 olloall 

. cover when paoellllo tho tollowin& u \bar ·aro now onl wUil roaarl 
· to futuro obonaou 

1. 1\ruduro ot \be realonol UDP ' · 
2. Wbo'e who lft tbo roflonal oxoo (ani oullc-Uto u 1f roa1on w 
J, Upla\ol lie\ ot ott llatoa 
4, VDP roatonol eoUYitr• aootlftao 

ooalnara 
pullliaotlone 
•-p~lana 
llumlfta houo e lft tbo a1·oa 
ropruoion 

a) 

contact witb non-atflliatoa 
or1Ucl•e ani attacllo c•n UDP, on4 roeponooo 

to thoeo 
ovolua\lone ot VDP aoUvU;r (lt anr hno 

booa wah) 
.,.uoeUono (oa. troa t\~nllrahtna co .. utooa 

tt tllor llavo onrl · 
'· Att111oto•e aotlvUr that ie rolatoll to VDt, 

loatonal ao41e •-Uhoe oboulll oonll a quota tor tbo nuobor ol 
oopioe thor require - wltb on evoro~o ot \wo par altlliato/aroa 
ooaaittoo. thU oboul4 llo lloloro U Marcb, 8114 ohoulll ooao to 
tbo tvl aolla o ... l\too, 
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6. A national booklet ••• p~opoael \be\ woull baYe the role 
ot intonaina, elucatin& and oraanialna. 1\a au4itnoe would be 
actiYiata and potential attiliatea, and l\ woull bt a one-off 
publication - no\ a naular one, 1\a oon\tnta were propo"d •• 
a. lnt~o4uct1on (to co••r the laauul what la a fi'OII\ - wUb rt&aM 
to the bnckarounl and eaeraence of UDP, non-raolall•, 41fftrtn\ 
aitea of atrueale; the laaue. of a broal front, of a looee fran\ 
•• oppoael to a tl&ht pa~\7 1 of UDP not beln& aeparate troa ita 
atr1l1atu but dependin& on thd~ aoUYI pa~Uolpa~ion), 
b, :structu~u and roalona in tha UDP (wUb diqJ'IIIIa) 
o. Explanation of ~oloura, loao, aloaan. 
d. Liat of aff111atea, oftlciala and patrona, 
e •. BxpJanation of affiliate procedure, 
t. Declaration. 
a. ~orkin& prlnciploa, 

• h. UDP launcl\ ruolutiona. 
i, llluatratlona ot UDP adla, 
~: addroa••• ot UDP offlcea. 
11:, UDP polic7 atateaenta, 
1. Photoaraplla. 
•· Yea•aa•• of auppo~ tor UDP, 
n. Cartoon arapllic.rolotin& UDP to different aitaa of atru&&lt, 

, . 

·-·-- ·-·· ··-···· .. -· ·- ·- . -------~-
Proposed titlaa ar11 UMJfll Docuaenta of tbe United Deaooratlo Prontl 
UNJ!Bll An introduotlon to the United Doaoora\lo Pront1 UMiflll tba 
llltriiDCI of the Prontt our 1D loUOIIJ UDP for ll&lmlrtl ftl 
United Doaocratio rront1 lbat la tl\a UDP?I UDPt"tha Pront1 UDP-
A Hlator, la Kad•l Unital Domooratlo Pro~\ - A llaoon ef Roptl 
United Dtaooratlo front - •rredoa 1n our LlftUat• 1o UDP - On 

tho larch to Prte4o•J !he United De•ocratlo Pron\, AD lntro4uo\1ont 
Un1t7 in Action (8AUt4 Aotion)l!ha United DtaooraUc front at a 
Glan011 UDPt Anotl\er Pill in the hhtor, of roahtanOII UDPt bow 
lona h our ob~eotlvt? UDPt '1111 whitt aupre•aor aurriYt71 UDrt· 
A People'• Un1te4 rron\JA Liinuarll: 1n ..... Rhtorr - \he UMI!ID 
DBIOOBA!IC PROK!J A Lona-nea414 (or dea1ww4) Peoplt 1 1 fran\ - tbt 
Un1te4 Do•ocratl~ Pron\ 1 Ph .. blll lnkululwakwe6lt Gliapata of the 
Un1te4 Do•ooratlo Pron\1 Lalelanet the Doouaen\a of \be UDP, 

m.\ 
~ 
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lropo!!h on Rulonel ••4la 
·1, aoalona ooul4 pro4uco U.olr own UDf ll•'l'•• poa\orw, puphloh, 

,., /;'/~~>;~~:.h naloaall.7 noom...,, ' ' 

· ~ ;'·. '. •·. AtfU1ah ao41a - pronoelllt • 
. :.I. ~:' .. 1~•· Aff1l1ah ao4la abolll4 ban a nliUUa noUn& attlUa\lon to UDr. 
:·:~~:· :;. ·a, ·.urutah "••41a abolll4 llo oncouraao4, 

·'::: :'·<:J,:Io41a ocooalu .. , lhoull trr to aet atf1llah aotlia tba1< oovora 
, : • : UDf aoUY1Uu into tho local an4 na\l01la1 UDf arc-hln, 

:: .:·:~~~~~~:~1-ro ~~ ... - pro~oaah 
.' '.1,1o41a oo-ttt .. a abolll4 worlc alolal;r wltb \ho proa.ruaiYO preaa, 

. ·=,. !-;;;~~··: ...:.:·~; ~ .... 
• . a~ .. :·.~ General aroe1al1 
··: .~ 1

.': 1,. lo41a aholll4 llo ooa\-offoc\lYo an4 not w.,h·4, 
. 2, UDf ae41a aholll4 renoct \bo OOilhn\ of tba l111nob ruoluUon 
on tba world.na o1a,., 

·3, UDf ao41a oo-U\ooa ahoul4 naolYo to lnYolvo aoro woaou 1n 
-·- ... _tbeir a\ruo\una. 

: .· 

·· 4, laUonal pullllcU:r aocntilrr aake4 to 4noto aoro Uao "' YlaU 
ao41a ooaaltto•• 1n 41ftorent natona, 
'· & aooon4 aa\lonal ao4la ooaal\tow , .. tnar abou14 lla hol4 wl\bln 
U.o nu:\ alz a~\bt, 

PraoUc!l 
!llo aoalnar on4o4 w1 \b praoUaal work on a 4ulp for a poaaor 

. ' for tba 1JW dpaturw o•~an, lft4 a foraat for tile newa'brlofln& 
alia llool<lot, 

.. 
.', /::~ . .-·{~;~. :; ... ': ·~: 

... ~· ,~ . 
~"':· .. ~ 
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Btaort on Pirat llatlonpl Stalnar 
of Kedia Coe.itteee of tte United Deaocratlc PropS 
U - 22 Januarz 1984 

rra .. nta 
!ranavaa1 aedia co.aittee aoabora 
feat Capo aedia coaaittoe aoabera 
laatern Cape aedia comaittee aeabera 
Borderl two ob11rvera 
Concern wae exprene4 d \be abeenoe of repreeentaUoa ··froa 
llatal, ors and llortb Cape, 

Aeendaa 
·1. fo1coalna addreea fro. llatianal UDP publioitr aecratarp 
2. Diacuealon on the tbeorr of aedla 
), OUtline bp each roaian of their atruaturea anA procedure. for 

UDP atdia production anA diatrlbution 

··;· 

• .. -:•:-. 

4. Review of paet national UDP aeAia, anA Arawina leeeona tberefroa 
5. Aa8taoaent of current aituaUon ill eaob re&ion wl\b iaplioat-

ione Cor UDP ae41a • . 
6, Propoeala (batb aoneral and apeoifio) for UDP aedia to4ar at 

national, reponal anll atttlhta ntta 1.-la 
1. Prapoeala Cor e~appina UDP aedia between Aifferent rt&iana 
8. Propaaala far international Ah\rlbutian at UDP aedia 
g. Proposal a 
10. Proposal a 
11. Prcpoeala 
12. l'ropoaela 
1). l'rcpoaa1a 
14. Prcpoaa1a 
15. l'rcpoaa1a 

far UDP aedia archive 
for aherin& pbatoarapba. 
an national aa .. unication, ·oauaaaailla adl feeAb~ok 
on diatrlbution in aeneral 
on finencin& UDP aedia 
on pl'44uoUon of UDP national aedia 
an uee of ooaairclal preaa • 

1. ltlcomins aAdrte! 
Sea oopp a\tacbod, 

2. !heorz of aedia 
It ••• diacueeeA bow aedia could plar tba fo11owin& &eneral roleaa 
a. lobiliaina (propaaandlain&/ popularialna) 
b. iducaUonal 
o. Inforaatlonol 
II, Ortanieotlonal 
e. Un1fr1na 

'J' . 

@·-·®,_ __ _ 
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f, Dh-untfri.D& 
. ;, &• lntanalni.Da 

·.:. ·;,·,;. ·.; :·,. ... . . '' 
'··:·Mod ae4ia I.DYOlYaa ••••rei of th .. a nl .. , aUhouah one nla ••• 

uauallf uppeNoa\, Por aeclla to auccaed in phrina one nll, u 
· ofhn n11cll& to alao pl., - al'beU \o a •allll' extent - aaae of 

the other rolla. Different aeUa wen auihd to euph111hina Uffennt 
rolla - han&'bUla ~or .aob1lhina, 'booll1eh for aaucaUna, nowall\\11'1 
for infoNina, eta, 

' ·.·.;· ~f· ~·· ··'' . ,; · .t? ;·, J,·· 0!!\li.Da ·or !!Ch red on 
.. , ;:!;,'.!'.'the Bor&er ODP d14 not h.,a a ODP aa4ia c-U\11 nor UDr aoclla , 

· ·: · 'baaau11 of \Ia ••••n npnaeion in ,.. ana. Accau \o roprollucUon 
·tachnolol)' waa lial\1&, 

laa\arn·oapa waa workln& \owar&a ea\\ln& up a .. dla coaal\\oe, 
MeUa •(aUckera ana a ODP 11w1 ronaol paaph111t he& aone aut at 
\he launch. 

Wea\arn Cape hal a aoaia oomai\\11 1\ruo\un ncon\1)' forao4. 
tnflauJI aoala far uor hila 'b11n &en.• 11ft an a~ hoc 'b ... h. 

!ranaYaal baa a .. ala coaait\11 whioh proaucea !Yl UDP aellia an& 
. . .. which uah\e4 the Rational h'bUoit)' SeontU')' in prolluoina lllt-

,:.' 
1 lonal· ae4ia. A 4irilion of labour esh\el wUhin \he o....t\tee, 

.,. .:: \~ouah U wu not l'i&i4 •. ., 

.. · •· leriew of put nntionfl opr a!llh 
P11\ nP.tional UDP aeUa w11 ar1tiaiae4 for l1ckina content with 
·naar4 to illllll noh a1 non-nahli•1 ODP u a front, aloaon1, 
a'batnoUona (like ••• want our l'i&hh'), It wu al1o orUlchea 
for tl'fin& to aha a naUonwiaa naw1 piatun at a nperfloiel 
liYilo Pn'bleaa of pro4uoin& a national pubUc..tion for a uo11 
auaienoe. that aiffll'l4 nalonall)' ana wl\h rlaar4 to oo..wn1t)' 
at thi1 h11torioal ~taae, wan alaa 4i10il1114. 

5, &aae1e•ent of aul'l'lnt 1ltuatlon 
.oonaltlona Yariaa Yaetlr ln &liferent realon1. Ba~er ha4 a&aa 
throuah a a\a\1 of war. laatern Cape faoe4 the problea of M 

' · atron& Labour Pan7 pr .. anol an4 the n11cl to papubrha ODP in 
Coloural anaa. W11t1rn Oapa aall UDP wu popular 11> the "''ion, 
ana a atrona o-unu, pr111 kept up the UDP pntllll. traneual 

.......:........;.;.''· _ .. ;_. --~--©:'>'1::;.:.----l,®)....----·---·--

, 
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-i .. FROPoSAlS fOi THE FREEDOM OiARTER CAW.? AI 
WORKSHOP J!RD ON 20 JANUAXY J9S( IN 

A. AJMSANitOBJECTlVES OF THE CAM.?AIGN 

1. To~ize the F~cm Garter end its 

/(Us -t:L, 

:2. To educate activists about the Freedoe~ Oacrter end related issues. • 

a &San; to build a con1t.21 understanemg and greater cohesi~ at a rei;icnal 
and~! level 

3. Tojsnsmt the Freedom Clx:Jrter cs a political cltemative by lin<ing it to onsoing 
ftiB sfaegl es. 

4. Tomsl".&Jte the goms of i981. 
5. ToJe tile clam that the Olarter is a •Jiving document•. 

B. PROGRAM OF ACT ION 

- ' 

1,. EDOCA1JON: A very iupor1cnt aspect of lhis Can-paisn is 1M question of self-ec!ucaticn 
lsca:.lWds; ~ c:annot ~ect lo educate tLe messes U1less we o..nelves have an ia 
dtp6'-'wledge ollhe Charter. Educaticn can take lhe form ofworbhcp end ~inars. 
AI.; ppen an tLe Charter can he read end aasa~ in small grt~t.p~. 

T.,_ wila· self-education; ~ is cilso a ~ fer-research in cr.:!er to e:-rich ad br.xJdea 
aar_.amanding. Apart fram self-education; ~ inpartant ta is that of educ:atir.g 
tl.e-.s. The masses of tLe pecpfe aust. wxferslond 1M significance and meaning 
of 6e Omrter. ~ doar-to-door wadt would be inwaluable. _ 

2~ GIMSIDOTS: lo ordec.to •tcJce the Oaoder to the 91assaoots•;"Jcx:al ~Jo:::lf@!t~~l!:!:!~~• 
aadlesmnds II1USI be linked lo douses in !_!:e Freecfoaa Oaorter. h this way each local 

_ wgaleag::.~inst cppressicn ...& each sLart-1~ demand would be linlced to tLe d~ncl 
'-' a&aualliberatia.. The above can be achieved in 1nC111f different ways: Ovic 
I iwtioJIS can o:J~t the douse en Housing; Youth ~isations can link 1M Freedom 
Clats-Ccmpaign to 1M IVY cnl so on with wornenw the On.wches and bode tJnions. 

3. IIMl.AREAS: Quring lhe C. 0 .P. carrpaign in 1955 lrUCh aHention was paid to rural 
arms stlfat lhe Chcrter wcdd be representative of hath the urban end rural areas. 
I. 'iupirit the 1985 carrpaign naJSf nat be limited to the cities end Jowns • 
&a,.~ lnJSf be raacfe to reach out to the remote ~ of the eow1trysi:le. 

-4. ClD1IIE: CultuR is part d struggle ard struggle is part of culture. Cultud a 
-.rd cmsfitute part of the c::anpaign (e.g.~ of~ COP sbould be revived). 

'· 

5. Aml~ The alte:mcfe press has an ~crkmt role to play in this Ccnpaign. Alsq 
fM"'tq brttcm etc. shaAd be produced. 

6. MOB'ANT DATES: IJGy Day; Anti-Republic Day; 1wle 16; the 3) th Anniven::zy 
~ etc; should be incaporated into tlu! carrpoign. 

7. PHAS5 OF THE CAMPAIGN: 
1J.e -&:stfJee {before june 26) would involve educ:ction; publicity and door-..hH!~ 
weft. lha -..ou!d·bvitd ~ to. f!-te se-e=-phase whidJ ~1::1 i~ve farge-s:c1e 
odiviSes durin; ~ ferioc! around June 26 ( p::Dibly rallies efc.) 

1Le lliid-p"=:se CO"w'e."S the feriod offer J.-'"e 26 durin; -.-.-hi dt tne freedom Olarter 
waid&eeo.,e a p~nenf ~ture of str-uggles cr.-d ce:rpoi;ns. 
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CO-OFDJNATING STRUCTlRE: The cc:::pcign ~d he co-ordinated by a ~ordinc::!t-.g 
CcmnUr!ee ccnsistipg of people from l!,e f:ilowing orscnisafions or c:cnstit"ue::;des: RMC 
TIC; Adi-PC: JOOAC; YOUTH; STUDENT; WOMEN; Oit.JRCH; and nADE U"-~NS. 

0_ THE REDOM OWITER CAMPAIGNANQ THE li>F: 

lLe'll>f: being a Front cann:i co-ord"anofe ar spearhead this COnplign. H~et; two pot~!s 
..m be nx!e: 1. There is no anHict be!ween t!le Fre-edom O.:nter and the Dedoroticn of 

the lDF. 

2. The CLort ~ is o great c!::cumenl that has emerged fran the mess -s 'trus;# tS 

of ourpe=s=!e and the COP stads out as the most represe:1~tiw gathering 
af aurpeqde. 

' 
~ IUs fa- Iris reason tnot li>F s!aould ~lay a ~orfive role and also -cte:ss ... ~ cunpaign. 
1lee is • aeed b ruther a~SCCSSicn within lDF CXJ its rde as regards this ~r"S~~-

FDIWAID TO lHE 30th YEAR Of THE FREEDOM CHAAJER ! 

'DE P£CRE SHALL GOVERN ! 
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THE FREEDOM CHARTER CM1PAIGN 

WORKSHOP HELD IN JOHANNESBURG ON THE 20th JANUARY 1984 

COUTENTS: 

1) 
1 ~-
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3) 

THE ORIGINS AND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
FREEDOM CHARTER (LALOO CHIBA) 

A POLITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FREEDOM CHARTER 
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f?, 
'-.::· Comrades, 

I have been asked to speak about the origins of the Freedom Charter, 

and it's historical significance. 

As we all know, the Charter was adopted at the historic Co~!ress of 

thePeople, held at Kliptown on the 26th June 1955. ,But the qrigins 

of the Charter must be viewea within the context of the people's 

struggle for freedom in this country over many generations. However 

this is not the time, nor is it my function, to deal with all the 

developments over the so many years. Suffice it to say, however, 

tha~ with the establishment of the people's organisations like the 

@ African National Congress in 1912,, tqe ·Natal Indian Congress and 

the Transvaal Indian Congress in 1894 and 1902 respectively, and 

of the Communist Party of South AFrica in 1921, the struggle for 

liberation was to gather momentum and achieve a greater measure 

of organisation and co-ordination than before. This, in turn, 

paved the way for the dynamic political developments during the 

decade or so prior to the adoption of the Charter. 

It is therefore necessary to briefly deal with these developments 

befdre making an assessment of tQe Charters historical significance. 

Up to 1945 the leadership of the South African Indian Congress had 

been a moderate one. It had failed to realise that the Indian 

people of this country were an intergral part of the struggle for 

freedom in this country. Consequently, it accepted a status of 

permanent inferiority for Indians in South Africa, and were 

extremely reluctant to take the cudgels on behalf of_ the +ndian 

people in a manner that would offend the Whites and antagonize 

the Government of the day. 

But this moderate policy was thrown overboard in 1945 when the 

Indian Congress came under the dynamic leadership of·men like 

Dr. Dadoo, Dr. Naicker, Roy Naidoo, Nana Sita and others. When 

the Smuts government tabled legistion in Parliament, in terms 

which Indians were to be granted dummy representation, the new 

E.: leadership treated this new dispensation for Indians with the 

contempt that it truly deserved • 
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Instead, it mobilised the Indian people throuhout the country 

under the banner of the Indian Congress, and launched the now

famous Passive Resistance Campaign, during the course of which 

more than 2 000 Indians were sentenced to various terms of in

prisonment. 

On the one hand, the Passive Resistance Campaign achieved a 

large measure of success in uniting the Indian people. On the 

other hand it re-inforced Congress's earlier conviction that the 

salvation and political future of the Indian people in the coun-

; try lay in political co-operation and in joint political struggles 

with the other oppressed people in particular with the African 

people under the leadership of the African National Congress. This 

conviction resulted in the new leadership expluring ways and means 

of achieving the desired co-operation with' the ANC upon which 
\ 

the disciplined and dedicated manner in which the Passive Resis

tance Campaign had been conducted, made a profound impression. 

These two factors the convictions on the part of the one, ana 

the impressions upon the other paved the way for the signing 

in March 1947 of the Joint Declaration of Co-operation between the 

ANC and the SAIC. This Declaration is more popularly known as the 

Dadoo-Xuma-Naicker Pact, for the signatories to the Pact were the 

G. presidents of the TIC, ANC and the NIC. -Not only "did the Pact 

pave the way for efficiency planning the practical basis of co

operation between these organisations of the oppressed people, but 

it firmly laid the Foundation for the dynamic political deyelop

ments of the Fifties and the early Sixties. 

Coupled with t~is historic event was another the ANC's adop

tion of the Programme of Action in 1949. The salient feature of 

the Programme of Action was the shift in the strategy of the ANC. 

Whereas hitherto the ANC had to a large extent relied on the tac

tics of deputations and petitions as means of advancing the struggle 

the Programme of Action laid emphasis on strikes, boycotts, demo

strations and civil disobedience as important political weapons to 
advance the struggle even further. It must be mentioned that it 

was also in 1949 that Dr. James Moroka assumed the presidency of 
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But between the signing of the Pact and the adoption of the 

Programme lay 1948 the year which witnessed the coming 

of the Nationist Party into power. And with the advent of the 
Nats, a plethora of laws, which adversely affected the lives of 

the oppressed people even further, found their way on to the 

Statute Book. 

Amongst it's early actions was the attempt by the Nats to muzzle 

the outspok~n opponents of Apartheid. Banning orders, which were 

served on men like Moses Kotone, J.B. Mqrks and Dr. Dadoo, were 

viewed by the libertory movement as a grave intrusion into the 

freedom of speech. Consequently, under the sponsorship of the 

ANC in the Transvaal, the JHB District Committee of the CPSA, 
the Transvaal Indian Congress and African People's Organisation, 

the Defend-Free-Speech Convention was held in March 1950. The 

Convention resolved to stage a political strike in the Transvaal 

on the 1~t May 1950 as a demand for an improvement in the 

conditions and wages of the workers. 

The May Day Strike was a huges success. But it was marred by 

the tragic intervention of the police against the strikers 

which led to 19 strikers being killed and 30 injured. With 

~ characteristic insensitivity to these tragic events, the Nats 

tabled two more oppression Bills in Parliament the Group 

Areas BiLl, dubbed the "Ghetto Bill" by the people, and the 

Unlawful Organisation Bill, dubbed the "Gestapo Bill". 

In view of the May Day Massacres and the new Bills, the ANC 

summoned an emergency conference. After consultations with 

the SAIC, the ANC declared the 26th June 1950 as a National 

Day of Protest and Mourning protest against the two bills 

and mourning for all who had laid down their lives in the cause 

of Freedom. Workers throughout the country were asked to stay 

away from work~ shopkeepers were asked to close their shops; and 

students and schoolchildren were asked to boycott classes on that 
day. Once again, it was a tremendously successful strike, but 

it's real significance was that it was the FIRST political strike 
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Despite such developments, the two bills became law, and in 
terms of the Suppression of Communism Act, the CPSA .was de-
clared an unlawful organisation. · 

The legislation of unjust laws continued unabated during the 
remainder of that year and during the first half of 1951. 
Consequently, the national executive committees of the ANC 
and the SAIC met at a conference in July 1951 to discuss the 
disturbing situation that was developing This conference 
resolved that the ANC and the SAIC would jointly declare war 
on unjust laws, and launch a massive campaign for the repeal 
of such laws In order to prepare a plan for such a cam-
paign, and to co-ordinate the activities of the campaign, the 
conference also established a Joint Planning Council, made up 
of Dr. Morpka, Moses Kotone, Walter Sisulu, Dr. Dadoo and· 
Yusuf Cachalia. 

.. 
The plan for the campaign was ready by November 1951, and was 
adopted by the ANC and the SAIC at their respective national 
conferences. In terms of the plan, an ultimatum was to be se~t 
to the Government to repeal six unjust laws by the 29 February 
1952. These were the Pass Laws, the Group Areas Act, the Sup
pression of Communism Act, the Bantu Authorities Act, the Sep
arate Representation of Voters Act, and the regulations regard
ing the culling of cattle. Should the Government refuse to re
peal the laws, the ANC and the SAIC would jointly launch the 
campaign for Defiance of Unjust Laws shortly known as t~e 
Defiance Campaign. As a prelude to the Campaign, mass demo
strations would be held throughout the country on the 6 April 
1952, which was to be declared a Day of Pledge and Prayer. It 
was also the 300th anniversary of the White man's arrival in 
this country. The ultimatum was duly sent to the Government 
but it's response made it clear that should the Campaign be 
launched, the government would retaliate with all the means 
at it's disposal.· 

At a subsequent joint meeting of the ANC and the SAIC; it was 
decided to establish a National Volunteer Board calling for 
thousands of volunteers for the Campaign. Two additional de
cisions were taken~ firstly, to launch the Defiance Campaign 
on the 26 June 1952, which marked the second anniversary of 
June 26th, and secondly, that Moses Kotone, Dr. Dadoo, J.B. 
Marks and David Bopape, who were all banned, should be the 
first Volunteers to defy the unjust laws. 

While the oppressors were celebrating the 300th ·anniversary of 
their arrival, the oppressed demonstrated in their thousands on 
the 6th April 1952 throughout the length and breadth of South 
Africa. And at all these meetings and demonstrations, our 
people took' the vow to do everything in their power, to the 
utmost limits of their endurance and sacrifice, to carry out 
the Congress Call to fight against the unjust laws, which sub
jected them to political sevility, economic milery and social 
degrad~ion~ and from that day onwards vowed to act as disci
plined men and women, and dedicated themselves to the struggle 
for freedom and fundamental rights. 

' ••••• /5 
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The campaign was launched as scheduled, with 112 volunteers 
defying in Johannesburg, and 30 in Port Elizabeth. And by 
the time the Campaign ended in December 1952, more than-8 500 
in 37 centres in South Africa had defied and had gone to prison. 

The Defiance Campaign:-

focussed attention on the grievance of our people; 
raised their political consciousness to unprecendted heights; 
instilled in our people with the spirit of defiance; 
inspired them to challenge the perpetuation of racial 
discrimination; · 

- established the ANC and the SAIC as the authentic representa- I 
tives of the broad masses of the oppressed people; · _ 

and paved the way for the future advance of the democratic struggle 
in this t;:ountry. 

It must be noted that the Defiance Campaign was not only the first 
major attempt at joint political struggles, but a most successful 
one as well, established June 26th as South African Freedom Day. 
While the events of 1952·caused the government to enact further 
repressive laws, our people were inspired· into.striving for the 
greater unity of the oppressed. 

On the 26 June 1953, the 3rd anniversary of June 26th, Chief 
Luthuli who had become President of the ANC in 1952, made a· 
national call on our people to light bonfires at nine in the 
evening and around which the history of the Black man's struggle 
for Freedom would related and discussed. Or alternatively, to 
light candles as a symbol of the spark of freedom, which would 
never be extinguished in the hearts and the minds of our people. 

The latter half of 1953 witnessed the formation of additional 
democratic organisations. The CPSA, which had been banned in 
1950 and had disbanded as a result, reorganised itself under
g~ound, and reconstituted itself as the SACP •. , The South African 
Peace Council was established in August 1953. And as a result of 
the more determined opposition to the Separate Representation of 
Voter's Act, in terms of which the Coloured people were removed 
from the Common Voter's Roll, the South African Coloured People's 
Organisation was formed in September 1953, under the able leader
ship of men like Reginal September, Johnny Gomaz. Finally, the 
South African CongFess of Dem~crats was formed in October 1953 -
the result of a political merger between the Johannesburg COD, 
the Springbok Legion and the Democratic League. 

The SACOD and SACPO, together with the ANC and the SAIC, collect
ively became-know as the Congress Alliance. 

While on the subject of unity and the formation of people's 
organisations, mention must be made of the Federation of South 
African Women, and the South African Congress of Trade Unions -
both of which.became adjuncts of the Congress Alliance. 

Fedsaw was a non-racial organisation which was formed in April 
1954, and was composed mainly of affiliated women's groups. 
Among it's founders were Helen Joseph, whom we have the honour 
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And with the government's move to raciallze the trade unions, in 
terms of the Industrial Conciliation Legislation, trade unions 
which had been affiliated to the Trades and Labour Council, and 
racially mixed unions which opposed the new policy, broke away 
from the TLC. There breakaway unions then joined the Transvaal 
Council of Non-European_Trades Unions to form SACTU in March 1955. 

Two important aspects about SACTU need to be mentioned. Firstly, 
SACTU wholeheartedly endorsed the political involvement of .. trade 
unions, the majority of which ahd traditionally avoided politics 
at the time; arid secondly, at it's inaugural conference, ~ACTU 
welcomed the campaign for the Congress of the People, and endorsed 
the idea of submitting the demands of the workers to the COP for 
their incorporation into the Freedom Charter. 

The idea of the COP was initially suggested by Prof. Z.K. Matthews 
at the conference of the Cape Provincial Congress of the ANC, held 
at Alice in August 1953. He wondered, he told the conference, 
whether the time had not come for the ANC to consider convening a 
Congress of the People, representing all the people of South A~rica, 
irrespective of race or colour, to draw up a Freedom Charter for the 
democratic South Africa of the future. The conference adopted his 
proposal, and at it's annual conference in December 1953, the ANC 
adopted it as well. 

It was in March 1954 that the ANC invited 200 organisations to send 
representatives to a planning conference to be held at Tongaat. The 
conference established a Nationa Action Council made up of 8 repre
sentatives from each of the sponsoring organisations which were 
the ANC, SAIC, SACOD and SACPO. Chief Luthuli was chairman of the 
NAC. The secretariat was made up of Walter Sisuly (who was later 
replaced by Oliver Tambo when Walter was banned); Yusuf Cachalia 
of the Indian Congress; Lionel Bernstein of the Congress and Demo
crats (replaced by Joe Sloro when Bernstein was banned); and Stanley 
·Lollan from SACPO. · 

The·NAC's first major task was to popularize the COP, and to this 
end there was a mass distrlbution of the "Call for the Congress 
of the People". A hundred thousand copies of the "Call" were wide
ly distributed throughout the country in all major languages, and 
it was addressed to all South Africans, Black and White. It urged 
the people to send their representatives to the CO~, which was de
scribed as a meeting of the elected representatives of the people 
from every town, farm or factory. The COP was to be a congress 
where the people would speak freely as equals, and where they would 
discuss the changes which must be made to usher in the democratic 
South Africa of the future changes and demands that would be 
incorporated into the Freedom Charter. 

Apart from the mass distribution of the "Call", hundreds meetings 
and group discussions were held throughout the country, as well 
as intensive door - to - door canvassing. The main idea behind 
all this was to get the ordinary people to speak out for them -
selves. In so doing, the people's grievances and their demands 
would be easily collected, and these in turn would serve as a 
basis for drafting the Freedom Charter. 

,., 
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Such a massive ta5k necessarily required the establishment of 
regional, provincial and local committees in all the major . 
centres. And in order to man these structures, and be·able to 
effectively carry out the tasks of a massive campaign. Chief 
Luthuli called for Freedom Volunteers in June 1954. By the end 
of 1954, 10 000 Freedom Volunteers made themselves available to 
carry out the Campaign in every corner of the country. 

All the demands made by the people at the meetings and through 
house - to - house canvassinq were to be recorded and collated. 
These would be considered for their incorporation into the F.C. 
One press report stated that for months the demands had been 
flooding into the headquarters of the COP - on sheets from 
school exercise books, on little dog-eared scraps of paper, and 
at the back of COP leaflets. In this way, the changes and de
mands incorporated into the Freedom Charter would reflect the 
people's visions of a future South Africa filtered upwards 
from the ranks of ordinary men and women, and not imposed upon 
them by the leadership at the top. 

The COP was held at. Kliptown on June 26th 1955, which marked the 
5th anniversary of June 26th. It was an impressive gathering of 
2884 delegates of the people. Equally impressive were the arrange
ments made for the homing and feeding of the delegates. Apart from 
the size, the COP was a colourful gathering, for many of the dele
gates wore garments reflecting Congress colours. Many of the dele
gates travelled long distances using all modes of transport. But 
about 200 delegates were unable to reach the venue as they were 
prevented by the police from doing so. 

Before the delegates discussed the Charter, awards were presented 
to Father Trevor Huddleston, to Chief Luthuli and to Dr. Dadoo. 
When discussions began, each section of the Charter was first read 
subsequently discussed by various speakers and finally adopted by 
the delegates. Although at one stage the proceedings were inter
rupted by the Security Police, who confiscated large quantities of 
literature, the Charter was finally adopted. 

The COP was the most-representative political gathering ever to 
take place in South Africa. It gave rise to a new spirit of en
thusiasm, .consolidated the organisational forces of the National 
Liberation Movement, and firmly laid the basis for uniting all 
democratic forces around a common political programme •. 

In the resolutions that were passed, the COP declared that all 
true sons and daughters of South Africa would henceforth work to 
win.the changes set out in the Charter; and that those were in the 
forefront of the struggle would forever hold an honoured place in 
history, but that those who worked against it, would be isolated 
and scorned. . . 

The COP also mandated the ANC, SAIC, SACOD and SACBDand SACTU to 
work together as a united force in order to realize the demands 
enshrined in the Charter, as well as to get the Charter endorsed 
and accepted by all the democratic organisations of the people • 

•••••• /8 
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Although the Charter had been adopted by the COP, this did not 
mean that the organisations automatically adopted it as well. 
In July 1955, the executive committees of the four sponsoring 
organisations met, and unanimously agreed to recommend the adop-· 
tion of the Charter to their respective national conferences. 
This was done during the latter half of 1955; and during the early 
part of 1956, and the FC thus became their official political 
programme. 

This then is a brief account of the origins of the Charter, and 
I must now turn to an even briefer account of it's historical 
significan~e. 

In so far as it concerns the historical significance of the Charter, 
let me emphasize at the outset that SA as it is constituted at 
present, is based only on the will of the While minority. But the 
preamble of the Charter declares in terms both loud and clear, that 
SA belongs to all who live in it, ~lack and White, and that no 
government can justly claim authority unless it is based on the will 
of the people; The incorporation of the hopes, the demands, and 
the innermost aspirations of· the overwhelming majority of the people 
of this country into the Freedom Charter has this significance: 
their full participation in shaping their own destiny. As such, 
the democratic Government of the future SA which will be established 
on the basis of the principles enshrined in the FC, can justly 
claim authority, for then it will be truly based on the will of the 
people. Herein lies the first aspect of the Charter's historical 
significance. 

At the same time the Charter's historical significance resides in 
the fact that it is the pOlitical programme of. the National Demo
cratic Revolution in this Country. Our struggle is said to be 
national, because it addresses itself to all the oppressed people 
and to all democrats irrespective of their colour and their 
class affiliations - to establish the society as envisaged are 
not merely quantitative, but qualitative. For it seeks to esta
blish a society which is not merely different to, but the oppo-
site of what is the actual reality today. It seeks to change an 
unjust society to it's opposite - a just society; to transform an 
un democratic society to a democratic one; and to dismantle a racial 
society and in it's place erect it's opposite - a non~racial society 
The nature and content of the FC are therefore in complete con
formity with the nature and content of the National Dem. Rev. It 
is in thiS sense that the Charter is regarded as a revolutionary 
document, and our struggle is a revolutionary struggle. 

But revolutionary as the Charter is in nature and content, the 
Charter is by no means a final document. The Charter undoubtedly 
envisages a society of the FUTURE. But let it be firmly borne in 
mind that the socialistically - orientated economic classes of the 
Charter have all the scope for facilitating the establishment of 
a society of the DISTANT FUTURE. As such, the FC must be viewed 
as a transitionary document, envisaging a society that is in a 
state of transition. 

• ••••• /9 
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This aspect of the Charter's historical significance must there
fore serve as a source of tremendous inspiration.and encourage-
ment to the working people of this country under whose guidance 
and above all under whose leadership, the National Demo. ·Rev. must 
be conducted. 

Another aspect of the Charter's historical significance is that it 
has become.the COMMON political programme of all the democratic 
forces in the country. It-was this unifying capacity_of. the FC 
that firmly laid the foundations, after it's adoption, on which 
the democratic forces forged ahead with their historic mission of 
liberating the broad masses of the oppressed in the country~ And 
it is this same unifying capacity of the Charter that will ultimate
ly go a long way in shaping the society envisaged in it • 

. 
Furthermore, never ~n the history of the liberatory movement in 
this country has any political statement ever caught the atten
tion and imagination of the people as_the.Charter has done. For 
30 years now the Charter conti~ues to remain a beacon of hope,.and 
a source of inspiration to the downtrodden and oppressed. And it 
will continued to remain so until each and every clause of the 
Charter has been fully implemented. 

Although the Charter had been formulated during an intensive cam
paign and adopted at the COP itself, the process of it's formula
tion had actually begun at the time when the oppressor first set 
foot in this country, and had begun the process of dispossesing 
the indigenous inhab;itants of their land and their livelihood, and 
above all their liberty. The progressive crystallisation of the 
Charter must therefore be seen to have· taken place during the 
numerous Wars of Resistance during the course of which untold 
numbers of our heroes and heroines made the supreme sacrifice. 

The eventual formulation and consequent adoption of the Charter in 
1955, therefore stands as a worthy triout to all these courageous 
and gallant freedom fighters, as well as to all those who have merci
fully been dealt with and ruthlessly persecuted for daring to 
oppose the oppressor. 

But worthy a~ such a tribut. is, the fines·tand most lashing tribute 
which all democrats can pay to those who made such heroic sacri
fices. is to ceaselessly work for, and ultimately establish, the 
society as envisaged in the FC. 

And finally, but not the least aspect of Charter's significance is 
that it is a firm and clear statement of re-dedication, and of a 
life-long commitment to the struggle to realise the democratic 
soci~ty of the future. This is evident in the Preamble which states: 

"And we pledge to strive together, sparing neither our strenght nor 
courage, until the demands here set out have been won•. 

And it is a lifelong commitment for all who accept the Charter, 
for at the end, the Charter stated clearly that: 

"These freedoms we will fight for, throughout our lives, until we 
have won our liberty" 

AMANDLA!! 1! 1 
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THE FREEDOM CHARTER 

8 
I am pleased to have this opportunity to present an interpretation 

of the Freedom Charter. To organise this type of workshop is a 

very constructive start to the 30th ann~versary year. I say this 

because I think that we may have been a little lax in our political 

education. The streng~h of mass democratic organisations may perhaps 

have been evaluated too readily in terms of numbers and attendance 

at rallies, rather than the level of politicisation that we have 

actually achieved. 

~th the public re-emergence of mass democratic organisations in receht 

years, we have seen the reassertion _of the Charter as the leading 

document of all oppressed and ·democratic South Africans • 

\':hile this revival of the FC has been a funda.-nentally positive develop

ment it has, regrettably, not always led to serious attempts to study 

and understand the d'ocument. All too often people have been expected 

to support it without discussion. Doubts are simply dismissed as 

irrelevant or treated as heresy. 

I think that such attitudes are unhealthy and that we should be willing 
-

to engage in serious debate within our own ranks and with those who 

are critical or have genuine probl~~s with the Charter. We must be 

prepared to confront and honestly examine any problems with the Charter. 

This way we equip our activists to advocate the Charter through 

conviction and not merely out of a rigid conception of duty. 

In this talk I will attempt to characterise the FC, to say what sort 

~document I consider it. to be.I:will then deal with specific 
t~:;-

probl~~s around it - e.g. the FC and whites- the BC and Africanist 

attack on the preamble that SA belongs to all who live in it., the FC 

~Pl,.. .,......,"-··-- .. __ , ... ...1.1.-- .LL.- -- __ •• _ __... .. ~--"-
•• -- ______ _____!___ --
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C' ·~orking class, the FC and the petit-bourgeoisie, the FC and women, 

the FC and liberals. 

THE FREEDOM CHARTER - AN AUTHORITATIVE STATEMENT OF '!liE PEOPLE 

In one sense the adoption of the Charter represented a continuation 

of earlier resistance. But in another sense, it marked the start o~ 

a new phase in the South African struggle. For the first time in 

the history of South African resistance, the people were called on 

to formulate and articulate their vision of an alternative society. 

~rom then onwards the people would no longer seek to modify the 

existing order or to be assimilated into a society whose bases they 

fundamentally rejected. ~~ile the process by which the masses had · 

come to this decision had been developing over decades, the CoJ1gress 

of the People represented the crucial historical moment where a 

completely new order, based on the will of the people, was put on 

the agenda. 

This decision has considerable relevance today. From the moment of 

~he adoption of the Charter, all political solutions 'from above' 

were ruled out. That is why, even if a 'fourth chamber' were today 

offered to Africans under the present Constitution, it would still 

be rejected. From the time of the adoption of the Charter, the people 
" 

have been un\rllling to accept-any solutions that fall short of its 

demands and are not of their own creation. 

Flowing from this process is the fact that the FC is an authoritative 

document. It is a document which has priority in SA. It is more 

(~)rnportant than any other document. This authority derives, fundament

ally, from its nature as a eeople's charter. 
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c· shown to have come from the people. It didn't emerge from the 

thinking of any individual leader or group of leaders, any one 

organisation or groups of organisations. It came from the demands 

and dreams of ordinary South Africans who wrote out or spoke of 

their ideas for a free South Africa of the future. · 

Virtually every constitution claims to emerge from the people. 

Virtually every government claims to have a mandate from the people. 

Because the FC can be proved to have come from the people of SA, 

it is more authoritative than any other document • 
. .. 

It is a people's document in a second sense. This is because, as 

I will argue, it caters for the inte~ests of all oppressed people, 

irrespective of class, and all da~,~.,crats -;,,~o struggle for a free 

nonracial and democratic South Africa. This is why it remains 

authoritative thirty years after its creation. 

Having said that it is a people's charter, I realise that this is 

one of the reasons why some people ·view it with reservation. For 

some pe.ople the inadequacy of the FC is precisely that it is a 

people's document. The concept of the people, to some critics, is 

vacuous, for it is said to lack class content and without classes, 

they ask, where is class contradiction and struggle? (By the.struggle 

between classes, whose interests are incompatible or contradictory 

is meant, under capitalism, a struggle between whose who own the 

means of production such as land, mines and factories, and those 

who are forced to sell their labour-power as a commodity in order 

to exist). 

What is wrong with this view is that in its quest for purity -
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(}) the significa~ce of contradictions that are not purely between 

classes. One does not need to look at SA to realise that the 

very phenomenon of imperi_alism, which has been called • the highest 

stage of capitalism•, represents a contradiction where a whole 

people, irrespective of class, suffers under the yoke of_a foreign 

power. The fact that it is not a contradiction purely between 

classes does not mean that it is any less a contradiction. 

Equally, in SA, we do not only have contradictions between classes. 

The black people of South Africa have been denied their right of · 

self-determination. All blacks, but especially Africans, endure 
. . 

national oppression. All blacks, irrespective of class, are victims 

of this oppression. It is no·t only black \'iorkers, but all blacks 

who are disenfranchised and endure·disab!lities in almost every 

aspect of their lives. 

One of the peculiarities of the South African state is "that written 

into its st~~cture is this systematic national oppression of all 

blacks. It is one of the factors that facilitates capitalist 

~ exploitation in SA. National oppression and capitalist exploitation 

are inextricably interlinked in South Africa. 

The demand for the nationalization of key monopolies and the transfer 

of land to whose who work it were found necessary, not so much 

because of socialist motivations on the part of those who made and 

supported the Charter, though many may have been socialists. 

These demands derive from the historical bases of the South African 

state, where nearly all the country's land and other assets have 

() been seized from the blacks and are still held by a small minority 

of the white population. It was felt that there could be no overall 
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The struggle for the Charter is therefore an anti-capitalist programme 

(:1cause any programme to end racial oppression in SA has to be anti

capitalist. This is because racism in SA cannot be eradicated with

out attacking the key power- centres of capitalism, with which·it 

is so closely interlocked. 

So when people describe the Charter as a bourgeois document, they are 

abstracting specific demands from the South African context. What may 

be a bourgeois demand elsewhere, goes beyond that in the context of a 

national democratic struggle. 

® . . • 
To demand that 'The People Shall Govern' is, in this context, a 

revolutionary call. It is revolutionary because it cannot be accomo-

dated in the existing South African state. The right to vote may 

have been a civil rights question for blacks in the USA, in the 

sixties, for they then sought absorption into a common society• In 

SA, in_contrast, the demand to vote i'n an individed South Africa, is 

part of a national liberation struggle. It is part of a struggle for 

sovereignty, for the people have never governed SA. 

~e Charte~ is also anti-imperialist. In the ;irst place its attack 

on the monopolies is in part an attack on the control of the South 

African economy by international capital. Equally, in the present 

context, the clause demanding the right to work is an attack on 

foreign controlled industries, for international investment is 

primarily concentrated in capital intensive industries, which, 

especially in the current recession, have thrown many people out of 

work. 

,tP:;, 

B\;;2 the Charter is also anti-imperialist in a more fundamental sense. 

For it is only when The People £2 Govern that they can create the 
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conditions to control their own country, make 1t fully independent 
r:· , -...-;:· and sovereign, and ensure that they break the stranglehold .of 

international imperialism. 

If I am ·correct in describing the Charter as a people's document, 

as a programme of a people struggling for self,..dceterwination., then. 

we are considering a document that seeks to win the support of all 

those who oppose apartheid, all classes and strata who have an 

interest in its destruction. 

~ But this leads to certain controversial .questions. Who are the 

people? Some writers suggest that the Charter implies that there 
four 

~s not one.people butjnations or four nations in the process of 

creation. Alternatively, some critics question whether it is correct 

to regard the people as including black ~white, as the Charter 

suggests. I discuss these questions and also the allied issue of 

whether those who consider themselves liberals, can and ·should be 

encouraged to support the Charter. 

Some people feel that a document that appeals simultaneously to 

marxist, liberal, Christian and all others opposing apartheid, 

cannot meet the specific needs of any particular group or class. 

Although the Charter is not the document of any one class or stratum, 

I will nevertheless examine the manner in which it deals with the 

interests of the working-class, petit-bourgeoisie and women. 

I then discuss the Charter's contribution to the achievement of 

peace and conclude by examining its place in present-day SA. 

THE CHARTER AND THE 'FOUR NATION THEORY• 

One of the key clauses of the Charter is headed 'All National 
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Groups Shall Have Equal Rights'.It is crucial, yet it is also 

C:~ntroversial. ~Some people have argued that this clause envisages 

the creation of four nations- whites,Africans, ··coloureds' and 

Indians, or that it works on the basls that there are' already four 

nations in SA. 

.. 
Now it is unfortunate that the Charter uses the word 'national' in 

two different ways. In this clause it appears to be referring to 

distinct population groups, Africans, •Coloureds', Indians and whites. 

But in the sentence 'The National wealth of our country, -the heritage 

~ all South Africans, shall be restored to the people', the word 

'national' refers to all South Africans. 

I believe that Lionel Forman once advocated a multinational theory. 

But neither this nor the so-called four nation theory has ever been 

adopted as a policy within the Congress movement:9r in our own time 

by the contemporary democratic movement. This theory survives not in 

the Charter itself or &~ongst its supporters but mainly in polemical 

writings against it and the democratic movement as a whole. 

~ 
But what this clause of the Charter deals with (read together with the 

clause headed 'The Doors of Learning and Culture Shall be Opened'), is 

of considerable significance. It calls for equality in the courts, 

_bodies of state and schools and equal language rights and the right 

of all people to 'develop their own folk culture and customs•. 

While most people accept equality in bodies of state, courts and 

schools, the demand for language rights and the right to develop 

culture and customs is embarrassing to some. They feel that we are 
r:;·:: ,_,. ... 

here adopting some of the worst elements of Verwoerdian cultural 
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cc7ribal cultures. 

Such a view is quite wrong and also chauvinistic. At present there 

are two 'official' languages in SA, that is, the mother· tongues of 

some fifteen per cent of the population are the official languages 

for all. 

This state of affairs is characteristic of colonial-type conditions. 

In such situations an imperial power arrives and declares its law 

@ 
to be the law of the land and its lanquage(s) official. One of the 

conditions for national liberation is equality in this sphere as 

in all others. 

This is not to suggest that all elements of African culture or that 

of any other section of our population are necessarily progressive 

and worthy of preservation and encouragement. Just as some aspects . . . 
;~. 

of working class culture are reactionary., a democratic policy 

would not encourage racist, sexist and chauvinistic aspects of 

any culture. It would encourage those developments that are 

~compatible with the overall dernocratic,unifying and egalitarian 

content of the Charter. 

In order to protect these rights,acccrding to the Charter, all 

apartheid laws and practices are to be abolished. The expression 

of apartheid ideas,anticipating developments in international law, 

are made a punishable crime. 

The clause calling for all national groups to have equal rights 

tiT~: must be understood in the first place, by considering what exists 

in contemporary SA. Insofar as apartheid denies people equal rights, 

it seeks to maintain this situation n.ot only through coercion, but 
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also through ideological domination, through trying to persuade the 
@ . , 
oppressed people to see themselves in a particular way, in a manner 

that facilitates their oppression. Through declaring black cultures 

to be worthless or through reviving them in an artificial,static 

manner, it is sought to breed self-contempt in blacks, to immobilise 

them in the face of the apparently superior white culture. To 

achieve national liberation requires the development of a democratic 

African culture. This \1/0uld not be an exclusivist, racist culture, 

but would rather be the precondition for the development of all 

other cultures. 

.. 
TO ~mOM DOES SOUTH ~~RICA BELONG? 

Against the attempts of apartheid to rob people of their citizenship. 

in the land of their birth, to separate black from white and to 

divide blacks a~ongst themselves, the Charter declares 'that South 

Africa belongs to all who live in it, black and white ••• • 

What this means is that those who support the Charter seek no 
.-

revenge against whites, that they seek a democratic SA where all can 

~ealise their aspir~tions. 
Yet.it is thi's very clause that evokes continued opposition from 

.the supporters of black consciousness, who echo the opposition of 

the Af~icanists of the 50s. 'To whom does Afrika belong? ••• • it has 

been asked •. 'Do stolen goods belong to a thi'ef and not to their 

O'lmer?' 'It is an historical fallacy to:say SA belongs to everybody 

both oppressor and oppressed, robber and robbed. Azania is not a 

prostitute that belongs to everybody all the time ••••• • 

(J'> 
(.;:_~) do not dispute that the indigenous Khoisan and African people were 

" 
violently dispossessed of their land over the two and a half centuries 
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prior to Union, and that the Union of South Africa was founded 

~:mongst other things on this robbery. 

Yet what is wrong is to imply that the· stolen land was appropriated 

by all whites. This is part of a wider tendency,in some black 

consciousness thinking to suggest that all whites are exploiters and 

all blacks members of the working class. One does not therefore 

cooperate politically \ath any white for that ~~uld be an alliance 

with one's slave master. 

~n regard to land, the truth is that the overall majority of land-

_ holdings in SA are controlled by a small group of monopolists. 

The small white farmers are themselves being squeezed off the land 

and there is an ever-increasing consolidation amongst the few big 

landholders. 

It is therefore, historically incorrect to suggest that the land 

grabbed from blacks, was robbed by and is held by all whites. 

Equally, while it is true that it is primarily the labour-power of 

blacks that has built SA, whites have also made a contribution. 
® 

Present day SA has been created by the common labour of all its 

people. The cities,factories, mines and agriculture have resulted 

from the energies of all South Africans. Though the wealth that is 

at present in the hands of a small minority of the whites, would 

be shared by the people, the Charter holds that all those who love 

South Africa, who consider it their home, who have contributed to 
. 

building it and are prepared to continue to develop the country as 

a democratic, nonracial state, are part of South Africa. 

C<rHE CHARTER AND LIBE:RALS. 
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There is a tendency amongst some sections of the democratic movemen·t 

C:~ treat liberais as inevitably hostile to national liberation and 

the Freedom Charter, and to associate liberalism in SA with the rise 

of laissez-faire capitalism. There are in fact a number of strands 

that went to make up and still make up South African liberalism. 

(These could persaps be loosely characterised as a) laissez-faire 

free enterprise liberals, b) liberals who take a strong stand on 

human rights, while being passionately anti-communist- who would 

oppose the anti-monopoly clauses of the Charter, and c) social 

democratic 'liberals' ) 

~t I think that a major political tendency among the libe~als of 

the fifties and sixties was a commitment .to a non-racial movement 

against apartheid, for a democratic SA, with universal suffrage. 

It is true that many members of the Liberal Party were hostile to 

the Congress movement and especially the Co~gress of Democrats. 

But I think that many of these historic animosities have receded. 

Some liberals have s~arted to ~~rk with their erstwhile antagonists 

within the contemporary democratic movement.Others feel that the 

Eifcision of the Liberal Party not to join in the Congress of the 

People was 'regretted by many liberals'. The Freedom Charter, says 

one former Liberal Party m~~ber,•was a fine_document, expressing 

basic democratic principles.• 

My view is that there is no reason why other democrats should not · 

welcome liberals into the ranks of those who support the FC. In 

fact they should encourage it, for there is no reason why those 

liberals, who are committed to universal suffrage and democracy 

should not support the Charter. It is crucial that those who detest 
r:"> 
ap.artheid should harness as wide a range of forces as possible 

behind a common anti-apartheid programme. 
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Anyone who supports national liberation, the self-determination of 

/~~~' the people of. SA, should find no difficulty in supporting the 

. Chart~r. Anyone who is a South African patriot, who loves his or 

~ her country and feels that it belongs to all, should support this 

(~ 

I 

I 

document. With regard to the struggle for socialism, there is no 

reason why liberals in SA should necessarily oppose socialism. 

There is no reason why the Christian and egalitarian values that -
have motivated ·south African liberals .should not encompass a 

development towards socialism, should the implementation of the 

Charter take that.form. (I am dealing here with the dynamic nature 

of the Charter and its capacity to transform the perceptions. 

of ·individual liberals. This leaves aside the relationship between 

the democratic mova~ent and organised liberalism.) 

THE FREEDOM CHARTER AND THE vJORKING CLASS. 

I 

Although the Charter is not a programme of the ~orking-class alone, 

it nevertheless primarily reflects its interests. Some clauses of 

the Charter are socialist in orientation and are addressed much 

more profoundly to working-class interests than would be the case 

~with any bourgeois document. 

This worker-orientation is attributable to the development of the 

labour struggle, especially in the 1940s and 1950s. and the part 

played by SACTU in collecting workers• demands. Two SACTU members 

I 

Ben Turck and Billy Nair introduced and spoke to the clause of the 

Charter which reads 'The People Shall Share in the Country's Wealth', 

a clause which clearly corresponds to workers• interests. 

f''" Many other aspects of the Charter are profoundly working-class in 
~;' 

orientation. The clause 'There Shall Be Work and Security' deals 
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with such matters as the •right and duty of ali to work'. It also 

c~sserts the right to form trade unions, the abolition of child labour, 

compound la~ur, the tot system and contract labour. 
• . r 

I 

The clause entitled 'There Shall Be Houses,Security and Comfort' 

declares the right to decent housing and that slums should be 

demolished and ~pused housing space made availaQle to the people. 

Rent and prices will be lowered. Instead of the_present situation, 

where •surplus• food is destroyed,the Charter declares that no one 
I 

would be allowed to go hungry. 

A 
~ 

Some people,however,argue (I believe correctly) that the workers• 

interests lie primarily in the achievement of workers• control 

I 

and socialism,but these critics say that~neither is expressly 

rnentioned.r~ile this is true, ·the way that the clause on the country's 

wealth was introduced at the Congress of the People seemed to envisage 

that industries as a whole would be under the control of the people, 

that is the people's government. Under this general cont~ol,individual 

p~oduction units would be under- the control of workers• committees. 

~evertheless, how this clause will be interpreted and whether or 

not the charter itself will ultimately receive a socialis~ inter

pretation, will depend on whether working- class leadership is 
D 

achieved and the extent to which the peti_t-bourgeoisie, intellectuals, fl:~-

workers on the land, unemployed and other strata start to see their 

interests best fulfilled in an advance to socialism. Thls is not 

something that is achieved.by words alone. It will depend on 

struggle. 

__ There is an analogy in the development and changing interpretation of 
€}.<· 
"''the principle of self-determination in the UN. At the time of its 
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creation in 1945 the United Nations Charter declared that respect 

for the principle of self-determination_ was of fundamental 

importance. Yet it simultaneously recognised colonialism. Indeed 

some of the leading UN m~~bers, France and United Kingdom were, 

of course, in possession of large empires. 

Tpe treatment of self-determination in the UN Charter had been a· 

product of compromise between states, at a time when the West was 

dominant in the UN, when there were few Socialist states in the 

United Nations and few independent African and Asian states • 

.. 

~ Following successful national liberation struggles, the number of 

African and Asian states in the UN has continuously increased, 

thus strengthening the diplomatic power of these states,who often 

work in alliance-with the Socialist states. In consequence, by 

1960, a qualitatively different international relationship of. 

·forces had developed. Even colonial powers came to recognise that 

colonialism was doomed (at least formally) and were compelled to 

recognise the principle of self-determination. Their conception of 

their own interests changed and consequently a new international 

~ consensus, considerably more radical than that of 1945, emerged. 

This was manifested, dramatically , in the 1960 Declaration, passed 

without dissent, holding that colonialism was illegal. Equally, in 

regard to apartheid, the international consensus .. has been drama

tically modified. At the time of its inception, South Africa was a 

respected member of the UN. But apartheid is now treated as illegal 

and/or criminal, acco.rding to international law. 

By analogy, if the democratic organisations struggling for realisation 

r.'. of the Charter, develop a working -class leadership and they convince 
\_J) 

themselves and other classes that there is a place for all under 
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~ocialism, then it is likely. that the democratic gains will 
(<~J ,..,._ ..... 

into socialism. It will be a deepening of both the national 

d~ocratic character of ~e struggle. Socialism is a democracy 
• 

the majority of the people, the working people, and instead of 

democratic rights being mainly formal, the material basis for 

realising rights are guaranteed. Under socialism, the national -character of the ~tate is also deepened _in that~the wealth,cuiture, 

all the assets of a particular state are more truly national _assets, 

in that they are enjoyed by all. In a socialist state, 'the arts• 

are not the preserve of a wealthy elite. Equally, the culture of the 

~eople, in our case, that primarily of the African masses,would be 

regarded as belonging to all of us. \•/hi tes would see themselves as 

Africans and not Europeans. 

What I a~ saying, then, is that it is false to counterpose 

liberation and socialism, for they are part of a $ingle process. 

Realising the Freedom Charter is part of the struggle to achieve 

socialism. 

~E FREEDOM CHARTER AND THE PETIT-BOURGEOISIE. 

I want to say something about traders, small farmers and petty 

manufacturers. Their rights are guaranteed in the Charter. This is 

not some tactical concession or an attempt to pull wool over their 

eyes. The rights of these middle elements, as with other groups, 

derive in the first place from the fact that our struggle is national. 
I 

\·lhile the Charter is, a document that· primarily reflects working-class', 

interests,it is nevertheless also a popular document, a programme 

for the liberation of all oppressed. 
@) 
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monopolies who are squeezing them. They,too, are engaged in 

(2· struggle against monopoly capital. The Charter tries to cater for 

the aspira~ions of these people.The clause relating to the 

~ 
XJ,f 

r 
hationalisation of monopoly industry,banks and other financial 

institutions speaks not only to the interests of the workers, 

but is also aimed at the small farmer,trader and all who are 

dominated by ~~e monopolies. -
It is important that people should realise that with national 

liberation these classes and strata need not fear for their 

future. They would be allowed to pursue their occupations, 

subject to popular control. 

Furthermore,! believe that it ~~uld no~ necessarily be incompatible· 

with,it might in fact be in the interests of socialism,to allow 

such strata and middle classes to continue to operate,subject to 

working-class contro1.1ra future socialist state were to take over 

the small enterprises in the townships,on the street corners, 

the barbershops,the small traders,the handicraft stalls and similar 

~ activities ,it would undertake a huge burden. In order to manage 

these small enterprises it would have to establish a massive 

bureaucracy.Such activity might best be left in private hands, 

subject to state control. There are some types of work,such as 

barbers,that are performed most efficiently on an independent basis. 

To nationalise them,as some states with a socialist orientation have 

discovered,may produce more problems than benefits. 

The commitment to protect the rights of the-petit-bourgeoisie is 

therefore not a tactic or a ruse.It is a commitment that flows from r.·. 
'"·<·::.• 

the nature of the South African struggle and the continued protect-

ion of such rights, subject to controls, may be in the interests of 
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'· 
both national liberation and socialism. 

THE FREEDOM CHARTER AND WOMEN. 

1 · r 
·~he Charter in its treatment of women, as with many other aspects 

of South African reality,does not set put to be exhaustive. The 

Federation of South African Women had ~developed a more elaborate 

Women's Charte~ a year bef~~e the Con~ress of-the PeoPle, and 

they formulated specific demands, many of which were incorporated 

in the Freedom Charter. There is not a total treatment of the 

problems of women in the FC,for women,:like workers,students and 

)other classes and strata are dealt with as part of the· wider 

question of national liberation. 

Despite the FC being a document which seeks to embrace all the 

facets of South African reality and to integrate the demands of all 

classes and strata into one whole, so~e demands which relate 

specifically to women are raised. 

The Charter stres~es the general aim of male/female equality in the 

~pre&~ble, in regard to democratic rights and in regard to payment 

for work. In addition, more specific demands are made in order to 

realise these wider goals, for example,•maternity leave with full 

pay for all working mothers, the provision of creches' and 'free 

medical care ••• with special care for mothers a~d young children.• 

THE FREEDOM CHARTER AND THE STRUGGLE TO ACHIEVE PEACE IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

I have argued that the Charter is a popular document, that it seeks 

to answer the needs of a wide range of people who suffer under and/ 

or oppose apartheid. The satisfaction of these aspirations is,in 
~~:/i 
'-..;..·J~ 

addition,a condition for the achievement of peace in South Africa. 
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That is why the Charter, in its preamble, mentions that ·•no govern

<21ent can justly claim authority unless lit is based on the will of all 

the people' and •that our people have been robbed of their birthright 
. 

, to. land,liberty and peac~ by a form of' government founded on injustic£ 
t 

'·and inequality.• (My emphasis) 

The pre~~ble goes on to say 

-... 
'that only a democratic state,based on ~~he will of all the people can 

secure to all their birthright (that i~, among other things to peace} 

without distinction of colour,race,sex ~or belief.' 

G1fo struggle for the achievement of the :FC is therefore a struggle 

for peace. 

• 
Apartheid was established by the violent dispossession and conquest of 

th~ indigenous Khoi,San and African peoples. In the case of the San, 

they were totally exterminated. The Union of South Africa could only 

be established after the Boers and British had defeated the long

standing military resistance of the various African peoples. 
/ 

@hrough the Act of Union, the Britj,sh handed over power to South 

African whites. Blacks.were excluded from power and have ever since 

had to endure ever- intensified racist oppression and class exploitatio 

Apartheid means institutionalised,permanent violence against South 

African blacks. It is manifested in a variety of forms, only some of 

which can be referred to. Pass laws and resettlement mean tearin~ 

down plastic shelters and exposing people to the Cape winters and/or 

sending the~ to· lives of misery,disease and death in the bantustans-

(?ts which might qualify as genocide under the UN Genocide convention. 
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The daily violence of apartheid breaks up homes, throws thousands 
0 
~ of ordinary people into gaol and exposes them to countless other 

indignitie$,injuries and humiliations. , 
~ . r 

Police intervention and violence is now an integral part of the Bantu 

education and other black schooling systems. The South African 

black education system depends on virtually permanent presence of 

police and/or.mii~tary. 

But ap~theid does not only mean violence against the people· of 

South Africa: It also means violence and instability in the whole 

~ region. From the early days of the UN it was argued that gross 

violations of human rights, such as the policy of apartheid,could 

threaten international peace. That has become a reality. SA has 

attacked,raided,coerced,threatened or destabilised all the states 

in the southern African region in numerous ways, and members of the 

SADF have been involved in violence against a regime as far afield 

as the Seychelles. 

The threat to the peace is said to arise from the alleged presence 

~ of ANC bases in neighbouring states and that is why the SA Govern

ment coerces or seeks to coerce its neighbours into so-called non

aggression pacts. It has been rightly said that peace cannot be 

achieved through such 'deals'. 

Peace must be made, in the first place, with the people of SA. That 

is only possible _when the real source of aggression ,the apartheid 

system, has been eradicated. Only then will therebe'peace and 

friendship•. In such circumstances, as the Charter says: 

•south Africa shall be a fully independent state, which respects the 

rights and sovereignty of all nations • 
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That is why it is correct that we resist racist repression with 
("!~ 
.:.:~> 
··democratic nonracial unity. It is also necessary, I would argue, 

to· stress tpe African charac·ter and leadership of this struggle. 
~ r 
This is so because the majority of South Africans are African. 

It is an anomaly that contemporary SA is in fact a 'European• 

country in Africa. Part of the process of liberating South Africa, 

is to assert its African majority character. -
Some people falsely counterpose the question of African leadership 

to non-racialism. The struggle for nonracialism is in fact crucially 
.,.. 
Jlinked to the development of African leadership, the recognition of 

the majority character _of our society. ·That does not mean that 

other people cannot help to build this society or even participate 

in creating the ~~erging, unifying natibnal culture that will be 

basically African in character. On the contrary, I would argue 

tha·t we all, black and white, have a contribution to make in 

developing and identifying ourselves increasingly with African 

leadership and with the future African character of our state. 

~jThis is also linked to the question of working-rclass leadership, 
!1'l'l 

because more Africans are ~rorkers than any other class and most 

working-class people in SA are African. While encouraging 

African leadership does not in itself encourage working-class 

leadership, the two are linked. The African people are the most 

oppressed section of our population, irrespective of class position. 

Obviously, peasants, semi-peasants, workers and unemployed are 

more oppressed than petit-bourgeois elements. But all are 

forced to carry passes and subjected to more serious disabilities 

~ than any other groups in SA, and are also culturally oppressed • 
• :_:·_·!: 

So in the leadership of our struggle, just as working-class people 
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Then 
0 (~; 

I' 

is0 uth Africa shall strive to maintain world peace and the settlement 
~ . r 

' of all international disputes by negotiation - not war.• 
! 

That is, in a situation where: 

'Peace and frienliship amongs.t. all our people shall be secured by 

upholding the equal rights, opportunities and status of all •••' 

THE CHARTER IN SOUTH AFRICA· TODAY. 

6 
I want to conclude by considering what place the Charter should have 

in contemporary democratic struggles. We have seen in recent times 

its revival initially, as a symbol, indi~ating continuity of a 

nonracial democratic tradition of resistance to apartheid. 

I have sugge~ted nevertheless, that however valuable the Cnarter is, 

or precisely because it is so important, it needs to be discussed. 

If we want to convince others to support it we cannot demand that 

~they do so as an act of faith. I have tried to show that despite 

requiring elaboration in some respects, the Charter still remains 

relevant, that it still speaks to the genuine aspirations of all 

democratic South Africans. 

This 30th anniversary provides us with a new opportunity to popularis 

the Charter. The most effective way of doing this, I suggest is by 

integrating the FC into our daily struggles, whether in education, 

labour, communities or whatever aspect of South African reality 

concerns us most. 
{;~~: ~:-~ 
~·, 

When we make our songs and poetry, we are starting to realise the 
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0: cultural demands of the Charter. When teachers and students 

challenge racist mythology and explain the proud h~story of the 

~ people of South Africa,_,. we are ourselves 1 opening the doors of 

iearning 1 • 

When the Indian and 'Coloured' people resoundingly reject the new --Constitution, ·when Africans ·refuse to :vote in Black Local Autho-

) 

rities elections and when they continue to deny that their political 

future lies in the bantustans, they make what the Charter calls 

1 bodies of·~ninori ty rule, advisory boards • virtually unworkC\ble 

~and we consequently move closer to the day when 1 The.People Shall 

Govern•. 

~~en workers struggle for democratic unions and for decent wages 

and when they resist dismissals, they are speaking to the Charter 
' 

demand that 'There Shall Be Work and Security• •. 

When people struggle against high rent, GST, eviction of so-called 

squatters, they are demanding that there 'Be Houses, Security and 

Gcamfort'. 

It is not· onl)' through demands against the state or capital that 

we start to advance the struggle for the Charter. In our own 

organisations and institutions, we can take more serious steps to 

build the democratic values and relationships necessary for a free 

South Africa. 

The· way that we address the problems and injustices of the present, 

c .. the way that we organise ourselves, all such factors contribute 
~: 

to the shape of the future SA. 
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do not automatically rise to leadership positions, similarly 
(~ 

·,·_:.~frican people do not automatically rise because cultural oppression 

has meant differentials in skills and resources of all kinds. 
• . r 

' It is our duty, in this context, to encourage and develop African 

and working-class leadership. 

On another lev~l., there is also the still negl~ted question of 

male-f~~ale relations, where much more needs to be done to ensure 
• equality in democratic organisations, to encourage and increase the 

participation of women in debates and in our leadership. 

These are some of the crucial challenges that political organisations, 

co~~unity bodies, trade unions and educational institutions now 

have to confront. • 

Although I have spoken of •starting to realise the demands of the 

Charter' until the People do Govern, we cannot finally realise any 

of these demands. Even then we will have to struggle to defend and 

deepen these gains. 

It may take very long to achieve this goal, though I think that some 

very substantial·steps along this road have been taken in the las 

eight years.It may still take long, many more people may have 

or die before SA is free. One ,thing is ¢ertain. No matter how many 

democrats are gaoled or killed, ultimately the patriotic struggle, 

the struggle to make SA belong to its pe~ple will be won. No 

how long it takes, I am confident that we will rid the world of 

apartheid and that there will be Peace and Friendship in a 

democratic South Africa. 
~g~. 
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., PROPOSALS FOR THE FREEDOM CHARTER CAMPAIGN EMERGING FROM THE 
WORKSHOP HELD ON 20 JANUARY 19s.4 IN JOHANNESBURG. 

A. AIMS AND ... OBJECTIVES OF THE CAMPAIGN 

,, 
-b. 

To popu.larize the Freedom Charter and. its ideology. 
, 

1. 
' :2. To educate activists about the Freedom Charter and related issues. 

In oddition; to build a common understanding and greater cohesiveness at a regional 
and national level 

3. To present the Freedom Charter as a political alternative by linking it to ongoing 
mass struggles. 

4. To c:onsolida~e. the gains of 1984.. . -
S. To realise the c!ain that the Charter is a "living document". 

B. PROGRAM OF ACTION 

1. EDUCATION: A very if11>ortant aspect of this Campaign is the question of self-education 
As activists; we cannot expect to educate the masses unless we ourselves hove an in 
depth knowledge of the Charter. Education can take the form of workshop and seminars. 
Also; papers on the Charter can be read and discussed in small groups. 

Together wih. sel f-educ:ation; there is also a neeti for research in order to enrich and broaden 
our understanding. Apart from sel f-educ:ation; c:tn important t~sk is that of educating 
the masses. The masses of the people must. ".JJnderstand the significance and meaning 
of the Charter. Here; door-to-door work would be invaluable. 

· 2: GRASSROOTS: In order to "take the Charter to the grassroots''; local struggles;c:ampoigns 
and demands must be linked to clauses in the Freedom Charter. In this way each local 

. struggle against oppression and each short-term demand would be Unked to the demand 
for national I iberation. The above can be achieved in many different ways: Civic 
Associations can adopt the clause on Housing; Youth Organisations can link the Freedom 
Charter Campaign to the IYY and so on with women; the Churches and trade unions. 

3. RURAl AREAS: During the C.O.P. campaign in 1955 much attention was paid to rural 
areas so that the Charter would be representative of both the urban and rural areas. 
In this spirit the 1985 campaign must not be limited to the cities and Jowns • 
Every attempt must be made to reach out to the remote areas of the countryside. 

4. CULTURE: Culture is part of struggle and struggle is part of culture. Cultural activities 
should constitute part of the campaign (e.g. songs of the COP s~ould be revived). 

5. MEDIA: The alternate press has an important role to play in this Campaign. Alsot 
posters; buttons etc:. shOJI a be produced. 

6. IMPORTANT DATES: May Day; Anti-Republic: Day; June 16; the 30 th Anniversary 
SACTU; etc:; should be incorporated into the Caf11>aign. 

7. PHASES OF THE CAMPAIGN: 
The iirst Fhcse (before june 26) would involve education; publicity and door-.to-door 
work. This would· build up to. the second-phase whicH w~a>uld involve large-scale 
activities during the period around June 26 (possibly rallies etc:.) 

The third-phase covers the period after June 26 during whi c:h the Freedom Charter 
would become a permanent feature of struggles and campaigns. 
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CO-ORDINATING STRUCTURE: The carrpaign wo~,.tld be co-ordinated by a Co-ordinating 
, Committee consistirg of people from the following organisations or constituencies: RMC 

TIC; Anti-PC: JODAC; YOUTH; STUDENT; WOMEN; CHURCH; and TRADE UNIONS. 

D •• THE FREEDOM CHARTER CAMPAIGN ANP THE UDF: 

The UDF; being a front cannot co-ordinate or spearhead this CCfll'aign. However; two points 
rriust be made: 1. There is no conflict between the Freedom Charter and the Declaration of 

the UDF. 

2. The Charter is a great document that has emerged from· the mass -struggles 
, of our people and the COP stands out as the" most representative gathering 
of our people. 

It is for this reason that UDF should play a supportive role and also "bless.,, the campaign. 
There is a need for futher discussion within UDF on its role ~ regards this carrpai·~n. 

FORWARD TO THE 30th YEAR OF THE FREEDOM CHARTER: 

THE PEOPLE SHALL GOVERN ~ 

, 
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Dear Friends, -...... 

' UNITEl) DEMOCRATIC FRONT 

P.O.BOX 25063 

FERREIRASfOWN 

2048 

Re ; Education Workshop. 

The education committee of the UDF would like to extend an 
invitation to your organisati,OJJ to attend an education workshop on 
the week end of the 2:?/&~/.4::1 April 1984 at St. John Bosco 
conference centre in Daleside. 

1 
(iJ d) 

11 
~ 
1 

The aim of the workshop is to evaluate the Anti-COmmunity Council . Df . 
campaign and to look at the road ahead for civic organisation . in 
the continuing struggle against the local authorities. 

Your organisatio~ will be permitted three representatives from 
your executive committee and four community activists. The cost 
for attending the workshop will be R2.00 payable at the time of 
registration. · 

Please ensure that your organisation participates in the 
workshop,. in order to make it a meaningful event. 

· Yours in struggle, 

MOSS CHIKANE. .1/1 

P.S. A COPY OF THE PROGRAMME IS ENCLOSED. 
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FRIDAY 

~"~ ft'~'tl 
\ ..... Yo! ...... ..,. .... 

U.D. F. EDUCATIO'J a:M\1ITTEE. 

EDUCAT I Q\J PRcx:JRMME FOR CIVICS. 

8.00pm 

9.00pm 

:Arrival and supper •. 

:Introduction to weekend ~nd 
get to know each other session. 

SA11JRDAY 8. OOam :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 
·• 

9.00am 

lO.OOam. 

12.30am 

l.OOpm 

2.00pm 
~ 

4.00pm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

8. OOam 

i 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
-With whole group ; presentations on 

newsprint. r 

:Tea. 

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Led discussion on methods of 
organis.ing I mobilising. 

:Black Local Authorities Act. 

:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit in with 
other struggles? 
-4 Speakers ; Leandra. ; TIC ; FRA 

ECO. •• 
-Questions from the floor after each 
speaker. 

-Group discussion. 
-Report b·ack. 
-Brief talk. 

:Tea. 

:\Vhat is the UDF and how do civic 
organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led discussion. 

:Supper. 

:Film. 

:Breakfast. 

:~ere do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming session in groups. 
-Report back. 

1 
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u.D.F. EDUCATION COMMITIEE- EDUCATION PROGRAMME FOR.CIVICS.- ~7~'- 2~~ ~1~ APR.rL 
.iNUf': DALESIO£ (s;. ~oH-N ~o~c..~ Cc~Le:G£) 

REPORT: 

This is a report of each session of the education weekend. 
Under each session we have reported under these headings: 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: how we ran the session 
QUESTIONS: the questions which were discussed in the session 
REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions JY_, ,.., 
ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation J/pft? 

, forms from the civic association members ~ho attended the weekend. No:/ 
Participants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people came and went.~j~/0 
~-Sow'E'TO; J-EPtSTI2.A.wo; .::l-At.E'.X.; ~-P~ETO~I"Il: S-VAM.; 5-EOUlc.ATrcN (c,.,"rTfE:~) 'il~f; 
SESSION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. 
AIM: to get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. 
METHOD:Each civic met and answered the qu~stions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 

and reported back to the whole group. The group asked questions of infor
mation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what is the name of your civic? 
2. how old is your civic? 
3. how was your civic started? 
4 how does your civic work? : 

(a) what structures do you have? 
(b) when do you meet 
(c) ~hat activities has your civic done? 

REPORTS: the civics that attended were 
Alex Civic Association ( one year old) 
Soweto Civic Association (5 years old) 

/167: 'l·~·f7 

Soweto Branches-Mzimhlope, Maoetla, Phiri, Pimville r\e:A~vJ_L-FU'"~' 
-N;u ... o.r • oRw\NOo wc:.s;r. 

East Rand People•s Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (3 years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Ass~~iation (7 months old) 

Q3 -The civics were started in different ways, in'some areas activists from other 
areas helped local activists to start the civic, In other areas a mass meeting was 
called. 

Q4- Structures: most civics have an executive or steering committee, and some areas 
have branches and inter-branch meetings. Other structures are general groups 
dealing with topics like 11 CommuterS 11 or 11 hostelS 11 
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Q4(b)The civics have regular meetings ,for the committees and groups, these meetings 
either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the (:) 

group. . @ <Jjro J 8'J -
Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycot~ rent, ;Yo 7:y/ 

electricity and water prices, anti- community council .campaign, school problems ~~l 
1
v ~ ("\~-rg the high failure rate, housing, the Million Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 
Ar!v - the methods used include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 

house meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the Eye; 
- other activities have been, helping to start a COSAS branch, setting up a 
woman's organisation, benefit society, classes for students. 

ASSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it allowed people to share ideas and methods used. Some comrades would 
have liked more time for this session. 

.~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ .. ~ 
SESSIONS 2: EVALUATION OF ANTI- COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
AIM: To evaluate the campaigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse~ 

METHOD: the civics answered the· questions and wrote the answers on newsprint. They 
reported back to the whole group. There was a general discussion in the whole 
group after each presentation by each civic. 

QUESTIONS: 1) What structures did your civic use to run the campaign -1 

~ 2) list all the different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was the% vote in your area? Why was this so big/ small? 

The answers to the next four questions were not recorded on newsprint 
(i) how effective were the activities you organised ? 

(ii) what could have been done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gains did your organisation make as a result of the campaign? 
(iv) Now the BLA is enforced what do you plan to do? 

.~ 
~ 

REPORTS: 1) Structures: the civics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committees were formed invo)ving other organisations in the campaign 

the civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organised during the campaign= these included public meetings; 
pamphlets, posters, workshops on the BLA, house- to -house, placard demonstrations, 
disrupting election meetings, press-statements 
3) the percentage vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; 
Mamelodi -28%- this was high because there was not enough publicity.and there 

were problems with venues. 
Daveyton - 18,6% - this was low because of our work 
Soweto- 10% -·this was high because people were opposed to Tebehali and 
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people believe Tshabalala•s promises. 
Vaal 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 

C Alex - there was no election because we· pursuaded the opposition parties to 
dissolve so we won before the elections. 

To make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetings, also 
we should have won the churches onto our side - this could have helped us with venues, 
Better planning and evaluation throughout the campaign would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained experience. We politicized people and allowed them a chance to 
· ~oice their grievances, this boosted the civics and in some areas he1ped to build stronger 

civics. Also we formed links between different organisations. The problem is that many 
of these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

The next tasks are to destroy the Black Local .Authorities and to strengthen our c1v1cs. 
A~SSMENT: Many comrades founlthis session very useful, because they could learn from thei 
o~'and each other•s experiences. Also this session pointed out the need for cons{!V·s. t 
work and planning , not just work during a campaign. ' ( ifo t 

-;.6! ) ! 
. ~ 

SESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
AIM: To bring out the links between the struggle over issues like Rent/ Electricity etc 

in our civics and (i) the struggle of civics in "Indian" and "Coloured" areas 
( i i) The struggle of our peop·l e in the rura 1 areas 

(iii) the political struggle against the new constitution and 
the Koornhof Bills. 

METHOD: We.had a panel of speakers which were supposed to consist of; one person from 
a civic in an "Indian" area, one person from a civic in a " coloured" area, one or 
two people from a politic~l organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y? few comrades could not come ( although invited ) and so the only 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (F~ ) and one 
person from the TIC. 

After they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
these questions:(1) In what way is our struggle in African areas linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked to the struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) We have heard all the loud noises being made about the new constitution. 

We have also heard the TIC people talk about their struggles against it.· 
Do you think there is any link between our problems in our local 
areas and the new constitution ? 

I 
I 
i 
t 
~ 
i 
l 

i 
' I. 
t 

' ~ 
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We then had report backs on one question at a time - and discussion of the report backs. 
We finished off with a short summary of the links between .our various struggles (in 
Civics/ student bodies I women's organisations/ unions etc ) Q . . 
REPORT: (1) the FRA and TIC people presented a summary of the structures of the FRA. 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
in Lenasia and many activists work in both organisations. 
The structure of the FRA was described as a number of residents associations from 
different parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern only 
the people. in their area, but any is,sue that concerns the whole of Lenasia 
is taken up by the FRA as a whole. 
The FRA has an executive;and a working committee of activists. It also has a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to it. 
The FRA is in turn a participating member of CRAC- the Coordinating Residents' 
Action COmmittee. This body exists to bring together civic organisations from ~1 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured .. anJU 
11 Indian 11 areas are participating 

...__ 

.The comrades explained that they see a separation between the type of struggle ~ 
fought by a civic and those fought by a political organisation like the TIC. f 
They feel that a civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people in 
the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ 
poorliving conditions etc. ll: (/ 

bring out the political content of Y The role of the political organisation is to 
these basic struggles and to make sure that these struggles are coordinated into 
an assault on the State at all levels- local as well as national. 
Those activists who have this level of political understanding would involve them 
selves in civic affairs with a view to ultimatiy politicizing these local ~ 
struggles via the TIC. 
It was stressed that although the civic was seen as a very important site of 
struggle1it was·not to be confused with a political organisation. Political 
struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 
civic level. but a civic is not a political organisation ffid should not be 
confused with one. 
(2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same kind of arrangement should/could 
exist in African areas. Was there a need for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues? Was the UOF the type of 
organisation that could deal with these issues in African areas? 
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This led to some discussion about the nature of the UOF as a "front". Some people felt that 
wr-Jhould not try to compare the Lens situation too closely with the situation in many 
African areas, There were different conditions that may require different types of 
organisations to deal with them. 

This discussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF. 
By this stage it was quite late and so we decided to finish off with a short talk I : 
sur.mary by Mike and then go straight into the discussion on the UOF :and its relation to 
Civics. 

Mike's talk tried to summarise a lot of what had already been discussed. He pointed out 
that we need to try and understand the links between the struggles in different areas in 
terms of the government's strategy in those areas. 

When we try to draw the links between the struggles of youth I women I trade unions I 
c~cs I political struggles etc- we must stress the way these problems are caused 
by a united strategy on the part of the enemy. 

The problems we face in youth organisations, in civics, in rural areas, in trade ~ni ns 
in political struggles are all linked because they are all caused by the government 11/o IO 

in its attempts to reorganise o~ression in our country. Jfzjf7 

He went on to explain this: The government is now forcing a11 our people to register as 
homeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept independance as soon as 
possible •• In this way it is trying to 'get rid ' of all the Africans in SA. ··Out"' people 
are now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vendas etc) in South Africa. 
This will help the government to claim that it is a democratic government that 
rngresents all the people of SA. As·there will no longer be any African people in SA 
(~y will all be in or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transkei etc)- there/won't be any 
problems with the fact that they are excluded from running the country. 

At the same time the government is now going to allow "Indian" and " Coloured " people to 
come into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
Africans arc now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans can now run the 
country together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control of 
things and that the white government will still dominate as before. 

At the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
people that will remain in the urban areas. These people cannot be sent off to the 
homelands because they are needalin the industries in "white" SA. At one stage the 
~;rnment thought that it could send all the African people to the homelands and only 
allow them to come back as migrant workers ~hen they are needed. 
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When it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
urban areas

1
the government changed its plan. It is now tryi_ng to seperate off a small 

gr,oup of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant workers. 

All our problems at local level ( poor housing, lack of recrea~0~~jl facilities etc ) 
come from the fact that the government never intended that we~stay in the urban areas. 
We were all supposed to be temporary workers 1so it was "not necessary" to spend a lot 
of money on the urban townships. 
Now that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that those of us who are 
to be all owed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the cost of improving our 
townships. After many, many years of milking us of all the work we can do - without even 
building decent houses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. It 
will.now allow us to stay and become "priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
these priviledges ourselves. 

There are many other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is tha·tG) 
-all these different problems'that we face in different areas are all as a result 

I ' 

of the governments new TOTAL 1 STRATEGY. They believe that in this way they can solve 
all the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
to continue for the next 1 000 years. 

The only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqql es are united ·j 
The struggles on the youth front, the womens front, the union

0
front , the rural front . 

and the civic front must all be linked together and united in common attack on oppression 
l and exploitation. 

ASSESSMENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
and the "coloured" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider range 
of experiences to discuss and compare. ~ 

(ii) The session raised a lot of questions that needed much more discussion and 
were certainly not answered properly. But they were useful because we began to discuss 
them and they can be taken up again - in our civics and. in other education sessions. 

(iii) although a lot of participants responded positivly to the session - it also 
was quite confusing for a lot of people. It seems to be one area that needs a lot of 
attention in the future. 

SESSION ~: WHAT IS THE UDF AND HOW DO CIVIC ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
AIM: To examine the UDF in order to understand ·what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

fit in. 
METHOD: This changed from what we had planned as the UDF media committee and the MSC 

organiser were included in the session. We were also running very late so the 
planned tal~ ~n~ discussion 'were changed into a brief introductio~ to the 

'. ~ .... -·· 
(0· 
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the media presentation and the,Million Signature Gampaign. 
Comrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
used by the civics during the Anti- CC campaign( We have attached it to this 
report) He also made it clear that although a lot of good media was produced 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 

Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not undertake to 
produce media for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 
help in the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an ongoing part of our organisations. 

Comrade Murphy told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few 
signatures had been collected. He pointed out that one of the aims of the 
campaign was to build up the affiliates- not to distance·them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done - affiliates had to think seriously about the ~. 

<:) best way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. 

In the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
to:_clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
UDF was trying to take over things in the organisation. People ended up by saying that 
this problem. was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
it should also be dealt-with carefully so as not to cause more problems. 

ASSESSMENT: We did not really achieve our aim of examining the UDF and how our civics 
fitted in. We did not even touch on the question raised during the previous 
session;ie.'Was the UDF a 11 political organisation., that could play the same kind 

' of role in the African Areas that the TIC plays in 11 Indian11 areas. Although 
p . 

many peo~e felt that this was not so - the issue was not really discussed. 
This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

This issue must be tackled again in future education events or within our 
organisations. 

SESSION 5: THE FILM to SEE 
AIM: Entertainment and a1so~something related to the struggle if possible. 
REPORT: We showed the film"the Fifth Offensive" which was about the struggles of 

the partisans in Yugoslavia (under Marshall Tito)'against the Nazis in the 
second world war. 
We had some problem with the projector , but we eventually fixed something up and 
showed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 

ASSESSMENT: The film was good in that it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 
C occurred in other countries. We did not dis~uss it;which was a pity. In future 
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we should try and get the kind of film or slide-tape show that can be ~ 
entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effective in giving 
information and creating a more realistic ~ay of understanding a situation. 

{"?)_· 
.J) 

· , jlo L! 
SESSION 6~ WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? J 6ft<Ofv7 

AIM: A general brainstorming session to ::set fdeas :on what civi.cs~cou'Tc£ ·- n0w. tl'l~t.~the;~j; t;;}!; 
campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas broughtup in previous sessions ; 
especially the session evaluating the campaign and the session linking civic 
struggles to other struggles. 

METHOD: At the start of the session it was made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 
for civics at this meeting. 
People were divided into groups and discussed the question. 
The groups reported back to the plenary • 

QUESTION:We have been discussing the anti- CC campaign and its links to other struggles 
and our role in the UDF. Keeping this in mind 

What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas ) 
REPORTS :(1) We need to strengthen our civics: 

-get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work-out program of action based on issues facing us. ' 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regular house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be disciplined 
-we must be democratic and consistent 
-we must be frank, fair and_responsible 
-we must practise what we preach. 

(3) The work of civics need to be coordinated 
- perhaps through the UDF 
-perhaps through an office for civics 

(4) Civi must coordinate with other organisations and groupings 
-churches, taxi associations, hostels, sporting organisations 
cultural organisations, artists etc 
-these groups should be involved in our work 

(5) Open an office 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meetings 

(6) Advice work 
-Legal aid, health advice, rehabilitation for criminal 
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, . 
- be able to refer people to1 other advi~e~centres. 

c-- (7) Propaganda 
-newsletter 

(8) Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
(9) Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational societies linked to the civics should 
be set up 

(11) Projects relevant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) Propagate UDF values 
(13) politicize people 

-symbolize the links 
like students, workers etc on platforms 

using different speakers 

(13) Expose powerlessness of local government using day to day issues. 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for ongoing work between campaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
AIM: To look at how to set useful goals and to plan, and to show why this is 

important 
METHOD:Input, then a discussion in:the big group 

Practise of planning in the small groups. 
@PUT: Looking at the ideas from the last session we can say that they are all goals 

that we can work for. Some of these goals are very general and won•t really help us 
to plan our work. Eg the goal "To politicize our people" is not very useful as a 
goal because it does not really tell us what to do, or how to do it. With this 
kind of goal we can do very little work and still say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) we must set goals that we know we can achieve So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 
not really easy for a new and small civic to achieve • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can a\ess it. After we hav.e worked 
for a goal we must be able to say whether we have succeeded or failed. So if our goal r• . . . .. 

~0s to"educate our members" we cant really know if we have succeeded or not. But if our 
goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can assess it. We can assess whether the 
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the workshGp happened, how many people attended it, if they learned a lot and if they ~ 

.. "-.' 

joined the civic. 
(3) When we set goals we must set a time limit , otherwise the work can go 
a very long time with nothing being achieved. The time limit will help us 

on for 
to be 

disciplined in our work. Examples of time limits are " have house meetings every week" 
or "run a seminar in the next month". 

(4) When we set goals, we must be democratic and make sure that everyone agrees with 
the goal. We must make sure that the gr9up is committed.to our goal • If we don't 
have the group's committment we will not get the work done. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They must describe what we want to do. 
A goal like " Hold house meetings with residents e;very month" is more specific than a 
goal like "make contact with residents" 
GROUP DISCUSSION: 
How can we improve a goal like "Strengthen our civics" 

We can make it more specific: "increase the number of members in our 
civic" , "run workshops to educate our members" 

We can also build in time limits" Recruit,ten new members ever;,week" 
"run workshops once a month" 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We can assess if we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have recruited new member, .or held monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is committed to it, everyone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say 'that it is specific. All these 
things make it a useful goal. 

INPUT: How to plan 
Once we have set our goals we must plan HOW we will carry them out 
(1) We must be clear exactly what we want to achieve- this is in terms of both 
our long term goals and the specific goals we are w~rking for 
(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways we could work for this goal. 
After listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 
(3) Check out : can we do this 7 

Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources ? 
if we don't, can we find them ~omewhere? 

(4)Work out all the tasks we need to do 
plan WHO will do each task 

WHEN will the tasks be done 
WHERE wi 11 we do a 11 this 

THen talk about:WHAT will we do if this plan DOESN'T WORK ? 
Q 

(5) Plan time to evaluate during the work· and after the plan has been carried out. 
~ I 
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SMALL 'GROUPS: Small groups planned an educational event for a civic 
REPORT: one of the small groups reported dn their plan 

('· the other people criticised th~· plan and· tried to improve on it, 
ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed how 
careful planning can help our work, We needed far more time for this session 

SESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 
AIM:To give information on what the BLA wi 11 actually mean, 
METHOD: A HANDOUT on the BLA was distributed 

Comrade Amos summarised the BLA and answered questions 
ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 

showed the links between the BLA and the constitution 

~SSION 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why?' 
(2) What session did you not like and why? 
(3) Did you have any problems with any of the educators ? which ones? What were the 
problems? 
(4) Did you find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 
~) What improvement would you have preferred? 
~S) Would it be useful to or~anise further educational events? 

I 

REPORT: Most of the answers are written under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
(3) people asked for regular seminars 
(4) one person asked for a seminar like this , but ,with other political bodies 
(5) we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be announced in UDF news 
(7)we needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACT 

INTRO: The aim of this pamphlet is just to tell you about 

the B~A and its bac~groumd and NOT to deal with 

'" possible ways of organising against the new Town 
II 

Co:.:ncil system. 

Before the 1976 June revoltsJthe townships were controlled 

by the administration boards and1their puppets, 
,~ 

the URBAN ,, 
BANTU Councils. 

After and during the 1976 revolts these Urban Bantu Councils 

came under heavy attack from the people. As a result 

administration offices were burnt down and the councillors 

on the councils were forced to resign. 

The government realised that they were losing their control 

over the townships and so they introduced the 11 Community 

Council 11 system. 

' These community councisl operate~ only in African urban 

are . , 
:1' 

These community councils had very little power. EVEN THOUGH 

they could distribute houses and'administer sport and 

libraries;everything they aid was still subject to the wish 

of the uepartment of Co-operatiom and Development. 

2/ ••• The community 
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PAGE TWO 

The Community council system was not a successful one. The 

voting percentage in the 1977 Community Council elections 

show that their popular support was very little. Soweto had 

a poll of 6%, Port Elizabeth had a poll of 11% and Daveyton 

and Kwa Thema had 19% each. 

The community council system was obviously a failure. This 

forced the government to look for another meth~d to ~ontrol 

the townships. 

They came up with the Black Local Authorities Act. The Act 

provided for elections to be held for councillors to form 

a Town or Village Council. 

These town councils will replace the existing community 

councils. 

The government says that these new "councils" will give 

people in the townships more control over their own affairs. 

However when one looks at the pow~rs which the new town 

councils have it is easy to see that they too will be puppets 

dancing to Pretoria•s tune. 

The Act gives Town councils the powers to :-

I 
\ 

~ 
~· 

~ 

1) provide and maintain services like water, electricity 

and sewerage 

2) the clearir.g of squatter settlements 

3) the distribution of housing and lastly the power to 

form their own kind of police force. 

3/ •.• They do NOT 
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PAGE THREE 

They do NOT have the powers to d~cide on transport or 
I 

' 
education. In any event the Minister of 

I 
Co-operation and 

Development has the power to : -

1) establish or dissolve alcouncil 
I 

2) change the status, size jor even the jurisdiction of 

the council 

3) give them any extra pow~rs 
i 

4) appoint councillors to ~acancies on the council 
I 

5) appoint local committee~ where no councils exist 
I 
'· 

6) announce elections and ~ay down election 
I 

procedures 

7) authorise all budgets a~d money matters of the 
I 

council 
' 8) intervene in the matter~ of the council whenever 

he wants to. 

He can even remove councillors f1om office or dissolve the 

counci 1 • 

• 7 

It is important to note that ·thesje Town Counci 1 s are meant to 

be able to support themselves. 

i 
I 

So it is clear that there is no c~ntrol being given to 

township residents. 

It is also clear that there is no\ democracy in the way that 
i 

~the counci 1 s are meant to operate!.· --· · 

4/ ••• HOW DO 
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--- '- .. -

HOW DO THE POWERS GIVEN TO .BLACK LQCAL AUTHORITIES 

DIFFER FROM THE POWERS GIVEN TO WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS_: 

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITY 

1. Can let houses and 

collect rentals. 

2. Has no power and 

control over transport. 

3. Budget must be approved 

by Minister. Minister 

can also reject their 

budget. 

4. Can charge residents for 

water and lights only. 

5. Has no control over 

education. 

WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Can buy land, build 

houses and rent or sell 

.houses.· 

2. Has its own transport 

system and full contro¥9 

over buses. 

3. Prepares and app~oves 

its own budget. 

4. Can build facilities for 

all services and can also 

charge residents for a~ 

services. 

5/ ••• WHAT ~HLL 

-------·------ ------------------ ----- -------- -- ·------- -;------- ... ·- ------ ----- --------------------------
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PAGE FIVE 

WHAT WILL THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORtTIES ACT 

MEAN TO RESIDENTS : 

1 

1. As these Town Councils have ~o support themselves, the 

councils will hav~ to get th~ money from the residents. 
! 

So they wi 11 probably :-

( i) make rents higher , 

(ii} make site and·serv~ce charges higher. 

2. It means that residents will :still have no control over 
I 

the conditions in which they ilive. 

3 ) It me an s that i f there i s d i s1s at i sf act i on w i t h 1 i vi n g 

c0nriitions in the townships .t~e residents will be more 

likely to see the Town Councihs as a target than the 

government. 

CONCLUSION: 

Township. residents are now being ~sked to finance and administer 
' I 

the terrible conditions in which they live. 

The town councillors of the town founcils will be the new 

"administrators" and will certainly prove to be no better 

than the last bunch of community ~ouncillors. 

******* 
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FRIDAY 

U. D. F. EDUCATION <nvMITTEE. 

EDUCATION PROGRAMv1E FOR CIVICS. 

8.00pm 

9.00pm 

:Arrival and supper. 

:Introduction to weekend and 
get to know each other session. 

SATIJRDAY 8. OOam :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 

9. OOam 

lO.OOam 

10.30am 

12.30am 

l.OOpm 

- 2. OOpm 

4.00pm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

8. OOam 

9.00am 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
With whole group ; presentations on 
newsprint. 

, 

:Tea. 

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Led discussion on methods of 
organising I mobilising. 

:Black Local Authorities Act. 

:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit in with 
other struggles? 
-4 Speakers ; Leandra ; TIC ; FRA 

ECO. 
-Questions from the floor after each 

speaker. 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Brief talk. 

:Tea. 

:\Vhat is the UDF and how do civic 
organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led discussion. 

:Supper. 

: F i lm. 

:Breakfast. 

:Where do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming session in groups. 
-Report back. 

1 
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10.30am :Tea. 

11. OOam :Ski lis session. 
-How to set goals and plan. 

12.30am :Evaluation. 

1.00am :Lunch and departure. 

2 
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Dear Friends, 

P.O.BOX 25063 

FERREIRASTOWN . 

I 
2048 I 

Re i Education Workshop. 

The education committee of the .UDF would like to extend an 
invitation to your organisatipJ1 to attend an education workshop on 
the week end of the ~:?/&1/..i~ April 1984 at St. John Bosco 
conference centre in Daleside. · - . 

The aim of the workshop is to evaluate the· Anti-Community Council 
campaign and· to Jpok at the road ahead for civic organisation in · 
the continuing struggle against the local authorities. 

Your organisation will be permitted three representatives from 
your executive committee and four community activists. The cost 
for attending the workshop will be R2.00 payable at the time of 
registration. · 

Please ensure that your organisation participates In the 
workshop, in ord~r to make It a meaningful event. 

.- ........ 

; , 
Yours in' ·struggle, 

'· 

MOSS CHIKANE. 

P.S. I COPY OF THE PROGRAMME IS ENCLOSED. 

1 

. ':'--
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FRIDAY 

---- !- -

U.D.F. EDUCA.TICN a:JvMITTEE. 

EDUCATICN PR()(;RAM£ FOR CIVICS •. 

8.00pm 

9.00pm 

:Arrival and supper. 

:Introduction to weekend and 
get to know each other session. 

-
SATURDAY 8. COam :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 

9.·00am 

I 
I 

lO.OOam 

10. 30am 

12.30am 

. 1. OOpm 

1.00pm 

· 4. OOpm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

. 8. OOpm 

8.00am 

9.00am 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
-With whole group ; presentations on , 

newsprint. 
... 

:Tea. 
·loo. -

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report bac~. 
-Led discussion pn methods of 
9rganising I mobilising. 

:Black Local Authorities Act • 

·:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit In with 
other struggles? 
-4 Speakers ; Leandr a ·; TIC ; FRA 

E<X>. 
~Questio-ns from the floor after each 

speaker_. 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Brief talk • 

... 
·Tea --"...:.. . .. •.,. 

:\Vhat is the UDF and how do civic 
organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led discussion. 

:Supper • 

: F i lm. 

: B r e a k f as- t • 

:~ere do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming session in grou~. 
-Report back. 

1 

( 

~-

... --~-
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10.30am :Tea. 

ll.OOam :Skills sessiQn. 
-How to set toals and plan. 

12.30am :Evaluation. 

1. OO~T. :Lunch· and de~arture. 
i 
J 
' ' • I 
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--0· U • D. F. EDUCATION CDMM I TIEE EDIJCA TI ON PROGRAMME FOR CIVICS • - 'Jc 7 ''/2.</:1.1 ;'·~·~·.' .J~ 
Vt NUE': DA LE'SIDE (s-r. ~CHN ~cs.c..c CcL LEG::~) 

REPORT: 

This is a report of each session of the education weekend. 
Under each session we have reported under these headings: 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: how we ran the session . 
QUESTIONS: the questions which were discussed in the session 

'I 

REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions 
ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation 

forms from the civic association members who attended the weekend. 
. -

Participants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people came and went. 
@-SOVJE:IO; J-£PtSrR.J:tNo! ~-AL.FX; ~-p~~~#:.I'I'l; S"-VAAI... i ~-EOihc.JlT.rc:IN G!l'lnrn'E:'E') 

SESSION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. 
AIM: to get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. 
METHOD:Each civic met and answered the questions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 

and reported back to the whole group. The group aske~ questions of infor
mation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what is the name of your civic? 
2. how old is your civic? . 
3. how was your civic started? 
4 how does you~ civic work? 

(a) what structures do you have? 
(b) when do you meet 
(c) what activities has your civic done? 

REPORTS: the civics that attended were 
Alex Civic Association ( one year old) 
Soweto Civic Association (5 years old) 

.. 

Soweto Branches-:-Mzimhlope, ~1aoetla, ~hiri, Pimville. t1ER~v.?!--A"'~' 
--... . -..... No"\LE'OI , aRI.ANOO Wc:.J;r, 

East Rand People•s Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (~years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Association (7 months old) 

Q3 -The civics were started in diff~rent ways, in some areas activists from other 
areas helped local activists to start the civic, In other areas a mass meeting was 
called. 

C:; Q4 - Structures: most civics have an executive or steering committee, and some areas 
have branches and inter-branch meetings. Other structures are general groups 
dealing with topics like "Commuters" or "hostels" 
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Q4(b1The civics have regular meetings for the committees and groups, these meetings 
C: either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the 

group. 
Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycott, rent, 

electricity and water prices, anti- community council campaign, school problems 
eg the high failure rate, housing, the Million Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 

- the methods u7ed include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 
house meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the Eye; 
- other activities have been, helping to start a COSAS branch, setting up a 

·woman's organisation~ benefit society, classes for students. 

ASSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it allowed people t~ share ideas and methods used. ·Some comrades_would 
have liked more time for this session. 

SESSIONS 2: EVALUATION OF ANTI~ COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
AIM: To evaluate the campaigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse~ 

METHOD: the civics answered the questions and wrote the answers on newsprint. They 
_ reported back to the whole group. There was a general _discussion in the whole 

group after each presentation by each civic •. 
QUESTIONS: 1) What structures did your civic use to run the campaign 

2) list all the different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was the % vote in your area? Why was this so big/ _small? 

The answers to the next four questions were not recorded on newsprint • 
(i) how effective were the activities you organised ? 

~ (ii) what could have been done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gains did your organisation make as i result of the campaign? 
(iv) Now the BLA is enforced what do you plan to do? 

REPORTS: 1) Structures: the ciVics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committees were formed involving other organisations in the campaign 

the civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organised during the campaign- Jhese included public meetings; D _ 

- Y.,)l.....~l ~ J-,.0( n1.- F) lA\\-\0 'T).....L 't ~IX:~ I 1(., I 

pamphlets, posters, workshops on the BLA,I\house- to -house, placard demonstrations, 
disrupting election meetings, press-statements 
3) the percentage vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; 
Mamelodi -28%- this was high because there was not enough publicity.and there . 

were problems with venues. 
Daveyton - 18,6% - this was low because of our work 
Soweto- 10% - this was high because people were opposed to Tebehali and 
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people believe Tshabalala's promises. 
vaal - 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 

(7: Alex - there was no election because we· pursuaded the opposition parties to 
dissolve so we won before the elections. 

To make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetings, also 
we should have won the churches onto our side - this could have helped us ~ith venues, 
Better planning and evaluation throughout the campaign ·would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained experience. We politicized people and allowed them a chance to 
voice their grievances, this boosted the civics and in some areas helped to build strong~r 

. civics. Also we formed links between different organisations. The problem is that many 
of these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

The next tasks are to destroy the Black Local Authorities and to strengthen our civics. 
A~SSMENT: Many comrades foun!this session very useful, because they could learn from their 
own and each other's.experiences. Also this session pointed out the need for consistent 
work and planning , not just work during a campaign. 

SESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
AIM: To bring out the links between the struggle over issues like Rent/ Electricity etc 

in our civics and (i) the struggle of civics in "Indiari" and "Coloured" areas 
{ii) The struggle of our people in the rural areas 

(iii) the political struggle against the new constitution and 
the Koornhof Bills. 

METHOD: We had a panel of speakers which were supposed to consist of; one person from 
a civic in an "Indian" area, one persdn from ~ civic fn a " coloured" area, one or 
two people from a political organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y .a few comrades could not come ( although invited ) and so the o~ly 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (FRA ) and one 
person from the TIC. 

After they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
these questions:(1) In what way is our struggle in·African areas linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked to the struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) We have heard all the loud noises being made about the new constitution. 

We have also heard the TIC people talk about their struggles against it. 
r:-c·~. Do you think there is any link between our problems in our local 
...:_,; 

areas and the new constitution ? 
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We then had report backs on one question at a time - and discussion of the report backs. 
We finished off with a short summary of. the links between .our various struggles (in 
C(7Jcs/ student bodies I women's organisations/ unions etc ) 
REPORT: (1) the FRA and TIC people pr·esented a summary of the structures of the FRA 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
in Lenasia and many activists work in both organisations. 
The structure of the FRA was described as a number of residents associations from 
different parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern only 
the people.in their area, but any issue that concerns the whole of Lenasia 
is taken up by the FRA as a \'/hole. 
The FRA has an executiveiand a working committee of activists. It also has· a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to it. 
The FRA is in· turn a participating member of CRAC- xhe Coordinating Residents' 
Action COmmittee. This body ·~xists to bring together civic organisations from all 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured" and 
"Indian" areas are participating 

The comrades explained that they see a separation between the type of struggle 
fought by a civic and those fought by a political organisation like the TIC. 
They feel that a civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people in 
the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ 
poorliving conditions etc. 
The role of the political organisation is to bring out the political content of 
these basic struggles and to make sure that .these struggles ~re coordinated into 
an assault on the State at all levels- local as well.as national. 
Those activists who have this level of political understanding would involve them-

. e 
selves in civic affairs with a view to ultimat~y politicizing these local 
struggles via the TIC. 
It was stressed that although the civic was seen as a very important site of 
struggle1it was·not to be confused with a political organisation. Political 
struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 
civic level, but a civic is not a political organisation ~d should not be 
confused with one. 
(2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same k.,ind of arrangement should/could 
exist in African areas. Was there a need for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues? Was the UDF the type of 
organisation that could deal with these issues in African areas? 
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.. 
·This led to some discussion about the nature of the UDF as a "front". Some people felt that 
w(\hould not try to compare the Lens situation too closely with the situation in many 
African areas, There were different conditions that may require different types of 
~rganisations to deal with them. 

This discussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF. 
By this stage it was quite late and so we decided. to finish off with a short talk 1 .: 
summary by Mike and then go straight into the discus$ion on the UDF ·and its relation to 
Civics. 

Mike's talk tried to summarise a lot of what had already been discussed. He pointed out 
that we need to try and understand the links between the struggles in different areas in 
terms of the government's strategy in those areas. 

W~£ we try ~o.draw the links between the struggles of youth I women I trade unions I 
c1v1cs I pol1t1cal struggles etc -we must stress · the way these problems are caused 
by a united strategy on the part of the enemy. 

The problems we face in youth organisations~ in civics, in rural areas, in trade unions 
in political struggles are all linked because they are all caused by the government 
in its attempts to reorganise ot{ession in our country. 

He went on to explain this: The government is now forCing all our people to register as 
homeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept independance as soon as 
possible •• In this way it is trying to 'get rid ' of all the Africans. in SA. '"Our- people 
are now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vend~ etc) in South Africa. 
This will help the government to claim that it is a democratic government that 
~esents all the people of SA. As there will no longer be any African people in SA 
(they will all be in or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transkei etc) - there won't be any 
problems with the fact that they are excluded from running the country. 

At the same time the government is now going to allow "Indian" and " Coloured " people to 
come into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
Africans are now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans can now run the 
country together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control of 
things and that the white government will still dominate as before.· 

At the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
people that will remain in the urban areas. These people cannot be sent off to the 
telands because they are neededin the industries in "white" SA. At one stage the 

~ government thought that it could send all the African people to the homelands and only -
allow them to come back as migrant workers when they are needed. 
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When it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
urban areas

1
the government changed its plan. It is now tryi_ng to seperate off a small 

Y~up of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant \'lorkers. 

All our problems at local level ( poor housing, lack of recrea~c~1~1 facilities etc ) 
come from the fact that the government never intended that we~stay in the urban areas. 
We were all supposed to be temporary wor~ers 1so it was "not necessary" to .spend a lot 
of money on the urban townships. 
Now that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that those of us who are 
to be allowed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the cost of improving our 
townships. After many, many years of milking us of all the work we can do - without even 
building decent houses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. It 
will now allow us to stay and become "priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
these priviledges ourselves. 

~re are many other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is that 
~·-all these different problems 'that we face 1n different areas are all as a result' 

.t . - . I 

of the governments new TOTAL' STRATEGY. They believe that in this way they can solve 
all the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
to continue for the next 1 000 years. 

The only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqqles are united. 
The struggles on the youth front, the womens front, the union front..., the rural front 

a . 
and the civic front must all be linked together and united in common attack on oppression 
and exploitation. 

1\ 

• ASSESSMENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
~ the "colou~ed" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider range 
of experiences to discuss and compare. 

(ii) The session raised a lot of questions that needed much more discussion and 
were certainly not answered properly. But they were useful because we began to discuss 
them and they can be taken up again - in our civics and in other education sessions. 

(iii) although a lot of participants responded positivly to the session - it also 
was quite confusing for a lot of people. It seems to be one area that needs a·lot of 
ittention in the future. 

SESSION ~: WHAT IS THE UDF AND HOW DO CI"!C ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
AIM: To examine the UDF in order to understand what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

fit in. 
METHOD: This changed from what we had planned as the UDF media committee and the MSC 
~; organiser were included in the session. We were also running very late so the 

planned talk an~ discussion were changed into a brief introduction to the 
.. ~ . 

i .·.;; ........ . .•.. 
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the media presentation and the Million Signature ~ampaign. 

REPORT: Comrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
(?' used by the civics during th~ Anti- CC campaign{ We have attached it to this 

report) He also made it clear that although a lot of good media was produced 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 

Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not und~rtake to 
produce media for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 

help in the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an ongoing part of our organisations. 

Comrade Murphy told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few 
signatures had been collected. He pointed ?Ut.~hat one of the aims of the 
campaign was to build up the affiliates - not to distance them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done- affiliates had to think seriously about the~-

G:1 best way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. -.-

In ·the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
to clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
UDF was trying to take over things in the organisation. People ended up by saying that 
this problem was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
it should also be dealt with carefully so as not to cause more problems. 

ASSESSMENT: We did not really achieve our aim of examining the UDF and how our civics 
fitted in. We did not even touch on the question raised during the previous 

A. 
~ 

• session;ie. Was the UDF a· "political organisation" that could play the same kind 
of role in the African Areas that the TIC plays in "In"ciian" areas: Although 

p : 
many p~o~e felt that this was not so - the issue was not really discussed. 
This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

This issue must be tackled again in future education events or within'our 
·organisations. 

SESSION 5: THE FILM to S£~ 
AIM: Entertainment and also~something related to the struggle.if possible. 
REPORT: We showed the film"the Fifth Offensive•1 which was about the struggles of 

the partisans in Yugoslavia (under Marshall Tito) against the Nazis in the 
second world war. 
We had some problem with the projector , but we eventually fixed something up and 
showed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 

ASSESSMENT: The film was good in that it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 
(~; occurred in other countries. We did not discuss it;which was a pity. In future 
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_we should try and get the kind of film or slide-tape show that can be ~ 
entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effective in giving 
information and creating a more realistic ~ay of understanding a situation. 

SESSION 6: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
AIM: A general brai.nstorming session to get ideas on what cw1cs could do now that the 

campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas broughtup in previous sessions ; 
especially the session evaluating the campaign and the session linking civic 
struggles to other struggles. · 

METHOD: At the start of the session it was· made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 
for civics at this meeting. 

.. ~ ;• .. 

People were divided into groups-and discussed the question •. 
~~ The groups reported back-to the-plenary. 

QUESTION:We have been discussing the anti- CC campaign and its l}nks to o~her struggles 
and our role in the UDF. Keeping this in mind 

What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas ) 
REPORTS :(1) We need to strengthen our civics: 

-get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work out program of action ~ased on is~ues facing us. ' 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regulai house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be disciplined 

(3) 

-we must be democratic and consistent 
-we must be frank , fair and responsible 
-we must practise what we preach. 

The work of civics need to be coordinated 
- perhaps t~ough the UDF 
-perhaps through an office for civics 

.. 

(4) Civi must coordinate with other organisations and groupings 
-churches, taxi associations, hostels, sporting organisations 
cultural Organisations,· artists etc 
-these groups should be involved in our work 

(5) Open an office 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meetings 

(6) Advice work 
-Legal aid, health advice, rehabilitation for criminal 
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- be able to refer people to other advice centres. 

(7) Propaganda 
-newsletter 

(8) Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
(9) Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational societies iinked to the civics should 
b~ c;et up 

(11) Projects relevant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) Propagate UDF values 
Q (13) politjcize people 

-symbolize the links in our struggle eg by using different speakers 
like students, workers etc on platforms 

(13) Expose powerlessness of local government using day to day issues. 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to,raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for, ongoing work between campaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
AIM: To look at how to set useful goals and to plan, and to show why this is 

important __ .... ___________________ .. _. _. _ 

METHOD:Input, then a discussion in:the big group 
Practise of plan·n-ing in the small groups. 

~PUT: Looki~g at the ideas from the last session we can say that they are all goals 
that we can work for. Some of ~hese goals are very general and won't really help us 
to plan our work. Eg the goal ~'To politicize our people" is not very useful as a 
goal because it does not rea~ly tell us what. to do, or how to do it. With this. 
kind of goal we can do very little wo~~ and still say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) we must set goals that we know we can achieve. So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 
not really easy for a new and small civic to achieve • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can aless it. After we have worked 

" r<:·~-'Jr a goa 1 we must be ab 1 e to say whether we have succeeded or fa i 1 ed. So if our goa 1 '-·-'" . . .. 

is to"educate our members" we cant really know if we have succeeded or not. But if our 
goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can assess it. We can assess whether the 
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cf~e workshop happened, how many people attended it, if they learned a lot and if they 
Joined the civic. 
(3) When we set goals we must set a time limit , otherwise the work can go on for 
a very long time with nothing being achieved. Tile time limit will help us. to be 
disciplineq in our work. Examples of time limits are 11 have house meetings every week" 
or .. run a seminar in the next month". 

(4) When we set goals, we must be democratic and make sure that everyone agrees with 
the goal. We must make sure that the group is committed.to our goal • If we don't 
have the group's committment we will not get the work done. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They must describe what we want to do. 
A goal like " Hold house meetings with residents every month .. is more specific than a 

@al like ''make contact with residents" 
GROUP DISCUSSION: 
How can we improve a goal like "Strengthen our civics" 

We can make it more specific: "i_ncrease the number of members in our 
civic" , "run workshops to educate our members" 

We can also build in time limits II Recruit ten new members eV€f!JWeek" 
"run workshops once a month" 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We can assess if ·we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have recruited new member, or held monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is committed to it, everyone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say that it is specific. Ali these 

~ things make it a useful goal. 
~PUT: How to plan 
Once we have set our goals we must plan HOW we will carry them out 
(1) We must be clear exactly what we want to achieve - this is in terms of both 
our long term goals and the specific goals we are working for 
(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways we could work for this goal. 
After listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 

· (3) Check out : can we do this 1 
Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources ? 
if we don't, can we find them somewhere? 

(4)Work out all the tasks we need to do 
plan WHO will do each task 

WHEN will the tasks be done 
(i:· WHERE will we do all this 

THen talk about:WHAT will we do if this plan DOESN'T WORk? 
a 

(5) Plan ._time to evaluate 
1
during the work' and after the plan has been carried out. 
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~MALL GROUPS: Small groups planned an educational event for a civic 
~EPORT: one of the small groups reported on their plan 
~·~ the other people criticised the plan and tried to improve on it, 
ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed how 
careful planning can help our work, We needed far more time for this session 

SESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 
AIM:To give inforu~tion on what the BLA will actually mean, 
METHOD: A HANDOUT on the BLA was distributed 

Comrade Amos summarised the BLA and answered questions 
ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 

showed the links between the BLA and the constitution 

€~~; ____________________________________________ ___ 
SESSION 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why? 
(2) What session did you not like and why? 
(3) Did you have any problems with any of the educators ? which ones? What were the 
problems? • 
jj) Did you find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 
~) What improvement would you have preferred? . 
(5) Would it be useful to organise further educational events? 

J 

REPORT: Most of the answers are written under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: ' 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
(3) people asked for regular semi~ars 
(4) o~e person asked for a seminar like this , but with other political bodies 
(5) we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be announced in UDF news 
(7)we needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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B L A C K : L 0 CAL AU T H 0 R I T I E S A C T (_ /$ .L/~) · 
I 

INTRO: · T,he aim of this pamphlet: is just to tell you about 

.the B~A and its bac~grou$d and NOT to deal with 

'" possible ways of organising against the new .Town 
v 

Co:.:ncil system. 

Before the 1976 June revoltsJthe' townships were controlled 
,~ 

by the administration boards and' their puppets. the URBAN ,, 
BANTU Councils. 

·,. .. .. . . 

After and during the 1976 revolt~ these Urban Bantu Councils 

came under heavy attack from the: people. As a result. 

administration offices were burnlt down and the councillor-s 

on the councils were forced to ~esign. 

The government realised that th~y were losing their control 

over the townships and so they ~ntroduced the "Community 

Council" system. 

These community councisl operat•d only in African urbari 

are . . 
~ 

These community councils ha~ vety little power •. EVEN THOUGH 

they could distribute houses an~ administer sport and 

libraries)everything they ~id was still subject to the wish 

of the Department of Co-operati~n and Developmen~. 

2/ ••• The community 
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The Community council system was not a successful one.· The 

v o t i n g percent a g e i n t he 1 9 7 7 C Q ni m u n i ty Co u n c i 1 eJ e c t i on s 

show that their popular support was very little. Soweto had 

a·poll of 6%,_ Por~ Elizabeth had a poll of 11% and paveyton 

and Kwa Thema had 19% each. 

The community'council system was obviously a failure. This 

forced the government to look for another meth~d to control 

the townships._ 

. 
They came up with the Black local Authorities Act. The Act 

provided for elections to be held for councillors to form 

a Town or Village Council. 

These town councils will replac:e.the existing communY(y 

councils. 

The government says that these 1new "countils 11 will give 

people in t~e townships more control over their own affairs. 

However when one looks at the powers which the new town 

councils have it is easy to see that they too will be puppets 

dancing to Pretoria's tune. 

The Act gives Town councils the powers.to :-

1) provide and maintain Services like water, electricity 

and sewerage 

2 ) t h e c 1 e a ri r.g o f s q u at 1t e r s e t t 1 em e n t s 

3) the distribution of housing and lastly the power to 

form their own kind of police force. 

3/ •.• They do NOT 
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They do NOT have the powers t6. d~cide on transport or 

education. In any event the Minilster of Co-operation and 

Development has the power to :-

1) establish or dissolve alcouncil 

2) change the status, size jor even the jurisdiction of 

the council 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

give them any extra pow~rs 
I 
I 

appoint councillors to •acancies on .the council 

appoint local committee$ where no councils exist 

announce elections and lay down election 

procedures 

authorise a 11 budgets a~d money matters of the 
I 

council 
~ ... ---~.-

I 

intervene in the matters of the council whenever 

he wants to. 

.. 
H e c a n e v en rem o v e c oun c i 1 1 o r s from off i c e o r d i s s o 1 v e t h e 

council. 

It is important to note that ·the/se Town Councils ·are meant to 

be able to support themselves. 

So it is clear that there is no ~antral being given~to 
i 

township residents. 

It is also clear that there is ~o democracy in the way that 

---·--·-_the councils are meant to operatie. ·-·--··.- ---- ·- ·-· --

4/ • • • HOW DO 

- . ··-·- ------
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HOW DO THE POWERS GIVEN TO .BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

DIFFER FROM THE POWERS GIVEN TO HITE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITY WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Can let houses and 

collect rentals. 

2. Has no power and 

control over transport • 
• 

3. Budget must be approved 

by Minister. Minister 

can also reject their 
·- :. .. .. --~- ·-·- -:-. ·. 

budget. 

4. Can charge residents for 

water .and lights only. 

5. Has no control over 

education. 

1. Can buy land. build 

houses and rent or sell 

houses.· 

2. Has its own transport 

system and full control 

over buses. 

3. Prepares and approves . 
its own budget. 

· ... • ~- ·~ .. --=-=~~ :-'·,-: ---·-.•.:-.;··.• - '• ,-I ... ~·:'" ·• ~· 

4. Can build facilities for 

all services and can also 

charge residents for all 

services. 

5/ ••• WHAT WILL 
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U.D.F. EDUCATION COMMITTEE -
f~NUf': DAL€'SIO£ (sT. ~ottN ~o~r-c Cot.LE:G:£) 

REPORT:. 

This is a report of each session of the education weekend. 
Under each session we have reported under these headings: 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: how we ran the session 
QUESTIONS: the questions which were discussed in the session 
REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions 

: .. : ·.r· ·: .. ·-

ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation 
forms from the civic association members who attended the weekend. 

Participants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people carne and went. c; __ •ca- sowETo ; J- EAST ~o ; j_- ALF.JI. : '?>- P~El'Ctrl'i : S'- VAAL.. ; 5-Eo~nTr4N ~"'"rTTEE') 

[~SION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. . . · 
AIM: to get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. 
METHOD:Each civic met and answered the questions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 

and reported back to trye whole group. The group aske~ questions of infor-
rnation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what is the name of your civic? 
2. how old is your civic? 
3. how was your civic started? 
4 how does your civic work? 

(a) what structures do you have? 
· (b) when do you meet 

(c) what activities has your civic done? 
REPORTS: the civics that attended were 

Alex Civi~ Association ( one year old) 
Soweto Civic Association (5 years old) 

Soweto Branches-Mzimhlope, ~1aoetla, Phiri, Pimville t1cA~uJ_L.AN~_, 
· . ·N,"\LWOr , ORI.ANOO 'Vir&r• 

East Rand People•s Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (3 years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Association (7 months old) 

Q3 -The civics w_:e started in different ways, in some areas actiyi~ts from other 
' 

areas heleed local activists to start the civic. In other areas a mass meeting was 
called. 

Q4 - Structures: most civics have an executive or steering committee, and some areas 
t~; have branches and inter-branch meetings. Other structures are general groups 

dealing with topics like 11Commuters 11 or "hostels" 
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Q4(b.jrhe civics have regular meetings for the conrnittees and groups, these meetings 
either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the 
group. 

Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycott, rent, 
electricity and water prices, anti- community council campaign, school problems 
eg the high failure rate, housing, the Mjllion Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 

- the methods used include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 
house meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the Eye; 
- other activities have been, helping to start a COSAS branch, setting up a 
woman's organisation, benefit society, classes for students. 

ASSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it allowed people to share ideas and methods used. Some comrades would 
have liked more time for this session. 

SESSIONS 2: EVALUATION OF ANTI- COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
AIM: To evaluate the campaigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse~ 

METHOD: the civics answered the questions and wrote the answers on newsprint. They 
reported back to the whole group. There was a general discussion in the whole 
group after each presentation by each civic. 

QUESTIONS: 1) What structures did your civic use to run the campaign 
2) list all the different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was the % vote in your area? Why was this so big/ small? 

The answers to the next four questions were not recorded on newsprint 
(i) how effective were the activities you organised ? 

~ 
~ 

(ii) what could have been done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gains did your organisation make as a result of the campaign? 
(iv) ~~the BLAis enforced what do you plan to do? 

( 

REPORTS: 1) Structures: the .civics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committees were formed involving other organisations in the campaign 

the civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organised during the campaign: these included public meetings; 
Ramphlets, posters, workshops on the BLA, Qouse- to -house, placard demonstrations, 

/-~!f.( dis: Jpting election meetings, press-statements 
~.~ 3) the percentage vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; 

Mamelodi -28%- this was high because there was not enough publicity.and there 
were problems with venues. 

Daveyton 18,6% - this was low because of our work 
Soweto- 10 % - this was high because people were opposed to Tebehali and 
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people believe Tshabalala's promises. 
Vaal - 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 
Alex -~here was no election because we· pursuaded the opposition parties to 

dissolve so we won before the elections. 
To make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetin~s, also 
we should have won the chyrches onto our side - this could have helped us with venues, 
B~tter planning and evaluation throughout the campaign would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained exoerjence. We politicized people and allowed them a chance to 
voice their g;ievances, this boosted the civics and in some areas helped to build strong~r 
civics, Also we formed links between different organisations. The problem is that many 
of these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

~ The n~xt tasks are to destroy the Black Local Authorities and to strengthen our civics. 
Ce~SSMENT: Many comrades founl. this session very U'.seful, because they could learn from their 
own and each other's experiences. Also this session pointed out the need for consistent 
work and planning • not just work during a campaign. 

SESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
AIM: To bring out the licks between the struggle oyer jssues like Rent/ Electrjcjty etc 

in our civics and {i) the struggle of civics in "Indian''-and "Coloured" areas 
{ii) The struggle of our people in the rural areas 

{iii) t~ ~litical stryggle against the new constitution and 
the Koornhof Bills. 

METHOD: We had a panel of speakers which were supposed to consist of; one person from 
a civic in an "Indian" area, one person from a civic in a " coloured" area, one or 
two people from a political organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y a few comrades could not come ( although invited ) and so the only 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (FRA ) and one 
~erson from the TIC. 

l 
After they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
these questions:(1) In what way is our strug~le in African ar~as linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked to the struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) ~ have heard all the loud noises being made about the new constitution. 

~Le. have also heard the TIC people talk aha11t their stmggles against jt. 
Do you think there is any link between our problems in our local 
areas and the new constitution ? 
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We then had report backs.on one question at a time- and discussion of the report backs. 
We finished off with a'short summary of the Jinks between·our various struggles (in 
~·:des/ student bodies I women • s organisations/ unions etc ) 
REPORT: (1) the FRA and TIC people presented a summary of the structures of the FRA 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
in Lenasia and many a~ivists work jn both organisations. 
The structure of the FRA was described as a number of residents associations from 
qifferent parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern onl~ 
the peoplein their area, but any issue that concerns the whole of Lenasia 
i.l. taken up by the FRA as a who 1 e. 
The FRA has an executive;and a working committee of activist~. It also has a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to it. 
The FRA is in· turn a participating member of CRAC - the Coordjnatjng Residents' 
~tion CDmroitte~. This body exists to bring together civic organisations from a( 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured" and 
"Indian" areas are participating 

The comrades explained that they see a separation between the type of struggle 
fought by a civic and those fought by a political organisation like the TIC. 
They feel that ~civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people in 
the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ 
poorliving conditions etc. 

~The role of the political organisation is to bring out the political content oJ: 
\these basic struggles and to make sure that these struggles are coordinated int9 
~an'assault on the State at all levels- local as well as national. 
·Those activists who have this level underst 
~ e 
jSelves in civic affairs with a view to ultimatJy politicizing these local 
~struggles via the TIC. 
~U..was stresSed that although the civic ·was seen as a very important site of 
~struggle 1 it was not to be confused with a political organisation. Political 
~struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 

civic level, but a civic is not a political organisation md should not be 
confused with one. 
(2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same kind of arrangement should/could 

I exist in African areas. W~ there a need for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues? Was the UDF the type of 
organisation that could deal with these issues in African areas? 
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This led to some discussion about the nature of the UDF as a "front". Some people felt that 
wc;'hould not try to compare the Lens situation_t~o closely with the situation in many 
African areas, There were different conditions that may require different types of 
organisations to deal with them. 

This discussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF. 
By this stage it was quite late and so we decided to finish off with a short talk I 
summary by~ and then go straight into the discussion on the UDF ·and its relation to 
Civics. 

M1ke's talk tried to summarise a lot of what had already been discussed. He pointed out 
that we need to try and understand the links between the struggles in different areas in 
terms of the government's strategy in those areas. 

r·.~n we try to draw the 1 inks between the struggles of youth I women I trade unions I 
tC'ics I political struggles etc - we must stress · the way these problems are caused 
by a united strategy on the part of the enemy. 

/

The problems we face in youth organisations, in civics, i~ ~ural areas, in trade unions 
~~ in political struggles are all linked because they are all caused by the government 

in its attempts to reorganise otression in our country. 

He went on to explain this: The government is now forcing all our people to register as 
homeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept independance as soon as 
possible •• In this way it is trying to 'get rid ' of all the ~fricans in SA ... Our people 
are now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vendas etc) in South Africa. 
This will help the government to claim that it is a democratic government that 
~resents all the people of SA. As there will no longer be any African people in SA 
(\~ey will all be in or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transkei etc) - there won't be any 
problems with the fact that they are excluded from running the country. 

At the same time the government is now going to allow "Indian" and " Coloured " people to 
come into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
Africans are now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans con now run the 
country together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control of 
things and that the white government will still dominate as before. 

At the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
people that will remain in the urban areas. These people cannot be sent off to the 
homelands because they are neededin the industries in "white" SA. At one stage the 
(:.:ernment thought that it could send all the African people to the homelands and only 
allow them to come back as migrant workers when they are needed. 
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When it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
urban areas

1
the government changed its plan. It is now trying to seperate off a small 

grCt of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant workers. 

~All our pro~lems at local leyel ( poor housing, lack of recrea~~qJl facilities etc ) 
cpme from the fact that the government never intended that we~stay in the urban areas. 
We were all supposed to be temporary workers,so it was "not necessary" to spend a lot 
of money on the urban townships. 
tiaw that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that those of us who are 
to be allowed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the cost of improving our 
townships. After many, many years of milking us of all the work we can do - without even 
building decent houses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. It 
will now allow us to stay and become "priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
~hese priviledges ourselves. 

Th~e are m~other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is that~ 
- ~1hese different problems,'that we face in different areas are all as a result: 

of the governments new TOTAL: STRATEGY. They believe that in this way they can solve 
all the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
t~tinue for the next 1 000 years. 

~he only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqqles are united • 
T~e stru~gles on the youth front, the womens front, the union front , the rural front 

a 
and the civic front must all be linked together and united in common attack on oppression 
and exploitation. 

ASSESSNENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
a®the "coloured" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider rans.~ 
of experiences to dis_cuss and compare. 

(ii) The session raised a lot of questions that ne~ded much more discussion and 
were certainly not answered properly. But they were useful_because we began to discuss 
them and they can be taken up again - in our civics and in other education sessions. 

!I (iii) althoQgh a lot of participants responded positiyly to the session - it also 

~ w::.:~~s:....:!q;.u..:_i t:::e~c.::::on:.:.:f~u:..::s~i !.!..ng:L...:f~o:.:_r_:a~l~o:.:t_o~f:___!:p:.::e~op!::..l:..::e~ • .......:.l t~s~e~e!!!:ms~t~o:...!::.:be~o:.!.!n~e.....:a:!..!r~e~a~th~a:!...!t:__!.!n£ee~dlol..is~a~l ou...t~o....Joou...f 
attention in the future. 

SESSION 4: WHAT IS THE UOF AND HOW DO CIVIC ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
AIM: To examine the UOF in order to understand what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

fit in. 
METHOD: This changed from what we had planned as the UDF media committee and the MSC 
('. organiser were included in the session .• We were also running very late so the 

planned talk and ~iscussion were ~hanged into a brief introduction to the 
...... ·· ·•· 
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. the media presentation and the Million Signature ~ampaign. 
Comrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
used by the civics during the Anti- CC campaign( We have attached it to this 
report) He also made it clear that although a lot of good media was produced 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 
Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not undertake to 
produce ·media for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 
help in the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an ongoing part of our organisations. 

Comrade Murp~ told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few 
signatures had been collected. He pointed out that one of the ajms of tb~ 
campaign was to build u~ the affiliates - not to distance them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done - affiliates had to think seriously about the~. 

(~ ~t way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. 

In the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
to clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
UD~was trying to take over things in the organisatiQn. People ended up by saying that 
this problem. was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
it should also be dealt with carefully so as not to cause more problems. 

ASSESSMENT: W~really achieve our aim of examining the UDF and how our civi~ 
fitted in. We did not even touch on the question raised during the previous 
session;ie.'Was the UDF a "political organisation" that could play the same kind 

- I -
of role in the African Areas that the TIC plays in "Indian" areas. Although - , many peo~e felt that this was not so - the issue was not really discussed. 
This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

This issue must be tackled again in future education events or within our 
organisations. 

SESSION 5: THE FILM to SC£ 
AIM: Entertainment and also~something related to the struggle if possible •. 
REPORT: We showed the film"the Fifth Offensive" which was about the struggles of 

~~ :::~::r::::~:~:~;::g::::·::. (:::::c:::s~a:~tT::
0

:v:::::~:yt::x::z::m::h::: up and 
f.::t~"¥.\~c~ shoaed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 
~ASSESSMENT: The film was good in that it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 

('; occurred in other countries. We did not discuss it;which was a _E.ity. In future 
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we should try and get the kind ·of film or slide-tape show that can be ~ 
entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effective in giving 
information and creating a more realistic ~ay of understanding a situation. 

SESSION 6: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
AIM~ A general brainstorming session to get ideas on what c1v1cs could do now that the 

campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas brougntup in previous sessions ~ 

especially the session evaluating the campaign and the session 1inking rivic 

struggles to other struggles. 
METHOD: At the start of the session it was made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 

e 

for civics at this meeting. 
People were divided into groups and discussed the question .• 
The groups reported back to the plenary • c 

QUESTION:We have been discussing the anti- CC campaign and its links to other struggles 
and our role in the UDF. Keeping this in mind 

What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas ) 
NIJ REPORTS :(1) W_g_oeed to strengthen our civics: 

-get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work out program of action based on issues facing us. ' 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regular house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be disciplined 
-we must be democratic and consistent 
-we must be frank , fair and responsible 
-~ must practise what we preach. 

(3) The work of civics need to be coordinated 

(5) Open 

- perhaps through the UDF 
-~erhaps through an office for cjyjcs 
must coordinate with other organisations and groupings 
-ch~ches, taxi associationsi hostels. sporting organisatio~s 
cultural organisations, artists etc 
-t.~ese groups should be 1nvolved in6)work 
an office ' 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meetings 

:. 
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- be able to refer people to other advice centres • 
• 

(7) Propaganda 
-newsletter 

(8) Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
(9) Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational societies ~inked to the civics should 
be set up 

I 

(11) Projects relevant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) 

(~(13) 
Propagate UDF values 
politicize peopl~ 

-symbolize the links in our struggle eg by using different speakers 
like students, workers etc on platforms 

(13) Expose powerlessness of local government using day to day issues. 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for ongoing work between campaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
;.':~ ,,:AIM: T~ Jpo.k at bow to set useful goals and to plan. and to show why this is 
;c.._~ -•! 

t':./- important 
·:-~~~ 
t',;;•{.:lMETHOD:Input, then a discussion in. the big group 
~~ Practise of planning jn the small groups. I -

(~PUT: Looking at the ideas from the last session we can say that they are all goals 
~ that we can work for. Some of these goals are yer¥ general and wpn't really help us 

to plan our work. Eg the goal "To politicize our people" is not very useful as a 
~oal because it does not really tell us what to do, or how to do it. With this 
kind of goal we can do very little work and still .say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) we myst set soals that we know we can achieye. So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 
not really easy for a new and small civic tr achieve • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can assess it. After we have worked 

tt 
for a goal we must be able to say whether we have succeeded or failed. So if our goal 

()s to"educate our members" we cant really know if ,we have succeeded or not. But if our 
goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can asses~ it. We can assess whether the 
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the workshop happened, how many people attended it, if they learned a lot and if they 

(}oined the civic. 
(3) When we set goals we must set a time limit, o,therwise the work can go on for 
a very long time with nothing being achieved. The time limit will help us to be 
disciplined in our work. Examples of time limits are " have house meetings every week" 
or "run a seminar in the next month". 

(4) When we set goals, we must be democratic and rnake SUi'2 that everyone agr'e2s with 
the goal. ~e must make sure that the group is committed.to our goal • If we don't '----·------·-------· ---. --···-··-···--·-· 
have the group's committment we will net get the work done. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They must describe what we want to do • 
. ._. . 

A goal like " Hold hous~ meetings with residents every month" is more specific than a 
C,Jpal like "make contact with residents" 
~RoUP DISCUSSION: 

How can we improve a goal like "Strengthen our civics• 
We can make it more specific: "increase the number of members in our 

civic" , "run workshops to educate our members" 
We can also build in time limits " Recruit ten new members evef"!Jweek" 

"run workshops once a month" 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We can assess if we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have recru~ted new member, or held monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is committed to it, everyone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say that it is specific. All these 

( 

things make it_~ useful goa]. ( 
~PUT: How to plan 

Once we hgve set ou~ goals we must plan HOW we will carry them out 
(1) \<@_must be clear exactly what we want to achieve - this is in tenns of botb 
Q..Ur long tenn goals and the specifjc goals we are working for 
(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways we could work for this goal. 
After listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 
(3) Check out : can we do this 1 

Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources ? 
if we don't, can we find them somewhere? 

(4)Work out all the tasks we ne~d to do 
plan WHO will do each task 

WHEN will the tasks be done 
WHERE will we do all this 

THen talk about:WHAT will we do if this plan DOESN'T WORK ? 
Q 

(5) Plan time to evaluate during the work ·and after the plan has been carried out. 
~ I 
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SMALL ·GROUPS: Small groups planned an-educational event for a civic 
REPORT: one of the small groups reported on their plan 

(?) the other people criticised the plan and tried to improve on it, 
ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed how 
careful planning can helR our work, We needed far more time for this session 

ESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 
··AIM:To give infonnation an what the BLA will actually mean, -METHOD: ~HANDOUT on the BLA was distributed~ 

Comrade Amos summarised the BLA and answered questions -ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 
showed the links between the BLA and the constitution 

(~ESSION 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why? 
(2) What session did you not 1 ike and why? .-· --=-..""""' 
(3) Did you have any P.robl ems with any- -.of tbe {;ducator~-'? -which ~s?--tlhat-were -the 
problems? 

(~) Did y~u find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 
~) What 1mprovement would you have preferred? 

(5) Would it be useful to organise further educational events? 
·' 

REPORT: Most of the answers are written under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
(3) people asked for regular seminars 
(4) one person asked for a seminar like this , but with other political bodies 
(5) we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be announced in UDF news 
(7)we.needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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ihis is a report of each session of the education weekend. 
Under e~ch session we have reported under these headings: 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: how we ran the session 
QUESTIONS: the questions which were discussed in the session 
REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions 
ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation 

forms from the civic association members who attended the weekend. 
Jarticipants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people came and went •. 
"•~-SOW~TO; ~-E~rJ2.A.No ~ ;1_-AL.E'.X; ~-f~f~~I'/l: S'-VAF\1..; 5-EOIIIc.T\T.r~N Ci!fll"rTi'E£") 

~~ION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. -
~IM: to get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. --
~ETHOD:Each civic met and answered the questions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 

and reported back to the whole group. The group aske~ questions of infor
mation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what is the name of your civic? 
2. how old is your civic? 
3. how was your civic started? 
4 how does your civic work? 

(a) what structures do you have? 
(b) when do you meet 
(c) what activities has your civic done? 

~EPORTS: the civics that attended were 

c ... ~. 
> 

Alex Civic Association ( one year old) 
Soweto Civic Association (5 years old) 

' Soweto Branches-Mzimhlope, ~tapetla, Phiri, Pimville t1e:A~w_L-A""~-' 
. ··N,"\LiiOr • oRI.ANOo wrr~r· 

East Rand People's Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (3 years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Association (7 months old) 

Q3 -The civics were started in different ways, in some areas ac~sts from other 
areas helped local activists to start the civic, In other areas a mass meeting was 

.../ 

called. 
Q4 - Struct~r~s: most civics have an executive or steering committee, and some areas 

have branches and inter-branch meetings. Other structures are general groups 
dealing with topics like 11 CommuterS 11 or 11 hostelS 11 
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Q4{biThe civics have regular meetings for the committees and groups, these meetings ~ 
' C:' either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the 

group. 
Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycott, rent, 

electricity and water prices, anti- community council campaign, school problems 
eg the high failure rate, housing, the Million Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 

- the methods used include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 
house meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the Eye; 
- other activities have been, helping to start a COSAS branch, setting up a 
woman's organisation, benefit society, classes for students. 

\SSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it allowed people to share ideas and methods used. ·Some comrades would 
have liked more time for this session. 

,[SSIONS 2: EVALUATION OF ANTI- COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
JM: To evaluate the campaigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse~ 

lETHOD: the civics answered the questions and wrote the answers on newsprint. They 
reported back to the whole group. There was a general discussion in the whole 
group after each presentation by each civic. 

/UESTIONS: 1) What structures did your civic use to run the campaign 
2) list all the different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was the % vote in your area? Why was this so big/ small? 

he answers to the next four questions were not recorded on newspriijt 
{i) how effective were the activities you organised? 

~ (ii) what could have been done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gains did your organisation make as a result of the campaign? 
(iv) Now the BLA is enforced what do you plan to do? 

.EPORTS~ 1) Structures: the civics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committees were formed involving other organisations in the campaign 

(~· . 

the civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organised during the campaign: these included public meetings; 
pamphlets, posters, workshops on the BLA, house- to -house, placard demonstrations, 
disrupting election meetings, press-statements 
3) the percentage vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; 
Mamelodi -28%- this was high because there was not enough publicity.and there 

were problems with venues. 
Daveyton - 18,6% - this was low because of o~r work 
Soweto- 10% - this was high because people were opposed to Tebehali and 
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people believe Tshabalala's promises. . . 
Vaal 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 
Alex - there was no election because w~ pursuaded the opposition parties to 

dissolve so we won before the elections. 
fo make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetings, also 
1e should have won the churches onto our side - this could have helped us with venues, 

__ ... -- ---- ··---- ··---·- - -
3etter planning and evaluation throughout the campaign would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained experience. We politicized people and allowed them a chance to ( 
toice their grievances, this boosted theci~ic;··and-in-some areas helped to buiid stronger 1 

:ivies. Also we formed links between different organisations. The problem is that many 
)f these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

'he next tasks are to destroy the Black Local Authorities and to strengthen our c1v1~s. 
C:sSMOO;-M~ny-~;;~~des--fourlthis sessio~--~-ery-~;ful ,--because they could learn from their 
wn and each other's experiences. Also this session pointed out the need for consistent 
ork and planning , not just work during a campaign. 

ESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
IM: To bring out the links between the struggle over issues like Rent/ Electricity etc 

in our civics and (i) the struggle of civics in "Indian" and "Coloured" areas 
(ii) The struggle of our people in the rural areas 

(iii) the political struggle against the new constitution and 
the Koornhof Bills. 

~THOD: We had a panel of speakers which were suppo~ed to consist of; one person from 
a civic in an "Indian" area, one· person from a civic in a " coloured" area, one or 
two people from a political organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y a few com~~des could not come ( although invited ). and so the only 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (FRA ) and one 
person from the TIC. 

'ter they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
1ese questions:(1) In what way is our struggle in African areas linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked to the struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) We have heard all the loud noises being made about the new constitution. 

We have also heard the TIC people talk about their struggles against it. 
Do you think there is any link between our problems in our local 
areas and the new constitution ? 
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We then had report backs.on one question at a time- and discussion of the report backs. 
We finished off with a 'short summary of the 1 inks between ·our various struggles (in 
Civics/ student bodies I women's organisations/ unions etc ) 
£:"-oRT: (1) the FRA and TIC people presented a surrmary of the structures of the FRA 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
-...:.. ---- -------- ·--- -··------

in Lenasia and many activists work in both organisations. 
-----··-- ··--· ----- ----·-

The structure of the FRA was described as a number o{ residents a$SOCiations from 
different parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern cn1y 
the peoplein their area, but any issue that concerns the whole of Lenasia 
is taken up by the FRA as a whole. 
The FRA has an executiveiand a working committee of activists. It also has a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to it. 
The FRA is in turn a participating member of CRAC- the Coordinating Residents• 
Action COmmittee. This body exists to bring together civic organisations from a~ 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured" and 
"Indian" areas are participating 

The comrades explained that they see a separation between the type of struggle 
fought by a civic and those fought by a po1itical organisation like the TIC. 
They feel that a civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people in 
the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ 
poorliving conditions etc. 
The role of the political organisation is to bring out the political content of 

, these· basic struggles and to make sure that these struggles are coordinated into 
··-\an assault on the State at all levels- local as well as national. 

.-.._ 

Those activists who have this level of political understanding would involve 
e 

selves in civic affairs with a view to ultimat~y politicizing these local 
struggles via the TIC. 
It was stressed that although the civic was seen as a very important site of 
struggle 1it was not to be confused with a political organisation. Political 
struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 
civic level, but a civic is not a political organisation a1.d should not be 
confused with one. 

· (2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same kind of arrangement should/could 
exist in African areas. Was there a need for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues? Was the UDF the type of 
organisation that could deal with these issues in African areas? 
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~his led to some discussion about the nature of the UDF as a "front". Some people felt that 
1e should not try to compare the Lens situation too closely with the situation in many 
.(ican areas, There were different conditions that may require 'diff~rent types of 
.rganisations to deal with them. 

his discussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF
Y this stage it was quite late and so we decided to finish off with a short talk I 
ummary by Mike and then go straight into the discussion on the UDF ·and its relation to 
ivies. • 

Mike's talk tried to su~arise a lot of what had already been discussed. He pointed out 
:hat we need·to try and understand the links betweem the struggles in different areas in 
:erms of the government's strategy in those areas. 

" <:n we try to draw the 1 inks bet\..,een the struggles of youth I women I trade unions I 
·• 

:(;)cs I political struggles etc- we must stress the way these problems are caused 
•Y a united strategy on the part of the enemy. -

I .I 

he problems we face in youth organisations, in civics, in 
n political struggles are all linked because they are all 

p 
n its attempts to reorganise opression in our country. 

rural areas, in trade unions I . 
caused by the government ~~. ·-

e went on to explain this: The government is now forting all our people to register as 
omeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept independance as soon as 
ossible •• In this way it is trying to •get rid • of all the Africans in SA. ··our people 
,re now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vendas etc) in South Africa. 
·his will help the government to claim that it is a democratic government that 
~fese~ts all the.people of SA. As there will no longer be a~y African people in SA 
tHey w1ll all be 1n or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transke1 etc) - there won't be any 
1roblems with the fact that they are excluded from running the country. 

~t the same time the governmen't is now going to allow "Indian" and 11 Coloured 11 people to 
orne into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
fricans are now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans can now run the 
ountry together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control of 
hings and that the white government will still dominate as before • 

. t the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
eople that will remain in the urban areas. These people cannot be sent off to the 
.omelands because they are needroin the industries in 11 White 11 SA. At one stage the 
~~·2rnment thought that it could send all the African people to the homelands and only 
1llow them to come back as migrant workers when they are needed. 
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hen it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
rban areas

1
the government changed its plan. It is now trying to seperate off a small 

r-. 
~~P of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant workers. 

11 our problems at local level ( poor housing, lack of recrea~0~1~1 f.acilities etc 
orne from the fact that the government never intended that we~stay in the urban areas. 
e were all supposed to be temporary workers 1so it was 11 not necessary .. to spend a lot 
f money on the urban townships. 
ow that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that those of us who are 
o be allowed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the CC$t of improving cur 
ownships. After many, many years of milking us of all the work we can do -without even 
uilding decent houses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. !t 
·ill now allow us to stay and become "priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
hese priviledges ourselves. 

E) 
here are many other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is that 
11 these different problems 'that we face in different areas are all as a result 

' ' 

-
of the governments new TOTAL: STRATEGY. They believe that in this way they can solve 

1ll the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
o continue for the next 1 000 years. 

·he only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqqles are united. 
-he struggles on the youth front, the womens front, the union front , the rural front 

a 
1nd the civic front must all be. linked together and united in common attack on oppression 
;nd exploitation. k 

~SESSMENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
1(,lj}) the "coloured" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider ranlt 
1f experiences to dis.cuss and compare. 

(ii) The session raised a lot of questions that ne~ded much more discussion and 
1ere certajnly not answered properly. But they were useful_because we began to discuss 
.hem and they can be taken up again - in our civics and in other education sessions~ 

(iii) although a lot of participants responded positivly to the session - it also 
1as quite confusing for a lot of people. It seems to be one area that needs a lot of 
ttention in the future. 

)ESSION ~: WHAT IS THE UDF AND HOW DO CIVIC ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
\111: To examine the UDF in order to understand what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

~------
fit in. 

1rTHOD: This changed from what we had planned as the UDF media committee and the MSC 
organiser were included in the session. We were also running very late so the 
planned talk and discussion were ~hanged into a brief introduction to the 
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the media presentation and the Million Signature ~ampaign. 

C~mrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
used by the civics during the Anti- CC campaign( We have attached it to this 
report) He also made it clear that although a lot of good media was produced 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 

Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not undertake to 
produce 'media for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 

help in the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an on~oing part of our organisations. 

Comrade Murphy told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few 
signatures had been collected. He pointed out that one of the aims of the 
campaign was to build up the affiliates - not to distance them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done - affiliates had to think seriously about the ~. 

best way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. 

n the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
o clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
JF was trying to take over things in the organisation. People ended up by saying that 
1is problem was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
t should also be dealt with carefully so as not to cause more problems. 

SSESSMENT: We did not really achieve our aim of examining the UDF and how our civics 
fitted in. We did not even touch on the question raised during the previous 
session;ie.'Was the UDF a .. political organisation" that could play the same kind 

. I 

of role in the African Areas that the TIC plays in "Indian .. areas. Although 
p • 

many peoJe felt that th1s was not so - the issue was not really discussed. 
~ This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

This issue must be tackled again in future education events or within our 
organisations. 

SSION 5: THE FILM to SC£ 
M: Entertainment and also~something related to the struggle if possible. 
PORT: We showed the film"the Fifth Offensive" which was about the struggles of 

the partisans in Yugoslavia (under Marshall Tito) against the Nazis in the 
second world war. 
We had some problem with the projector , but we eventually fixed something up and 
shoaed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 

SESSMENT: The film was good in that it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 
-'··· occurred in other countries. We did not discuss it;which was a pity. In future 
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we should try and get the kind of film or slide-tape show that can be~ 
entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effective in giving 
information and creating a more realistic ~ay of understanding a situation. 

SESSION 6: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
AIM: A general brainstorming session to get ideas on what civics could do now that the 

campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas broughtup in previous sessions ~ 

especially the session evaluating the campaign and the session linking civic 
struggles to other struggles. 

METHOD: At the start of the session it was made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 
for civics at this meeting. 
People were divided into groups and discussed the question. 
The groups reported back to the plenary • 

CfuESTION:We have been discussing the anti- CC campaign and its links to other struggles 
and our role in the UOF. Keeping this in mind 

What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas ) 
REPORTS :(1) We need to strengthen our civics: 

-get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work out program of action based on issues facing us. '· 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regular house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be disciplined 
-we must be democratic and consistent 

~ -we must be frank , fair and responsible 
-we must practise what we preach. 

(3) The work of civics need to be coordinated 
- perhaps through the UDF 
-perhaps through an office for civics 

(4) Civi must coordinate with other organisations and groupings 
-churches, taxi associationsi hostels, sportJng organisations 
cultural organisations, artists etc 
-these groups should be involved in our work 

(5) Open an office ' 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meetings 

(6) Advice work 
-Legal aid, health advice, rehabilitation for criminal 
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- be able to refer people to other advice centres. 
" ( 7) Propaganda 

-newsletter 
(8) Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
(9) Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational soci2ties linked to the civics should 
be set up 

(11) Projects relevant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) Propagate UDF values 
(13) politicize people 

-symbolize the links in our struggle eg by using different speakers 
like students, workers etc on platforms 

:i;:·/ (13) ;_xpose P.~~erless.~_es_s o! __ !ocal_~~~:~nmen~-U.~ing day to day issues. 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for ongoing work between ca·mpaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
AIM: To look at how to set useful goals and to plan, and to show why this is 

important 
METHOD:Input, then a discussion in the big group 

Practise of planning in the small groups. 
~PUT: Looking at the ideas from the last session we can say that they are all goals 

that we can work for. Some of these goals are very general and won't really help us 
to plan our work. Eg the goal "To politicize our people" is not very useful as a 
goal because it does not really tell us what to do, or how to do it. With this 
kind of goal we can do very little work and still say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) we must set goals that we know we can achieve. So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 

---~--------not really easy for a new and small civic to achieve • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can atess it. After we have worked 

1\ 

for a goal we must be able to say whether we have succeeded or failed. So .if our goal 
(~ to"educate our members" we cant really kn~w if we have succeeded or not. But if our 
goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can assess it. We can assess whether the 
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the workshop happened, how many people attended it, if they learned a lot and if they 

,--ioined the civic. 
(~t3) When we set goals we must set a time limit, otherwise the work can go on for 

a very long time with nothing being achieved. The time limit will help us to be 
disciplined in our work. Examples of time 1 imits are " have house meetings every week"· 
or "run a seminar in the next month". 

(4) When~e set goals, we must be democratic· and make sure that everyone agrees with 
the goal. We must make sure that the group is committed.to our goal • If we don•t 
have the group•s committment we wi11 not get the work done. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They must describe what we want to do. 
A goal like " Hold house meetings with residents every month" is more specific than a 
goal like "make contact with residents .. 

{?xOUP DISCUSSION: 
How can we improve a goal like .. Strengthen our civics" 

We can make it more specific: "increase the number of members in our 
civic" , "run workshops to educate our members" 

We can also build in time limits .. Recruit ten new members eve'!iweek" 
11 run workshops once a month" 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We can assess if we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have recruited new member, or held monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is committed to it, everyone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say that it is specific. All these 
things make it a useful goal. 

~PUT: How to plan 
~ce we have set ou~ goals we must plan HOW we will carry them out 
(1) We must be clear exactly what we want to achieve- this is in terms of both 
our long term goals and the specific goals we are working for 
(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways we could work for this goal. 
After listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 
(3) Check out: can we do this? 

Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources ? 

if we don•t, can we find them somewhere? 
(4)Wor~ out all the tasks we need to do 

plan WHO will do each task 
WHEN will the tasks be done 
WHERE will we do all this 

(~:;> THen talk about:WHAT will we do if this plan DOESN•T WORK? 
0 

(5) Plan time to evaluate during the work ·and after the plan has been carried out • 
._ I 
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SMALL 'GROUPS: Small groups planned an educational event for a civic 
REPORT: one of the small groups reported on their plan 

r........ the other people criticised the plan and tried to improve on it, 
\._·~ ' 

ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed how 
careful planning can help our work, We needed far more time for this session 

SESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 
AIM:To give information on what the BLA will actually mean, 
METHOD: A HANDOUT on the BLA was distributed 

Comrade Amos summarised the BLA and answered questions 
ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 

showed the links between the BLA and the constitution 

CXE:ssroN 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why? 
(2) What session did you not like and why? 
(3) Did you have any problems with any of the edu~ators ? which ones? What were the 
problems? 
'4) Did you find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 

I tTj) What improvement would you have preferred? 
1'5) Would it be use~ul to organise further educational events? 
REPORT: Most of the answers are written under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
(3) people asked for regular seminars 
(4) one person asked for a seminar like this , but with other political bodies 
(5) we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be announced in UDF news 
(7)we needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACT (_ .i...A) · 
I 

INTRO: The aim of this pamphlet\is just to tell you about 
i 

the B~A and its bac~grou1d and NOT to deal with 

'" possible ways of organis ng against the new Town 

" Co:.:nci 1 system. 

Before the 1976 June revoltsJthe townships were controlled 

by the administration 
,. 

boards and their puppets. the URBAN ,, 
BANTU Councils. 

After and during the 1976 revolt~ these Urban Bantu Councils 

came under heavy attack from the \people. As a result 

administration offices were 

on the councils were forced 

I 

I 
burnt! down 

I ' 

to relsign. 
I 

: 

and the councillors 

The government realised that they\ were losing their control 

over the townships and so they in~roduced the "Community 

Council'" system. i 
I 
I 

These community councisl operated only in African urban 

are 
0 I J 

These community councils had veryj little power. EVEN THOUGH 

they could distribute houses and ~dminister sport and 

l i b r a ri e s J e v e r y t h i n g t h e y 'd i d w a s \ s t i 1 1 . s u b j e c t to t h e w i s h 

of the Department of Co-operation and Development.· 

2/ ••• The community 
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The Community council system w~s not a successful one. The 

voting percentage in the 1977 C~mmunity Council elections 

show that their popular supper~ ~as very little. Soweto had 

a poll of 6%, Port Elizabeth had a poll of 11% and Daveyton 

and Kwa Thema had 19% each. 

The community council system was obviously a failure. This 

forced the government to look for another method to control 

the townships. 

They came up with the Black Local Authorities Act. The Act 

, provided for elections to be held for councillors to form 

a Town or Village Council. 

These town councils will replace the existing community 

councils. 

The government says that these new "councils" will give 

people in the townships more co~trol over their own affairs. 

However when one looks at the powers which the new town 

co unci 1 s have it is easy to see· ,that they too wi 11 be puppets 

dancing to Pretoria•s tune. 

The Act gives Town councils the powers to :-

1) provide and maintain s~rvices like water, electricity 

and sewerage 

2) 

3 ) 

t he c 1 e a ri r.g of s quat t e 1r s e t t 1 em en t s 

the distribution _o_~:-JJ?wsing and_rastly the power to-·-. 

form their own kind of ~alice force. 

3/ .•• They do NOT 
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They do NOT have the powers to dele ide on transport or 

education. In any event the Min ils te r of Co-operation and 

Development has the power to : -

' 

1) establish or dissolve a ~ouncil 

2) change the status, size ~r even the jurisdiction of 

the council 
I give them any extra powers 
' 

3) 

4) appoint councillors to v~cancies on the council 
! 

5) appoint 1 oca 1 commi tteesl where no co unci 1 s exist 
I 

6) announce elections and lfY down election 

procedures 

7) authorise all budgets an~ money matters of the 

council 

8) intervene in the matterslof the council whenever 
I 

he wants to. 

He can even remove councillors fr+m office or dissolve the 
! 

counci 1. 

It is important to note that ·thes~ Town Councils are meant to 

be able to support themselves. 

So it is clear that there is no cdntrol being given to 

township residents. 

I 

I 
It is also clear that --there is no )democracy in the way that 

·the councils are meant to operateJ .. 
I 

4/ HOW DO 
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HOW DO THE POWERS GIVEN TO BLAC LQCAL AUTHORITIES 

DIFFER FROM THE POWERS GIVEN TO WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITY 

1. ·Can let houses and 

collect rentals. 

2. Has no power and 

control over transport. 

3. Budget must be approved 

by Minister. Minister 

can also reject their 

budget. 

4. Can charge residents for 

water and lights only. 

5. Has no control over 

education. 

WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Can buy land, build 

houses and rent or sell 

houses.· 

2. Has its own transport 

system and full control 

over buses. 

3. Prepares and approves . 
its own budget. 

4. Can build facilities for 

all services and can also 

charge residents for all 

services. 

5/ ••• WHAT WILL 
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WHAT WILL THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACT 

MEAN TO RESIDENTS : 

1. As these Town Councils have to support themselves, the 

councils wi 11 have to get the money from the residents. 

So they w i 11 probably : -
{ i } make rents higher 

( i ; ) make site and service charges higher. 

2. It means that residents will still have no control over 

the conditions in which they live. 

3) It means that if there is dissatisfaction with living 

c~n~itions in the townships the residents will be more 

likely to see the Town Councils as a target than the 

government. 

CONCLUSION: 

Township residents are now being asked to finance and administer 

the terrible conditions in which they live. 

The town councillors of the town councils will be the new 

"administrators" and will certainly prove to be no better 

than the last bunch of community councillors. 

******* 
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FRIDAY 

U.D. F. EDUCATICN a:MvtiTTEE. 

EDUCAT I CN PRCGRAM.£ FOR CIVICS. 

8.00pm 

9.00pm 

:Arrival and supper. 

:Introduction to weekend and 
get to know each other session. 

SATURDAY 8. 0 0 am :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 

9.00am 

lO.OOam 

10.30am 

12.30am 

l.OOpm 

2.00pm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00am 

9.00am 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
-With whole group ; presentations on 

newsprint. 
, 

:Tea. 

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Led discussion on methods of 
organising I mobilising. 

:Black Local Authorities Act. 

:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit in with 
other struggles? 
-4 Speakers .; Leandra ; TIC ; FRA 

ECO. 
-Questions from the floor after each 

speaker. 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Brief talk. 

:Tea. 

:\Vhat is the UOF and how do civic 
organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led discussion. 

:Supper. 

: F i lm. 

:Breakfast. 

=~~ere do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming sessioQ in groups. 
-Report back. 

1 
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10.30am :Tea. 

ll.OOam :Ski 1 1 s ses ion. 
-How to se goals and plan. 

12.30am :Evaluation 

l.OOam :Lunch and eparture. 

2 
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FRIDAY 

U.D.F. EDUCATION OlvMITTEE. 

EDUO\T I ON PR<XRAMv1E FOR CIVICS. 

8.00pm 

9.00pm 

:Arrival and supper. 

:Introduction to weekend and 
get to know each other session. 

SATLKDAY 8. OOam :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 

9.00am 

lO.OOam 

10.30aril 

12.30am 

l.OOpm 

2.00pm 

4.00pm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00am 

9.00am 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
-With whole group ; presentations on 

newsprint. 
,. 

:Tea. 

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Led discussion on methods of 
organising I mobilising. 

:Black Local Authorities Act. 

:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit in with 
other struggles? 
-4 Speakers ; Leandra ; TIC ; FRA 

ECO. 
-Questions from the floor after each 
speaker. 

-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Brief talk. 

:Tea. 

:What i s. the UDF and how do c i v i c 
_organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led discussion. 

:Supper. 

: F i lm. 

:Breakfast. 

:~ere do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming session in groups. 
-Report back. 

1 
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10.30am :Tea. 

ll.OOam :Ski lis se sion. 
-How to s t goals and plan. 

12.30am :Evaluatio • 

l.OOam :Lunch and departure. 

(J. 

,. 

.. 

2 
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£~Uf: DALESIO[ (sT. ~DH-r-t ~cs.c..c Cct...LeG:E) 
•" 

REPORT: 

This is a report of each session of the education weekend. 
Under each session we have reported under these headings: 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: how we ran the session 
QUESTIO~S: the questions which were discussed in the session 
REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions 
ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation 

"forms from the civic association members who attended the weekend. 
Participants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people came and went. 
~Q- .Sow'EIO ; 0- EASr I<FtNo ; J..- At.E".X ; ~- P~E ~~rf:l ; S"- VAAL.. ; 5- EOU~c.ATr¢"' ~~~~nr'TTE"E") _ 

st~ION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. · 
AIM: to get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. 

METHOD:Each civic met and answered the questions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 
and reported back to the whole group. The group aske~ questions of infor
mation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what is the name of your civic? 
2. how old is your civic? . 
3. how was your civic started? 

4 how does your civic work? 
(a) what structures do you have? 
(b) when do you meet 
(c) what activities has your civic done? 

REPORTS: the civics that attended were 
Alex Civic Association { one·year old) 
Soweto Civic Association (5 years old) 

Soweto Branches-Mzimhlope, ~1aoetla, Phiri, Pimville t1£A~L·)}--ANO<; 1 
·N,;L~O.r , ORl..ANi:>O l.oJ~&r• .. 

East Rand People•s Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (3 years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Association (7 months old) 

Q3 -The civics were started in diff~rent ways, in some areas activists from other 
areas helped local activists to start the civic, In other areas a mass meeting was 
called. 

Q4- Structures: most civics have an executive or steering committee, and some areas 
have branches and inter-branch meetings. Other structures are general groups 
dealing with topics like "Commuters" or "hostels" 
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Q4(biThe civics have regular meetings for the committees and groups, these meetings ~ 

either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the 
group. 

Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycott, rent, 
electricity and water prices, anti- community council campaign, school problems 
eg the high failure rate, housing, the Million Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 

- the methods used include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 
hause meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the E'ye; 
- other activities have been, helping to start a COSAS branch, setting up a 

·woman's organisation. benefit society. classes for students. 

ASSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it,allowed people to share ideas and methods used. Some comrades would 
have liked mor time for this session. 

-()~----------~-------------------------------------------
SESSIONS 2: EVALUATION F ANTI- COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
AIM: To evaluate the ca aigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse~ 

METHOD: the civics answe ed the questions and wrote the answers on-newsprint. They 
reported back t the whole group. There was a general discussion in the whole 
group after eac presentation by each civic. 

QUESTIONS: 1) What struc ures did your civic use to run the campaign 
2) list all t e different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was t e % vote in your area? Why was this so big/ small? 

The answers to the next our questions were not re·corded on newsprint 
(i) how effect ve were the activities you organised ? 

(ii) what could have been done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gain did your organisation make as a result of the campaign? . 
(iv) Now the BL is enforced what do you plan to do? 

REPORTS: 1) Structures: he civics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committe s were formed involving other organisations in the campaign 

t e civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organi ed during the campaign~ these included public meetings; 
pamphlets, poste s, workshops on the BLA, house- to -house, placard demonstrations~ 
disrupting elect·on meetings, press-statements 
3) the percentag vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; 
Mamelodi -28%- his was high because there was not enough publicity.and there 

ere problems with venues. 
Daveyton - 18,6% - this was low because of o:ur work 
Soweto- 10% - this was high because people were opposed to Tebehali and 
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people believe Tshabalala's promises. 
Vaal - 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 

()' Alex- there was no election because we· pursuaded the opposition parties to 
dissolve so we won before. the elections. 

To make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetings, als~t1.· 
we should have won the churches onto our side - this could have helped us with venues, ( 
Better planning and evaluation throughout the campaign would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained experience. We politicized people and allowed them a chance to 1 

voice their grievances, this boosted the civics and in some areas helped to build stronger/ 
&i 

civics. Also we formed links between different organisations. The problem is that many p · 
I 

of these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

The next tasks are to destroy the Black Local Authorities and to strengthen our civics. 
ASSESSMENT: Many· comrades fou~this session very useful, because they could learn from their 
oJ:>and each other's experiences, Also this session pointed out the need for consistent 
work and planning , not just work during a campaign. 

SESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
AIM: To bring out the links between the struggle over issues like Rent/ Electricity etc 

in our civics and (i) the struggle of civics in .. Indian .. and 11 Coloured 11 areas I 
(ii) The struggle of our people in the rural areas 

(iii) the political struggle against the new constitution and 1 

the Koornhof Bills. 
METHOD: We had a panel of speakers which were supposed to consist of; one person from 

1'0). 
\iJ 

a civic in an 11 Indian 11 area, one person from a civic in a .. coloured .. area, one or 
two people from a political organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y _a few comrades could not come ( although invited ) and so the o~ly 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (FRA ) and one 
person from the TIC. 

After they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
these questions:(1) In what way is our struggle in African areas linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked td th~ struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) We have heard all the loud noises being made about the new constitution. 

We have also heard the TIC people talk about their struggles against it. 
Do you think there is any link between our problems in our local 
areas and the new constitution ? 
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we then had report backs on one question at a time - and discussion of the report backs. 

·We finished off with a short summary of the links between .our various struggles (in 
Civics/ student bodies I women•s organisations/ unions etc ) 
~~RT: (1) .the FRA and TIC people presented a summary of the structures of the FRA 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
in Lenasia and many activists work in both organisations. 
The structure of the FRA was described as a number of residents associations from 
different parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern only 
the people in their area, but any issue that concerns the whole of Lenasia 
is taken up by the FRA as a whole. 
The FRA has an executive;and a working committee of a~tivists. It also has a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to it. 
The FRA is in turn a participating member of CRAC - the Coordinating Residents• 
Action COmmittee. This body exists to bring together civic organisations from all_ 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured" and 
"Indian" areas are participating 

The comrades explained that they see a sepa~tion between the type of struggle{/ 
fought by a civic and those fought by a)>oiitical organisation like the TIC. Jti 

. IJ} 

They feel that a civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people inj/ 
the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ ~-

poorliving conditions etc. . 
The role of the political organisation is to bring out the political content of [f/ 
these basic struggles and to make sure that these struggles are coordinated int~/ 
an assault on the State at all levels- local as well as national. '. 
Those activists who have this level of political understanding would involve them-

. e 
selves in civic affairs with a view to ultimat~y politicizing these local 
struggles via the TIC. 
It was stressed that although the civic was seen as a very important site of 
struggle1it was·not to be confused with a political organisation. Political 
struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 
civic level, but a civic is not a political organisation ~d should not be 
confused with one. 
{2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same kind of arra11gement should/could 
exist in African areas. Was there a need for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues? Was the UDF the type of 
organisation that could deal with these issues in African areas? 
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This led to some discussion about the nature of the UDF as a "front". Some people felt that 
wN·hould not try to compare the Lens situation too closely with the situation in many 
A't;ican areas, There were different conditions that may require different types of 
~rganisations to deal with them. 

This discussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF. 
By this stage it was quite late and so we decided to finish off with a short talk I 
summary by Mike and then go straight into the discussion on the UDF ·and its relation to 
Civics. 

Mike's talk tried to summarise a lot of what had already been discussed. He pointed out 
that we need to try and understand the links between the struggles in different areas in 
terms of the government's strategy in those areas •.. 

' 
When we try to draw the links between the struggles of youth I women I trade unions I 
c~·cs I political struggles etc - we must stress the way these problems are caused 
by a united strategy on the part of the enemy. 

The problems we face in youth organisations, in civics, in rural areas, in trade unions 
in political struggles are all linked because they are all caused by the government 
in its attempts to reorganise o¢ression in our country. 

He went on to explain this: The government is now forcing all our people to register as 
homeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept independance as soon as 
possible •• In this way it is trying to 'get rid ' of all the Africans in. SA. ··Our people 
are now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vendas etc) in South Africa.· 
This will help the government to-claim that it is a democratic government that 
r~esents all the people of SA. As there will no longer be any African people in SA 
(they will all be in or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transkei etc) - there won't be any 
problems with the fact that"they are excluded from running the country. 

At the same time the government is now going to allow "Indian" and " Coloured " people to 
come into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
Africans are now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans can now run the 
country together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control of 
things and that the white government will still dominate as before. 

At the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
people that will remain in the urban areas. These people cannot be sent off to_ the 
ho~elands because they are neededin the industries in "white" SA. At one stage the 
g~irnment thought that it could send all the African people to the homelands and only 
allow them to come back as migrant workers when they are needed. 
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When it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
urban (lreas

1
the government changed its plan. It is now tryi_ng to seperate off a small 

grA~~ of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant workers. 
<· 

All our problems at local level ( poor housing, lack of recrea~eo~1~1 facilities etc ) 
come from the fact that the government never intended that we~stay in the urban areas. 
We were all supposed to be temporary workers 1so it was "not necessary .. to spend a lot 
of money on the urban townships. 
Now that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that tho$e of us who are 
to be allowed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the cost of improving our 
townships. After many, many years of milking us of all the work we can do- without even 
building decent houses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. It 
will now allow us to stay and become 11 priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
these priviledges ourselves. 

T~-e are many other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is that 
all these different problems.'that we face in different areas are all as a result 

of the governments new TOTAL STRATEGY. They believe that in this way they can solve 
all the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
to continue for the next 1 000 years. 

The only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqqles are united. 
The struggles on the youth front, the womens front, the union front -, the rural front 
and the civic front must 
and exploitation. 

a 
all be linked together and united in common attack on oppression 

~ 

ASSESSMENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
a~ the "coloured" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider range 
of experiences to discuss and compare. · 

(ii) Th~ session raised a lot of questions that needed much more discussion and 
were certainly not answered properly. But th~y were useful because we began to discuss 
them and they can be taken up again - in our civics and in other education sessions. 

(iii) although a lot of participants responded positivly to the session - it also 
was quite confusing for a lot of people. It seems to be one area that needs a lot of 
attention in the future. 

SESSION 4: WHAT IS THE UDF AND HOW DO CIVIC ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
AIM: To examine the UDF in order to understand what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

fit in. 
METHOD: This changed from what·we had planned as the UDF media committee and the MSC 

........... 

(; _ _.:; organiser were included in the session. We were also running very late so the 
planned talk and discussion were changed into a brief introduction to the ... .. -·· 
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the media presentation and the Million Signature ~ampaign. 

REPQRT: Comrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
,...,...._ 
\;·~': used by the civics during the Anti- CC campaign( We have attached it to this ·1 

report) He also made it clear that although a lot of good media was produced !/ 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 

Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not undertake to 
produce media for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 
help in the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an ongoing part of our organisations. 

Comrade Murphy told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few ~ 
signatures had been ~ollected. He pointed out that one of the aims of the~ 
campaign was to build up the affiliates- not to distance them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done - affiliates had to think seriously about the~. 

Gr; best way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. 

In the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
to clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
UDF was trying to take over things in the organisation. People ended up by saying that 
this problem was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
it should also be dealt with carefully so as not to cause more problems. 

ASSESSMENT: We did not really achieve our aim of examining the UDF and how our civics 
fitted in. We did not even touch on the question raised during the previous 

, session;ie.'Was the UDF a "political organisation" that could play the same kind 
. I 

of role in the African Areas that the TIC plays in "Indian" areas. Although 
p . 

many p~oJe felt that this was not so - the issue was not really discussed. 
This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

This issue must be tackled again in future education events or within our 
organisations. 

SESSION 5: THE FILM to SEE 

AIM: Entertainment and also~something related to the struggle if possible. 
REPORT: We showed the film"the Fifth Offensive" which was about the struggles of 

the partisans in Yugoslavia (under Marshall Tito) against the Nazis in the 
second world war. 
We had some problem with the projector , but we eventually fixed something up and 
showed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 

ASSESSMENT: The film was good iri that it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 
Q; occurred in other countries. We did not discuss it;which was a pity. In future 
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we should try and get the kind of film or slide-tape show that can be~ 
entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effective in giving 
information and creating a more realistic ~ay of understanding a situation. 

SESSION 6: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
AIM: A general brai_nstorming session to get ideas on what civics could do now that the 

campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas broughtup in previous sessions ; 
especially the session evaluating the campaign and the session iinking civic 
struggles to other struggles. 

METHOD: At the start of the session it was made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 
for civics at this meeting. 
People were divided into groups and discussed the question. 

~' The groups reported back to the plenary • 
QUESTION:We have been discussing the anti- ·cc campaign and its links to other struggles 

and our role in the UDF. Keeping this in mind 
What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas } 

REPORTS :(1) We need to strengthen our civics: 
-get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work out program of action based on is~ues facing us. ' 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regular house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be -disciplined 
-we must be democratic and consistent 
-we must be frank , fair and responsible 
-~ must practise what we preach. 

(3) The work of civics need to be coordinated 
- perhaps ~ough the UDF · 
-perhaps through an office for civics 

(4) Civi must coordinate wfth other organisations and groupings 
-churches, taxi associations, hostels, sporting organisations 
cultural organisations, artists etc 
-these groups should be involved in our work 

{5) Open an office 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meetings 

(6) Advice work 
-Legal aid, health advice, rehabilitation for criminal 
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- be able to refer people to other advice centres. 
(7) Propaganda 

-newsletter 
(8) Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
(9) Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational societies linked to the civics should 
be set U!J 

(1i) Projects reievant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) Propagate UDF values 
(13) politicize people 

-symbolize the links in our struggle eg by using different speakers ,~ 
· like students, workers etc on platforms 

(13) Expose powerlessness of local government using day to day issues. jf 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for ongoing work between campaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
AIM: To look at how to set useful goals and to plan, and to show why this is 

important 
METHOD:Input, then a discussion in::the big group 

Practise of planning in the small groups. 
~PUT: Looki~g at the ideas from the last session we can say that they are all goals 

that we can work for. Some of these goals are very general and won•t really help us p.J 
to plan our work. Eg the goal "To politicize our people" is not very useful as a V'' 
goal because it does not really tell us what to do, or how to do it. With this 
kind of goal we can do very little work and still say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) '"~:!must set goals that we know we can achieve. So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 
not really easy for a new and small civic to achieve • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible \ 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can as~ss it. After we have worked \1 

. lt \1 
/"or a goal we must be able to say whether we have succeeded or failed. So if our goal \ 
~~ to"edu~ate our membe~~" we cant really know if we have succeeded or not. But if our 
goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can assess it. We can assess whether the 
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,J:..~e workshop happened, how many people attended it, i learned a lot and if they 
~~~ined the civic • 

(3) When we set goals we must set a time limit , othe ise the work can go on for 
a very long time with nothing being achieved. The ti e limit will help us to be 
disciplineq in our work. Examples of time limits are 11 have house meetings every week .. 
or "run a seminar in the next month". 

(4) When we set oals, we must be democratic and make ure 
the goai. We must make sure that the group is committe .to our goal • 
have the group's committment we will' not get the work one. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They m4st descr'be what we ·want to do. 
A goal like " Hold house meetings with residents every month" is more specific than a 

E)al like "make contact with residents" 
GROUP DISCUSSION: 
How can we improve a goal like "Strengthen our civics .. 

We can make it more specific: "increase the nu ber of members in our 
civic" , "run workshops to educate ou members"' 

We can also build in time limits "Recruit ten new members evet'!)week" 
"run workshops once a month 11 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We c n assess if we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have recruited new member, or eld monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is committed to it, veryone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say tha it is specific. All these 

~ things make it a useful goal. 
"ffiPUT: How to p 1 an 
Once we have set our goals we must plan HOW we will ca ry them out 
(1) We must be clear exactly what we want to achieve - this is in terms of both 
our long term goals and the specific goals we are work ng for 
(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways w could work for this goal. 
After listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 

· (3) Check out : can we do this 1 
Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources 
if we don't, can we find them somewhere? 

(4)Work out all the tasks we need to do 
plan WHO will do each task 

WHEN will the tasks be done 
WHERE will we do all this 

THen talk about:WHAT will we do if th!s plan DO SN'T WORK ? 
Q 

(5) Plan time to evaluate durino the work· and after th plan has been carried out. 
.. I 
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SMALL GROUPS: Small groups planned an educational event for a civic 
R~PORT: one of the small groups reported on their plan 

(?1 the other people criticised the plan and tried to improve on it, 
ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed how 
careful planning can help our work, ~le needed far more time for this session 

SESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 
AIM:To give information on what the BLA will actually mean, 
METHOD: A HANDOUT on the BLA was distributed 

Comrade Amos summarised the BLA and answered questions 
~ 

ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 
showed the links between the BLA and the constitution 

c;fSSION 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why? 
(2) What session did you not like and why? 
{3) Did you have any problems with any of the educators ? which ones? What were the 
problems? 
{4) Did you find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 
~) What improvement would you have preferred? 
(5) Would it be useful to organise further educational events? 

' REPORT: Most of the answers are written under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
(3) people asked for regular seminars 
(4} one person asked for a seminar like this , but with other political bodies 
(5) we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be announced in .UDF news 
(7)we needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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B L A C K ! L 0 C A L AU T H 0 R I T I E S A C T (_ (J .i.../t) 

INTRO: ·The aim of this pamphlet. is just to tell you about 

the BkA and its bac~grou~d and NOT to deal with 

'" possible ways of organis~ng against the new Town 
II 

Co:.:nci 1 system. 
, 

Before the 1976 June revoltsJthe' townships were controlled 
I 

by the administration boards and, their puppets, 
,~ 

the URBAN ,, 
BANTU Councils. 

After and during the 1976 revolt~ these Urban Bantu Councils 

came under heavy attack from thei people. As a result 
_.-- I " 

administration offices were burnt down and theicouncillors 
I 

on the councils were forced to r~sig~: 

The government realised that they were losing their control 

over the townships and so they imtroduced the "Community 

Council .. system. 

These ~ommunity councisl operate4 only in African urban 

are . , 
> 

These community councils had very little power. EVEN THOUGH 

they could, distribute houses and !administer sport and 

libraries;everything they aid was still subject to the wish 

of the Department of Co-operatic~ and Development. 

2/ .•. The community 
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The Community council system w~s not a successful one. The 

voting percentage in the 1977 C~~rnunity Council elections 

show that their popular support! was very little. Soweto had 

a poll of 6%, Port Elizabeth ha~ a poll of 11% and Daveyton 

and Kwa Thema had 19% each. 

The community council system wa~ obviously a failure. This 
I 

forced the government to look f~r another method to control 

the townships. 

They came up with the Black Loc~l Authorities Act. The Act 
i 

provided for elections to be he~d for councillors to form 

a Town or Village Council. 

These town councils will replac' the existing community 
I 

counc i1 s. 

The government says that these rlew "councils" will give 

people in the townships more corytrol over their own affairs. 

However when one looks at the pqwers which the new town 
I 

counci 1 s have it is easy to see \that they too wi 11 be puppets 

dancing to Pretoria's tune~ 

The Act gives Town counci 1 s the lpowe.rs to :-
I 

1) provide and maintain sdrvices li~~ water, electricity 

and sewerage 

2 ) t he c 1 e a ri r.g of s q u at t e1r s e t t 1 erne n t s 

3) the distribution of hou~ing and la~tly the power to 
I 

form their own kind of ~alice force. 

3/ They do NOT 
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They do NOT have the powers to defide on transport or 

education. In any event the MiniFter of Co-operation and 

Development has the power to : -

1) establish or dissolve a ~ouncil 

2) change the status, size ~r even the jurisdiction of 

the council 

3) 

4) 

5 ) 

6) 

give th~m any extra powe~s 
I 

appoint councillors to v~cancies on the council 
i 

appoint local committees \where no councils exist 
I 

announce elections and l~y down election 
I 

procedures 

i) authorise all budgets andl money matters of the 

council 
' 

8) intervene in the matters rf the council wnenever 

he wants to. 

He can even remove councillors fro~ office or dissolve the 

council. 

. . 

It is important to note that ·these !Town Counci 1 s ·are meant to 
I 

be able to support themselves. 

So it is clear that there is no con~rol being given to 

township residents. 

It is also clear that there is no dfmocracy in the way that 

·-:.the councils are meant to operate. I .... · 

4/ HOW DO 
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HOW DO THE POWERS GIVEN TO .BLAC LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

DIFFER FROM THE POWERS GIVEN TO WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITY 

1. Can let houses and 

collect rentals. 

2. Has no-power and 

control over transport. 

3. Budget must be approved 

by Minister. Minister 

can also reject their 

budget. 

4. Can charge residents for 

water and lights only. 

5. Has no control over 

education. 

WHITE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Can buy land, build 

houses and rent or sell 

houses.-

2. Has its own transport 

system and full control 

over buses. 

3. Prepares and approves . 
its own budget. 

4. Can build facilities for 

all services and can alsc 

charge residents for all 

services. 

5/ ••. WHAT WILL 
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U.D.F. EDUCATION COMMITTEE -
V ·:uc: DALESIO( (sT. ~Ct-1-N ~o~c..t! CCL.LE"G:E:) 

REPORT: 

This is\a report of each session of the 
Under each session we have reported under 

AIM: what we hoped to achieve in the session 
METHOD: hew we ran the session 
QUESTIONS: the questions which were discussed in the session 
REPORT: the reports of the groups in answer to the questions 

II ..., \) ¥w: \A J..t._:- £. @ 

APRTL 

ASSESSMENT: looks at whether the session worked, we also used the evaluation 
forms from the civic association members who attended the weekend. 

Participants; There were 35 participants at the workshops. Another 10 people came and went. 
~{§f S OW~o ; J- Ef\Sr R.fl.~o ! ;t..- AI.F"~ ; ~- fR.~,-c.~rn ; S- VAAl... ; 5- EOL"ATr~"' ~~~~"rT'TE'~) 

SESSION 1: INTRODUCING OUR CIVICS. 
AIM: to·get participants to introduce their civics, so that they could know a bit about 

each civic. 
METHOD:Each civic met and answered the questions. They wrote their answers on newsprint 

and reported back to the whole group. The group aske~ questions of infor
mation. 

QUESTIONS:the questions answered by the civics were: 
1. what. is the name of your civic? -
2. how old is your civic? 
3. ~ow was your civic started? 
4 how does your civic work? 

(a) what structures do you have? 
(b) when do you meet 
(c) what activities has your civic done1 

REPORTS: the civics that attended were 
Alex Civic Association ( one year old) 
Sow.eto Civic Association (5 years old) 

Soweto Branches-Mzimhlope, ~1apetla, Phiri, Pimville. t1e:A~vJ_I..AN0~' 
N.·:u . ..-or , aRw\NOo '-.1cr~r. 

East Rand People's Organisation (Daveyton Branch ) (3 years old) 
Mamelodi Action Committee (18 months old) 
Vaal Civic Association (7 months old) 

Q3_-The civics were started in different ways, in some areas activists from other 
areas helped local activists to start the civic, ~~other areas a mass meeting was 
called. 

Q4 - Structures: most civics have an executive or. ~teering· committee, and some areas 
:._. • .... ...: .....,_ ~-· ...:_.; : ..... ,..:r:; ..... .,..,.:-"!' ..... -:·J· . 

have branches and inter-branch meetings.· Other·~·stru.ctures _are genera 1 groups 
. dealing with topics 1 ike "Commu.te.rs:""''Qt!:"'~-o~~1~~!f.~t ~- .· 

. ··.~ ~~~!.:.~4~-;~~~-~~~~~ .. 
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1' Q4(b.)The civics have regular meetings for. the tommittee.s and groups, these meetings · . . . 

either once a week, or once every two weeks, or once a month depending on the 
group. 

Q4(c)- the issues that civics have taken up include: transport boycott, ~. 
electricity and water price~, anti- community council campaign, school problems 
eg the hig~fajlure rat~, housing, the Million Signature Campaign, Women's Day. 

- the methods used include mass meetings; pamphlets; fund-raising; petitions; 
house meetings; door to door; using media like newspapers, UDF news and the Eye; 
- other activities have been. h~loin.L!Q_star_t_ a......c.o.sAS _branch., setting up a 
woman's organisation, benefit society, classes for stucjents. 

ASSESSMENTS: This was a good introductory session, it helped people to learn about other 
civics, and it allowed people to share ideas and methods used. Some comrades would 
have liked more time for this session~ 

N~ ~SSIONS 2: EVALUATION OF ANTI- COMMUNITY COUNCIL CAMPAIGN 
AIM: To evaluate the campaigns run by the different civics and to assess the gains and losse! 

METHOD: the civics answered the questions and wrote the answers on newsprint. They 
reported back to the whole group. There was a general discussion in the whole 
group after each presentation by each civic. 

QUESTIONS: 1) What structures did your civic use to run the campaign_ 
2) list all the different things your civic organised during the campaign 
3) what was the % vote in your area? Why was this so big/ small? 

The answers to the next four questions were not recorded on.newsprint 
(i) how effective were the activities you organised ? 

(ii) what could have been·done to reduce the% vote in your area? 
(iii) what gains did your o,rganisation make as a result of the campaign? 
(iv) Now the BLAis enforced what_do you plan to do? 

REPORTS: 1) Structures: the civics used existing civic structures, in addition in some areas 
ad-hoc committees were formed involving other organisations in the campaign 

the civics also used UDF news in the campaign. 
2) Things organised during the campaign- these included public meetings; 
P.amphlets, posters~workshops on the BLA; house- to -house, placard demonstrations, 
disrupting election meetings, press-statements 
3) the percentage vote in each area and the reasons for their size were; . . 
Mamelodi -28%- this was high because there was not enough publicity.and there 

Daveyton 
Soweto -

were prob 1 ems with ven~es .. _. : 
- 18,6% - this was low because of .our w'ork .. 

·.· .. ,!.,• • .... _.· ' • 

10% -·this was high because people.were opposed to Tebehali 
. · .- ·: ... ::?~s:::_..:.~~r-: ~~~ '· -· 

... ..._ . 

and 
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people believe Tshabalala 1 s promises. 
Vaal 14% - This was low, it was a decrease since the previous election 
Alex - there was no election because we' pursuaded the opposition parties to 

dissolve so we won before the elections. 
To make the campaign more effective we should have had more house to house meetings, also 
we should have won the churches onto our side- this could have helped us with_venues, 
Better planning and evaluation throughout the campaign would have made things better. 

In the campaign we gained experience. We politici7Pd pPoole and allowed them a chance to 
voice their grievances, this boosted the civics and in some areas helped to build stronger 
£ivies. Also We formed links between diff~rent organimions. The problem is that many 
of these gains were not consolidated becuase there was no follow-up. 

~The next tasks are to destroy the Black Local Authorities and to st~engthen our civics. 
AS~SSMENT: Many comrades fou~this session very useful, because they could l~arn from their 
o~and each other's experiences. Also this session pointed out the need for consistent 
work and planning , not just work during a campaign. 

SESSION 3 : HOW DOES OUR STRUGGLE FIT IN WITH OTHER STRUGGLES? 
AIM: To bring out the links between the strugglP over issues like Rent/ Electricity et~ 
~ .' .in our civjcs and (i) the struggle of civics in 11 lndian 11 and 11 Coloured 11 areas 

(ii) The struggle of our people in the rural areas 
(iii)-the.political struggle against the new constitution and 

the Koornhof Bills. 
METHOD: We had a panel of speakers which were supposed to consist of; one person from 

a civic in an 11 Indian" area, one person from a civic in a 11 coloured 11 area, one or 
two people from a political organisation (TIC/Anti-PC) and one person from a rural 
area. 

e 
Unfortuna~y a few comrades could not come ( although invited ) and so the only 
speakers who turned up were a person from a civic in Lenasia (FRA ) and one 
person from the TIC. 

After they spoke we were divided into small groups (randomly chosen) in order to discuss 
these questions:(1) In what way is our struggle in African areas linked to the struggles 

of civics in other communities? 
(2) In what way is our struggle in the urban areas linked to the struggles 

of our people in the rural areas 
(3) We have heard all the loud noises being m~de about the new constitution. 

We have also heard the TIC peopl~ talk about ~heir struggles against it. 
Do you think there is any link betweel') our pro~lems in our local 
areas and the new constitut1on ? -- · · ~- · .' · 

.· . _ ·: !:_'~:- ~: ·.~:l~~~~.~~IIJ;J£·-~-
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We then had report backs on one question at a time - and discussion of the report backs. 
We finished off with a short summary of the 1 inks between ·our various struggles (in 

·~vies/ student bodies I women's or-ganisations/ union·s etc ) 
REPORT: (1) the FRA and TIC people presented a summary of the structures of the FRA 

and its links to the political organisation. Both of these organisations exist 
in Lenasia and many activists work in both organisations • 
The structure of the FRA was described as a number of residents associations from 
differ'ent parts of Lenasia that are linked together in a federation - the FRA. The 
six different residents associations often take up issues that would concern only 
the peoplein their area, but any issue that concerns. the whole of Lenasia 
is taken up by the FRA as a whole. 
The FRA has an executivejand a working committee of activists. It also has a 
number of womens/ youth I and cultural associations affiliated to i~. 

The FRA is in· turn a participating member of CRAC- the Coordinating Residents' 
Action COmmittee. This body exists to bring together civic organisations from all 
over the Witwatersrand - but at the moment only civics from the "coloured" and 
"Indian" areas are participating 

The comrades explained that they see a separation between the type of struggle 
fought by a civic and those fought by a political organisation like the TIC. 

rl& @They feel that a civic has the potential to mobilise a broad base of people in 
- · the community around some of their immediate problems ie rent/transport/ 

poorliving conditions et~. 
!IIJ. @The role of the political organisation is to bring out the political con.t.e.o.:LQ.f 

~ese basic struggles and to make sure that these struggles are coordinated ioto 
an assault on the State at all levels- local as well as national. 

~&. QP Those activists who have this level of politjca1 understanding would involve them-
. e 
selves in civic affairs with a view to ultimatJy politicizing these local 

- h 

struggles via the TIC. 
(j) It was stressed that although the ci"vic was seen as a very important site of. 

struggle1it was not to be confus~d with a political organisation. Political 
struggles were often based on the mobilisation that had been achieved on a 
civic level, but a civic is not a political organisation ~d should not be 
confused with one. · 
(2) There was some discussion around the issues raised by the TIC/FRA comrades. 
One of the issues raised was whether the same kind of arrangement should/could 
exist in African areas. Was there a need. for an organisation like the TIC 
that could deal with more directly political issues~ Was the UDF the type of 

tit_ organisation that could deal with these issues 1n...African areas? 

... 
'' ' r :.· •• ·"· ~ •,. 

.... 
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~le~ to some ·discussion about the nature of the UDF as a "front". Some people felt that 
w~ho~ld~not_~ry to compare the Lens situation too closely with the situation in many 
African areas, There were different conditions that may require different types of 
organisations to deal with them. 

\~ ~iscussion continued after the group discussion and led us into discussing the UDF .. 
By this stage it. was quite late and so we decided to finish off with a short talk I 
summary by Mike and then go straight into the discussion on the UDF ·and its relation to 
Civics. 

~.1ik..£ 1 :ii. talk tried to summarise a lot of \<:hat had already been discussed. He pointed out 
that we need to try and understand the links between the struggles in different areas in 
terms of the government•s strategy in those areas. 

Wi~n we try to draw the links between the struggles 
cWics I political struggles etc- we must stress 
by a united strategy on the part of the enemy. 

of youth I women I trade unions I 
the way these problems are caused 

The problems we face in youth organisations, in civics, in rural areas, in trade unions 
in po11tical struggles are all linked because they are all caused by the government_ 
in its attempts to reorganise o¢ression in our country. 

He went on to explain this: The government is now forcing all our people to register as 
homeland citizens. It is pushing all the homelands to accept inoependance as soon as 
possible .. In this way it is trying to •get rid • of all the Africans in SA. 'Our people 
are now going to be treated as foreigners ( Transkeians, Vendas etc) in_South Africa. 
This will help the government to cla~m that it is a democratic government that 
~~resents all the people of SA. As there will no longer be any African people in SA 
(they will all be in or from Bophuthatswana I venda I Transkei etc) - there won•t be any 
problems with the fact that they are excluded from running the country. 

At the same ti_~e the ~overnment is now going to allow "Indian" and " Coloured " people to 
come into parliament as its junior partners. It will be able to say that all South 
Africans are now represented in parliament and all SOuth Africans con now run the 
country together. At the same time it has made sure that it will remain in control _of 
things and that the white government will still dominate as before. 

At the same time the government is trying to solve the problems of the millions of 
people that will remain in the urban areas. These peopl_e can'not _be sent off to the 
homelands because they are neededin the industries in 11 white".SA. At one stage the 
i· • . ' 

~vernment thought that it could send all the African peopl~-to the-homelands and only 
illow them to come back as migrant workers _when "they are":n~~a._..,. - •· . . .- . -~-~ .. .. : .. : :1/~ . .; ..:_;--;~~-~-:: ~: _- .:.: 
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When it became clear that this would cause too many problems for big business in the 
urban areas the government changed its plan. It is now tryibg to seperate off a small 
------~ 

g~~Q of urban people - from thelarge majority of rural people and migrant workers. 

All our _Eroblems at local level ( poor housing, lack of recreal~e~qjl f_acilities etc l 
come from the fact that the government never intended that we stay in the urban areas. 
We were all supposed to be temporary workers 1so it was "not necessary" to spend a lot 
of money on the urban townshiRS. 
Now that the government has changed its plan, it has decided that those of us who are 
to be allowed to stay in the urban areas will now have to carry the cost of improving our 
townships. After.many, many years_Ef milking us of all the work we cun do -without even 
b~ildin~ de~ent_bouses for us - the government has now decided to do us a favour. It 
will now allow us to stay and become "priviledged urban blacks" as long as we pay for 
these 

Th~e are many other things happening at the same time in schools etc. THe point is that 
~all these different problems that we face in different areas are all as a result_ 

of the governments new TOTAL STRATEGY. They believe that in this way th~ can solve 
all the problems that they are having at the moment and that oppression will be able 
to continue for the next 1 000 years. 

~The only way to oppose them effectivly is if we make sure that our struqqles are united. . .-" 

~ 

The struggles on the youth front, the womens front, the union front , the rural front 
a 

and the civic front must all be linked together and united in common attack on oppression 
and exploitation. 

1\ 

ASSESSMENT:This session would have been a lot better if the comrades from the rural areas 
atrfjthe "coloured" are civic had been with us. This would have given us a far wider range 
of experiences to discuss and compare. 

(ii) The session raised a lot of questions that needed much more discussion and 
·were certainly not answered properly. Byt they were useful because we began to discuss 
t~em and they can be taken up again - in our civics and in other education sessions. 

(iii) although a lot of participants responded positivly to the session - it also 
was quite confusing for a lot of people. It seems to be one area that needs a lot of 
attention in the future. 

~SESSION 4: WHAT IS THE UDF AND HOW DO CIVIC ORGANIATIONS FIT IN? 
AIM: To examine the UDF in order to understand what a UNITED FRONT is and how civics 

fit in. 
METHOD: This changed from what we had planned as· the u·oF media·· committee and the MSC 

:'-:!" 

:.....:_; organiser were included in the session. We·were also running very late so the 
planned talk and discussion ."were changed·:.into.~.a:br).~f· introduction to the 

. ,. > .:: .... -·; 
. . .. ---~- --~}:·li~_:,~;~ -~:~~::~.:~:. -. 

·f. 
0

: ;•: •"
00 

I 

-· ·•• • ·~· --- ,. • ·.r .• ·---·~ -
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· the media presentation and the Million Signature ~ampaig~ . 
.- REPORT: Comrade Kehla from the media committee presented an assessment of the media 
~~~J~~used by the civics during the Anti- CC campaign( We have attached it to this 

"'- .·· .. report) He also made it clear that although a lot of go~·d-media was produced 
during the campaign very little media has been produced by civics since the 

Campaign. He stated that although the UDF committee could not undertake to 
produce ~edia for civics , - nor could it finance media for the civics, it could 
help in-the training of people within the civics so that media could become 
an ongoing part of our organisations. 

~??~Comrade Murph~_ told us about the Million Signature Campaign and how few 
signatures had been collected. He pointed out that one of the aims of tha 
campaign was to build up the affiliate$ -not to distance them from their work. 
But in order for this to be done - affiliates had to think seriously about the ~. 

best way of approaching the campaign within their own organisations. 

In the discussion that resulted, it became clear that very few civics had really managed 
to clear up what their relations to the UDF was. In some areas people feared that the 
UDF was trying to take over things in the organisation. People ended up by saying that 
this problem. was a serious one that had to be dealt with as soon as possible - but that 
it should also be dealt with carefully so as not to cause more P-roblems • 

ASSESSMENT: We did not really achieve our aim of examini~g the UDF and how our c1v1cs 
fitted in. We did.not even touch on the question raised during the previous 
session;ie.'W_?s the UDF a ':Political organisatjon" that could play the· same kind 

&\ 
~ 

I 
of role in the African Areas that th~ TIC plays in "Indian" areas. Although 

p 
·many peoJe felt that this was not so- the issue was not really discussed. 
This was partly due to a lack of time, and too many other issues being raised. 

I 
This issue must be tackled again in future education events o.r within our 
organisations. . 

SESSION 5: THE FILM to S££ 

AIM: Entertainment and also~something related to the struggle if possible. 
REPORT: We'showed the film"the Fifth Offensive" which was about the struggles of 

the partisans in Yugoslavia (under Marshall Tito) .against the Nazis in the 
~·second world war. 

D~~tw~~~-~:~J~~}~-~-~~.. -
~·;~t:j11::·;. We had some problem with the projector, but we eventually fixed something up and 
•• ~ .,!'-·~1'.!.~\::;:"._... .. ' . 
i."::+.\ . . showed the film. We did not have any organised discussion after the film 
: ... 'f.-.:0..-}jJ~.~...:~ . ' . 

ASSESSMENT: The film was good in that ,it gave people a feeling for struggles that have 
- - . -:-:----;::-::---

occurred in other countries. We did not discuss i~;'wh.ich w~s a pity. In future 

\II;.: ·· . ·~ .- : -~ r .:' . i :";_c;;<c;··~ .• -~s ~ .• ;·~~ nj:.r~~~}!: :;,.:~. . 

. -- .: ·: -~·.·t:::~;:~\/te·.~~:~ ~=---~------·- __ ... _. _ . _ .. _____ _ 
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we should try and get the kind of film or slide-tape show that can be both .. . 

entertaining and are worth discussing. Films can be very effec~ive in giving 
information and creating a more realistic way or understan-ding a situation., 

,.G 

I 
i 

·. 

SESSION 6: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
AIM: A general brai.nstorming session to get ideas on what· cw1cs could do now that the 

campaign is over. To try and focus the ideas broughtup in previous sessions ~ 

especi_ally the session evaluating the campaign and the session linking civic 
struggles to other struggles. 

METHOD: At the start of the session it was made clear that NO DECISIONS COULD BE MADE 
fQr civics at this meeting. 

People were divided irito groups and discussed the question. 
("£) The groups reported back to the plenary • 

Nl /QUESTION:We have been discussing the anti- CC campaign and its links to other struggles 
~ and our role in the UDF. Keepin9 this in mind 

What do we need to do in our civics?(Please list all the ideas 
REPO.RTS :(1) We need to strengthen our civics: 

~get more members 
leadership training and skills training 
- work out program of action based on issues facinq us. 
-know our limitations and don't promise the impossible 
-follow up the anti-CC campaign 
-have regular house meetings 

(2) Comrades must be disciplined 
-we must be democratic and consistent 
-we must be frank , fair and respon.sible 
-~ must practise what we preach. 

The work of ciyjcs need to be soordinated 
- perhaps through the UDF 
-~rhaps through an office for civics 

Civi must coordinate with other organisations and groupings 
-churches, taxi associationsi hostels, sport~ng organisations 

' 
cultural· organisations, artists etc 
-~se groups should be involved in our work 

0~ office ' 
-for advice work 
-so people can know where to reach us 
-for a regular venue for meeting~ . . .,,;.. . ~-, .: . 

Advice ~ork .·,:_·.·::·:'···~~·;~~;:.~.\:;~;;:~-/~·:_-.. 
-Legal aid,, health advice, rehabi]itation . .f~r.criminal 

: - ... .., _ .. 
. : ~-..... ,. . ·.: . 
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(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

- be able to refer peop~e to other advice centres. 

Propaganda 
-newsletter 

Start mutual benefit societies (eg Stokvels) 
Educational work 

-investigate needs 
-run educational events 
-prepare material 

(10) Cultural and recreational societies linked to the civics should 
be set up 

1(~.(11) ~rejects relevant to the communities 
-creches 
-literacy programmes 

(12) Propagate !IDE valw's 
(13) politicize peoolf_ 

€.:~~-- -SYJ.llbolize the links in our struggl~ eg by using different speakers 
like students. workers etc on platform~ 

~~ (13) Expose powerlessness of local government using day to day issues. 
ASSESSMENT: This session was useful to raise possibilities, and again emphasised the 

need for ongoing work between campaigns It was also helped as a lead in to 
the next session. 

J~ SESSION 7: SKILLS SESSION 
~AIM: To look at how to set useful goals and to plan, and to show why this is 

important 
METHOD:Input, then a discussion in·the big group 

Practise of planning in the small groups. 
INPUT: Looking at the id~as from the last session we can say that they are all goals 

(;hat we can work for. Some of· these goals are very general and won't really help ~s 
to _plan our work. Eg the goal "To politicize our people" is not very useful as a 
goal because it does not really tell us what to do, or how to do it. With this 
kind of goal we can do very 1 ittle work and stil 1 say that we are "politicizing our 
people" 

There are certain things we can do to make our goals more useful: 
(1) we must set qoals that we know we can achieve. So a goal like "destroy the BLA" is 
not really easy for a new and small civic to achie~e • But a goal like "Get 10 new 
members"is possible 
(2) The goal must be set in such a way that we can a\ess it. After we have worked 
for a goa~ we mus~ be ab~e to say whether we have succeed~d or failed. So if our goal 

/'is to"educate our members" we cant really know if we hav~ s·ucceeded or not. But if our 
.. . ·. ·'· . . ' 

"-goal is"to run a workshop on the BLA" we can assess it. We can assess whether the 
.~ .. ~--~:-~~ ..... -·~:··.:· __ , .. ·~-.~~i:'·_.~-.B~/.:.:..: "··~ · 
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.the workshop happened, how many people attended it, if they learned a lot and if they 

c·joined the civic. 

~ ~0 (3) When we set goals we must set a time limit , otherwise- the work can go on for 
~a very long time with nothing being achieved. The time limit will help us to be 

disciplined in our work. Examples of time limits are 11 have house meetings every week" 
... 

• 

or 11 run a semjnar in the next month". 

(4) When we set goals, we must be democratic and make sure that ever:y_o_r:~e~_9!"~-~-~--~j_th_ 

the goal. We must make sure ~hat the group is committed.to our goal If we don't 
have the group's committment we will not get the work done. 

(5) The goals we set must be specific. They must describe what we want to do. 
A goal like " Hold hous~ meetings with residents every month" is more specific than a 

cuoal like "make contact with residents" 
GROUP DISCUSSION: 
How can we improve a goal like "Strengthen our civics" 

We can make it more specific: "increase the number of members in our 
civic" , "run workshops to educate our members" 

'· We can a 1 so build in time 1 imi ts " Recruit ten new members evet'!;) week" 
"run workshops once a month" 

This goal is achievable, if we work hard; We can assess if we succeed or fail, 
by asking if we have ·recruited new member, or held monthly seminars; There is 
time limit; and the group is corrunitted to it, everyone thinks it is a good 
and important goal. And finally we can say that it is specific. All these 

f7;! things make it a useful goal. 
, t: Jl.TV'f:' 

{,'1-::~T~e H~:v:0 ,::a:ur goa 1 s we must plan HOW we wi 11 carry them out 
r;~;t~(1) We must be clear exactly v1hat we want to achieve- this is in tenus of both 
~~ 
t:;:J~:~our lon_g tenn goals and the specific goals we are working for 
~~:.1.(2) We then get suggestions of all the possible ways we could work for this goal. 
~·~\fter listing all the ideas, we choose the best ones. 

(3) Check out : can we do this 7 
Do we have time ? money ? people ? resources ? 
if we don't, can we find them somewhere? 

(4)Work out all the tasks we need to r'J 

~ plan ~~~Nw::~ld~h:·~:,:: 5~e done 
t.:. WHERE will we do a 11 this 

•. ;.1 

~'; 

(5) 

. ·. 

carried out. 
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1." .SMAL~ 'GROUPS: Small groups planned an educational event for a civic 

REPORT: one of the small groups reported on their plan 
C:' the other people criticised the plan and tried to improve on it, 

l ASSESSMENT: Many people found this session very useful. Especially as it showed 
careful planning can help our work, We needed far more time for this session 

~ SESSIONS: THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES (BLA ) ACT. 

how 

AIM:To give information on what the BLA will actually mea~, 

~~D: ~o~:~~u:.:: :~:,:~~s::st~:s:~:b~~:donswered questions ~~~\~ 
ASSESSMENT: People found the information valuable. The information was clear, and it 

showed the links between ·the BLA and the constitution · 

~SSION 9:EVALUATION. 
AIM To get feedback from people so we could see 

(1) What sessions were useful 
(2) what our mistakes were 

METHOD: Questions were asked, THe answers were written and handed in 
the answers were anonymous 

QUESTIONS: 
(1)WHat session did you find most useful and why? 
(2) What session did you not like and why? 
(3) Did you have any problems with any of the educators ? which ones? What were the 
problems? 
(4) Did you find it a problem that all the sessions were in English? 
~) What improvement would you have preferred? 
(5) Would it be useful to organise further educational events? 
REPORT: Most of the answers are wri-tten under the assesment of each session 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
(1) Three people would have preferred Zulu or Sotho 
(2) A few people felt that one of the educators spoke too fast and too softly 
{3) people asked for regular seminars 
(4) one person asked for a seminar like this , but with other political bodies 
(5) ·we should have used methods like Role-plays 
(6) workshops should be ar .•• ounced in UDF news 
(7)we needed more time and more flexible time-management 
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BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACT C4 .L.A) . 

INTRO: The aim of this pamphlet!is just to tell you about 

the B~A and its bac~grou~d and NOT to deal with 

'" possible ways of organising against the new Town 
II 

Co:.:nci 1 system. 

Before the i976 june revu1ts
1
the :townships were controlled 

,. 
by the administrat-ion Loar·ds and ltheir puppets, the URBAN ,, 
BANTU Councils. 

After and during the 197£ revolt~ these Urban Bantu Councils 

came under heavy attack from the 'people. As a result 
I 

administration offices were burn~ down and the councillors 
' 

on the councils were forced to r~sign. 

The government realised that the~ were losing their control 

over the townships and so they in~roduced the "Community 

Council .. system. 

These community councisl operatedi only in African urban 

are .. 

These community councils had veryi little ·power. EVEN THOUGH 

they could distribute houses and ~dminister sport and 
! 

libraries;everything they aid was still subject to the wish 

of the Department of Co-operation and De~elopmerit. 

2/ ••. The community 
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PAGE TWO 
. . .. -- ···-· ·- . --·. --- -· --·-. -· 

The Community council system was not a successful one. The 

voting percentage i.n the 1977 Comm~nity Council elections 

show that their popular support ~as very little. Soweto had 

a ~oll of 6%,_ Port Elizab~th had a poll of 11% and Daveyton 

and Kwa Thema had 19% each. 

The community council system was obviously a failure. This 

forced the government to look for another method to control 

the townships •. 

They came up with the Black local Authorities Act. The Act 

proyided for elections to be held for councillors to form 

a Town or Vill~ge Council. 

These town councils will replace the existing community 

councils. 

The government says that these new "councils" will give 

people in the townships more control over their own affairs. 

However when one looks at the powers which the new town 

councils have it is easy to see that they too will be puppets 

dancing to Pretoria's tune. 

The Act gives Town councils the powers to :-

1). provide and maintain services like water, electricity 

and sewerage 

2 ) the c 1 e a ri r.g of squatter ·set t 1 ~men t s 

_3) __________ t_':l~- d_i~1~j-~~ti_o!}_o_f_h.c:>Li~Li_r:i9 ~~anctJ·.as!]_Y _t_h.e __ power _ !_o_ ::~---:. 
. . . .-- ·-- .. - ··-- -· ·---- ---· --- ·-- ---:-.--···c--~- .·\. :·-··.·--:.. . . 

form their own kind of··police_:force·. 
r":..- ~..:·,-M_~ .......... :· . . . 
..... _,.1_.·~~~--\r.::·;:·• ... ... 
~~~·· ~-t.~-~~:;~; .. ~:;.r:/·; .. · ~ .. _:_ . 

--~(\}-:~· ... They do NOT 
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PAGE THREE 

They do NOT have the powers to de~ide on transport or 

e ducat ion . In any event the Mini is t e r of Co-oper at ion and 

Dev~lopment has the power to :-

1) Pstablish or dissolve a council 

2) change the status, size or even the jurisdiction of 

the council 

3) give them any extra powe!rs 

4) appoint councillors to v~cancies on the council 

5) appoint local committees where no councils exist 

6 ) announce e 1 e c t i on s and 1 iay down e 1 e c t ion 

procedures 

7) authorise all budgets an~ money.matters of the 

council 

· 8) intervene in the matters of the council whenever 

he wants to. 

He c an even rem o v e c oun c i 1 1 or s frio m off i c e or d i s so 1 v e t he 

council. 

It is important to note tha.t ·thes~ Town Counci 1 s are meant to 

be able to support themselves. 

So it is clear that there is no c~ntrol .being given to 

township residents. 

It is also clear that there is noi d.erno~racy ·;n the way that 

··:the councils are meant to. operate~ ··:;.-r··:··~::··~:~·.·.-.· ·· 
. ~ .. ';: - . ·.- :. •.. . 

HOW DO 
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HOW DO THE Pd~t~S GIVEN TO BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES ' 
• l 

. . ' 
DIFFER FROM "THE POWERS GIVEN TO WHITE LOCAL "GOVERNMENTS: 

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITY 

1. Can let houses and 

collect rentals. 

2. Has no power and 

control over transport. 

3. Budset must be approved 

by Minister. Minister 

can also reject ~eir 

budget. 

4. Can charge residents for 

water and lights o~ly. 

. I 

5. Has no control over 

education. 

W~ITE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

1. Can buy land, build 

houses and rent or sell 

houses.' 

2. ·Has its own transport 

system and full control 

over buses. 

3. Prepares and approves 
I 

its own budget. 

4. Can build facilities for 

all services and can also 

charge residents for all 

services . 

5/ ••• WHAT WILL 
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WHAT WILL THE BLACK LOCAL AUTHORI~IES ACT 

MEAN TO RESIDENTS 

1. As these Town Councils have to support themselves, the 

councils will have to get the:money from the residents. 

So they will probably :-

(i) make rents higher 

(ii) make site and servi*e charges higher. 

2. It means that residents will ~till have no control over 

the conditions in which they live. 

3) It means that if there is dis~atisfaction with livtng 

c0n~itions in the township~ tHe residents will be more 

likely to see the Town Counci~s as a target than the 

government. 

CONCLUSION: 

Township residents being I to finance administer are now afked and 

the terrible conditions in which t~ey live. 
I 

T-he town councillors of the town councils will be the new 

"administrators" and will certainlr prove to be no better 

than the last bunch of. community c~uncillors. 

******* 
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Dear Friends, 

UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT 

P .O.BOX 25063 

FERREIRASrOWN 

2048 

Re ; Education Workshop. 

The education committee of the UDF would like to extend an 
invitation to your orga11isati,or, to at~end an educ•. tion workshop <?n 
the week, end of the ~:?/~~/.4:1 Apnl 1984 at St. John Bosco 
conference centre in Daleside. 

The aim of the workshop is to evaluate the Anti-Community Council 
campaign and to loo~ at the road ahead for civic organisation in 
the continuing struggle against the local authorities. 

Your organisation will be permitted three representatives from 
your executive cofumittee and four community activists. The cost 
for attending the workshop will be R2.00 payable at the time of 
registration. · · 

Please ensure that your organisation participates in the 
workshop, in order to make it a meaningful event. 

Yours in struggle, 

MOSS CHIKANE. 

P.S. A COPY OF THE PROGRAM\1E IS ENCLOSED. 

1 
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FRIDAY 

\ 
\ 

U.D. F. EDUCA.TION COvMITTEE. 

EDUCATION PRCXJRAM\.1E FOR CIVICS • 

:Arrival and supper. 

I 
I 

. 8. OOpm 

9. OOpm .. :Introd~ction to weekend and 
get to kn?w each other session. 

SATURDAY 8. OOam :Breakfast. 

SUNDAY 

9.00am 

IO.OOam 

10.30am 

12.30am 

l.OOpm 

2.00pm 
e 

4.00pm 

4.30pm 

7.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00am 

9.00am 

:Introducing our Civic Organisations. 
-With whole group presentations on 

newsprint. r 

:Tea. 

:Evaluation of Anti-Community Council 
campaign 
-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Led discussion on methods of. 
organising I mobilising. 

~Black Local Authorities Act. 

-:Lunch. 

:How does our struggle fit in-with 
othe~ struggles? _ 
-4 Speakers ; Leandra ; TIC ; FRA 
.. ECO. 
-Questions from the floor after each 
speaker. 

-Group discussion. 
-Report back. 
-Bri-ef.talk. 

:Tea. 

:\That is the UDF and how do civic 
organisations fit in? 
-Talk and led. discussion~-

:Supper. 

:Film. 

:Breakfast. 

:Where do we go from here? 
-Brainstorming session in groups. 
-Report back. 

, ... ·.I; __ • 
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